albrrt item ruts.

MONEY

TO

LOAN

NEW

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVE REAL ESTATE

Harry

AMD

APPROVED COLLATERAL.
C. C. BURRILL
ELLSWORTH,

&

SON,

MAINE.

The palntera are now at work
of Hancock hall.

DAVIS,
1
CARRIAGE and SLEIGH

HENRY

E.

j

IBUCKBOARD,
Repository,

Mre. Miriam Kent ia the guest of Mra.
Homer II. Emerson in Bucksport.
A.

]
M
J

the

M. Foeter Is putting a bath-room ia
Bed man house on Bridge hill.

Ellsworth board of trade will invite the
board to meet here in September.

State

J
j

Mayor Davis left last Monday for BosHe ia expected home next Monday.
Miaeea Lena and Georgia Foster are visiting relatives at Bar Harbor for a week.

<1

ton.

j

I
i

The plan to have another tug-boat on
I'nion river baa been abandoned for this

^

i

Salesrooms and Workshop. Franklin St., Ellsworth. Me.

season.

Mayor Davis

Lygonia lodge, F. A A. M., worked the
degree on two isndidatea last Wednesday evening.
A.
W. Packard, of The American
third

office, has been

Latest

in

Styles

The W. C. T. V. will meet with Mrs. II.
Humor, on Hancock atreet, to-day
(Thursday) at i o’clock.

HOYS.

Hats

K.

and

“Joe”, the porter and All-around handy
at the American house,
is on a
pleasure trip to Boston.

Caps.

I have a few lots of heavy underwear that 1
don’t want to keep over season. 1 will sell
special low prices.

man

Miss

several months in

Joy, after a visit of
Boston and New York,

returned home Sat

urday.

these at

O W EX

BYRX.

Annie

Fred Whittaker, of
Portland, spent
Sunday with his parents, Capt. Maynard
Whittaker and wife, in this city.
The literature club will be entertained
by M iss Annie Stock bridge at the home
« f Mr-*. II. H. lisrdeii
Friday evening.

FINISHED

P

Antique,

H.

W'*»rc

n

ruff
»>«•«••

I

meet itig «>f

Natural

I„.

In the absence of Miss Lucy Adams,
Carl Stratton Is employed as clerk in the
store of C'apt. John A. Lord.

Saddle Seat Rocker.

I

victims of the

of the

one

prevailing epidemic.

FOB

AXI>

Alderman Htockbridge
pant week’s victims

and

have been among the
of the grip.

NEW SPRING GOODS.
Clothing and Furnishing Goods
MEN

1m

Cherry,

on

«*,

r*

r*

sent

trad*

at

the

}■*

lug

semi rmnuMl

h* >tate board at

Deering

to-

serious.
I xteiisive
b* use

repairs are being made on
|| gh street recently pur-

lhe

1

on

II Osgood.
chased by I
is doing t l.e work.

P. II

Stratton

\. H
l.v 11 a in lias ta-t-ii re-elietecf MlThe
perinl* ml* nl of schools in F.den.
lit cord -a> s >| p, l.viiNin is l>ringing the
si »uH*
up t<» a higti standard.

M

Only $1.50.

K

I Ihu

's

turiied

IV

L.

-s

'i1'

mi

r*

matron

*,
an

alsrnce if

account of din*

A. W. CUSHMAN & SON, Franklin St.

as

t

hough

tti*- rlvt

|

| No Purse-Pinching1
i Prices-

You Ilad

I to-

-•

t tie "Pound

to herst If ag

r

Top”
mi

pail1

of

$2.00

Shoes when you

see

haw

season.

the best material in

Only

Con-

their construction.

.-Mi Hurt i'>ii

all to be the best

ceded

by

$2.00

shoe in the Boston

the

Baptist
sh

i*o[

i.iirsts

will

nt*

the auct inneer

i*

pawned
inontha

In 1897 Wall
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Call and examine
shown in

was ever

F.

a-

the

Paper.

complete
city.

a

line

a-

A. COOMBS,
41 Main Street.

Established lssT.

FIRST

NATIONAL HANK
OF

KI.LSWOKTH.

*12,500.

Banking

hours from 0

a.

m.Jlo

1 p.

m.

Every facility offered Customers.
Correspondence solicited.
Andrew I*. WlflWKLL, President,
8. K. Whiting, Vice President.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN, Cashier.
DIRECTORS:
A. p. Wibwell,
S. K. Whiting,
E. H Hkeely,
L.a. Emery,
Lewis Friend.
Eugene Hale,
MAIN

STREET,

ELLSWORTH ,\\ME.

a change
our

in

partners

we

Large Stock of Carriages,
Before 31 ay 1.

*50,000.

CAPITAL STOCK.

SURPLUS,

Inconsequence of
offer at cost, for cash,

few high clas- road
We are finishing a
The best wheel two-axle, money can
wagons.
the best trimming and painting art can
buv;
accomplish, at the lowest prices at which
labor can live.
We have ail kinds of Vehicles, new and
second hand, for sale or to let by the day,
week or monthAll kinds of repairing promptly attended to.

S. Xj. XiOIXU tfc CO.
Itheunmtlsm Cured in

a

Day.

Rheumatism and NeuIts action
cures in 1 to 3 days.
ralgia
and mysterious.
is
remarkable
upon the system
It removes at once the cause, and the disease
The first dose greatly
..dlutely disappears.
benefits. 77 cents. Sold by S. .D. \\ IOU1N,
“MYSTIC CLTtK”

radically

druggist, Ellsworth.

for

the
The

j

|

J

lie

in

was ar-

municipal
was

court Thurs-

sentenced to

four

jail.

irrepressible

slorv travelled In

iii>.

with

ck to

local

wag started

IhtiD'or

bill

and

Bangor

two

Tuesday and Wednesday, April
28, at Hancock hall—Annual
King's Daughters' society.

a

for

“Isn’t he

bemselves,

and

ained

how the

New

1

of

27 and
fair

of

RUBBERS

!

are

get them at the

C.

L.

cheaper: you
price at

can

neve

MORANC'S.

some

idea

may be obwill look

bridge

Dress Goods in great
C. L. MORANG'S.
Call
ariety
or fashion sheet.

Spring

SUjbcrtiscmcnts.

funny insect?” said Wallie,
centipede as it walked
across the floor.
“Awfully funny. Looks
like a parade, doesn’t he?” said Mollie.
“Yes,” replied Wallie. “He must have
looking

at

a

the

so

well.”

A young student lately presented himself for examination. and ignominiously

failed. To his family, anxious to hear of
hi:: success, he telegraphed thus:
“Examinations splendid ; professors enthusiastic. They wish for a second in October.”
Have you examined the 98c. Shoot,
at C. L. MORANGS?

__Worth $2._
.'iSurrtiscmcnts.

AUCTION

Bangor.

F.llswort h at last sees somet hing tangi*
>le in the aha| « of its Main street bridge.
1 crew of fifteen men from the Boston
►ridge works arrived last Friday, and at
nee began the
erection of the bridge,
rhe overhead trusses now begin to rear

There was a vesper service at the Unitarian church last Sunday afternoon.
The music, which was of a high order,
was well rendered hy a choir consisting
of Miss Mary F. Hopkins and Mi»* Ueor-

ville and lslesboro.

Mun-

fruit*

►pened for the fall term, that children
ihall be allowed to enter the tirsi grade
jf the graded schools only on condition
hat they are fitted to enter some existng class. The object of tins action by the
xmrd was to preserve the grading of the
•chool*. It frequently happens that chilireu entering the school are not prepared
0 take up the work of the first
grade, the
vault being that the entire class must be
lelayed, or a special grade formed, which
brows the whole school machinery out of
►rder.

gratulations.

to

Monday, April 19, at Hancock hall
Concert and ball of city hose company.

Supcrintendent*of-Schoolg Wharff calls
Attention to a
vote
taken
the
by
icbool
board last July, before schools

MissArvilla C. Swan, of Watsonville,
California, formerly of Ellsworth, was
married on March ltf. at Santa Cruz, to
Charles Smith, also of Watsonville.
I'm
bride is a sister of Mrs. O. S. Cook, of
this city. Ellsworth friends exUnd con-

in

COMING EVENTS.

been well drilled to march
was a

story that Capt. Lord had “gone up".

one

line

company has been organized
lslesboro and incorporated. The capital stock is fG,000. The ollieers are: President, G. D. Pendleton; treasurer, W. S.
Pendleton, jr., lslesboro; directors, G. D.
Pendleton, jr., E. D. Hatch, John P.
Bragg, Charles H. Hooper, all of Jslesboro; Fred W. Pote, Belfast; W. G«
Stevens, Castine.
The company will operate a line of
steamers between Belfast, Castine, BrooksSteamboat

in

fa. another
w uii a bill fur fo,
in Lilsworth looking
for (.’apt. Lord. They found him, much
toth ir surprise, doing business at tile
aid stand, and paying 100 cents on a
They kicked themselves all the

Charlt* \V. Morse.

Morang-—“

it. In t tit*

An

dealers,

held

sell you a good pair of Men's
Pants for 98c.

2

walked off

day morning found

(ieorge E. Packard, after a year spent
the cow-punchers of
southamong
western Colorado, on the ranch of an
uncle, returns to Eilaworth in rugged
health and high spirits,
lie is warmly
welcomed home hy his many friends.

can

after

latter has been resurveying the
estimate on the cost of grading.

in-

Togus, is

learned

was

apt. John A. Lord

days.

j

II. Emery ha* sold hi* house on
Bridge hill to F. A. Coombs, who will occupy it himself. Mr. Emery will move to
the Fulton h«*u*e. at the corner ol Mam
ami School strict*, purchased hy him
some time ago.

C. L.

Soon

a suit between the contractors and the
Somerset and Megantic railroad in relation to a piece of grading between Hartland and Harmony, some four miles in
iengt b.
Judge Wiswell, of Ellsworth, and Mr.
Spofford were appinted referees, and the

his

an

victim of the
and
his
grip several days last week,
clerk, Miss Lucy Adams, also being ill,
it was necessary to close the store several
(

Charles

E. J. WALSH,

Wednesday.

day tneirning Peter

Saturday in the stable* on Franklin
street formerly occupied l»y O. W. Tripp.
The sale is held by (’. E. Shaw, of Bangor;

been

that Peter had very
with a watch belonging to a man who had entertained
him t tie night before.
The watch w as
founei Mt a pawn-shop, where Peter had

next

market.

recently

Peter lias been in
Peter was a little unhe was arrested in Bangor

before.

rested it

Iasi year.

church.

Ellsworth

calls

Bangor.

at

ungraciously

on

past two months have
gales.

who

trouble

ratt* will be about tin

pairs

t he

Kane,

steady when

saint an

bark, coupled with
crossing the At-

vessels

tremble

last

lirst of

length of passage
hut the knowledge of

severe

The comity commissioners are in sesH—tssing lh* county tax for lf*:#7.
The tax to t»•
ollevtetl is fjl mm. The

sion

week. She w as a sister of Mr-. Patrick
Scott, of thin city.
P* pairs have laen made on the S« bool
street grammar school to strengthen the
trusses. The work was done by A. M
Foster. Mr. Foster has commenced re-

Two Xr.w Toes.

during

the

mate-of the soldiers’ home at

Margaret Campbell, widow of
llamillon Campbell,
formerly of illicit)', died a( her home iu Boat on Ih-t

Button and Lack.

that

home, but who has

over-

Mrs.

them.

(net

encountered

F. W. Chapman, t he soup mauufaet ur« r.
not detiu ittl) decided upt n a local ion
for l»is factor)
lit* propose* to erect a
j
three-story frame building. ,'j0x70 feel in
size.

Ladies' Note

our

anxiety,

eau-es

lantic

resev-

has

a

that
the

It look-

would

this

February.

Peter

business.

a-oii

islands

It is not the

the condition of the

ss.

The •‘Littn Pound I'op” is being
hau'e t f«

pump
the Western

from

the

at

Kiting room, has

post after

to tier

eral da\s

b

2
2

J

Klls-

t

y.

*i

The very Iie>t rliair
market l’or llie |>rirc.

0*1

Mr- Miry I
\dsms is very ill with the
grip at lor home on the Surry road. At
i'f m11 \ s11*
1 age. h« r Hint ss is considered

flahogany.

You'll Wish

POWDER

of

There will be a meeting of the board
aldermen Monday evening.

I

^akTkC

the in-

on

terior

MANUFACTURER.

It I, bat ■ abort time before all will hare to change from runnere to whrele,
and I take thla method of calling the attention of the public to I be fart that I
hare on band, of my own make, IJgbf and lltary F.xprcaa end Head Wagona,
Top Bugglee, Burreva, etc., which will be sold at a low figure for <aeb.
I am making light Punt Hoad Wagona and elngle-eoat Buckboard Wagona
of aatin-wood, finely mottled, tluiahed natural wood.
Kor a fancy, light carriage
these cannot be excelled.
Wbat few Blelgha, Punga, Kur Hobea and Blanketa I bare In atock will be
cloaed out at coat for caab.
Now Is the proper time to overhaul your carriages and pul them In order
for the coming spring and summer. I bare every facility for repairing and
•> painting. Skilled workmen in every department.
Your patronage solicited.

THIS WEEK.

ADVERTISEMENTS

I. F Hooper—Sheriff’s sale.
D wl- Friend A Co—Vest-maker.
IVtttlon for pardon of George 11 Young.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
H I. Lord A Co—Carriages for sale.
John F Hurley—Cash market.
< F, Himw—Auction sale of horses.
n«gnod A Dresser— Meat market.
II Mosley—Kggs for sale.
< 1. Morang—Dry goods.
Whiting Itros—Groceries, carpeting, etc.
I^wls Friend A Co—Clothing.
Noamkast Hakbok
Joseph K Norwood—Stamps bought and sold.
MT DXftEKi
M I. Allen, I. F.lric Holmes—Notice of fore«losure.
I'.UKR
K S Clark—Notice of foreclosure.

SI MS TO SUIT

IN

gift Hastings, sopranos; Miss Georgia when completed. Tbe bridge was closet
"tticrtisrnunts.
Tripp, alto; E. E. Parker, tenor; A. K. to teams on Monday, and will remaii
basso.
The
Rev.
W.
R.
Cushman,
closed all this week, at least. The bridgi
pastor,
Hunt, delivered a short address.
may be ready for teams by Monday
J. F. Kimball, of Mariaville, brought to Foot passage will not be interrupted
the city yesterday a twenty-six-inch sal- Hon. Parker Spofford, of Bucksport
mon, weighing five and a half pounds, civil engineer, will inspect the bridgi
oaught by Henry Smith the night before in the interest of the city.
out of his mill-pond. The fish must have
Prof. Charles A. Young, head of thi
come from Flood’s pond, as no salmon astronomical
department at Princeton
had ever been caught in the mill-pond university, lectured on the planetary sysbefore.
tem at the Congregational church Iasi
Among visitors to the city during tbe Saturday evening. The characteristics ol
past week were S. P. Cousins, Lamoine; the planets, the different theories regardCharles Harriman, Cherryfleld; C. D. Joy, ing their formation, their discovery
Northeast Harbor; O. K. Stevens, West their movements, etc., were clearly and
If anything wai
Gouldsboro; Curtis Durgain, Sedgwick; interestingly told.
George A. Martin, Frank H. Hinckley, needed to make clearer the facts which
Bluehill; A. B. Fernald, Franklin; A. H. Prof. Young presented, the need was
fully met by the excellent stereopticon
Lyuatn, B. E. Clark, Bar Harbor.
views shown. Much attention was given
A second test by Dr. W. L. West, of the
to the planet Mars, which, because of recows of E. E. McFarland at Lamoine,
cent important discoveries which tend to
Absolutely Pure.
proved the correctness of the test several
the belief that on that planet
Celebrated for Its great leavening strength
weeks ago.
The two cows which Dr. strengthen
there exists some form of intelligent life, and heathfulness.
Assures the food against
West declared at that time to be diseased,
and all forms of adulteration common to
is of the greatest general interest. The alum
the cheap brands, royal baking fowpu
again showed unmistakable symptoms of
lecture waB most instructive and to those CO NEW YORK.
tuberculosis, and will be killed. l>r.
interested in the subject highly entertainWest went to Mt. Desert island Wednesing. The lecturer is one of tbe leading
CHURCH NOTES.
day to make several tests.
astronomers in tha new world. In telling
All tbe graded schools except room
UNITARIAN.
of important discoveries made in the
two in the School street grammar school, astronomical
Sunday, April 4—Morning service
world, he modestly refrained
will open Monday; also schools in dis- from
with sermon by pastor at 10.30. Subany mention of tbe part he bad
tricts Nos. 7, 8 and 9. S. Everett Marks,
played in this field of scientific research, ject: “Doing God’s Will.” Sunday school
who has been employed to teach the
but as a matter of fact some important meets in the vestry at the close of mornSchool street grammar, has been a victim
discoveries and theories are credited to ing service. Regular evening service at 7
of the measles, from which he is just re- him.
During his visit here Prof. Young o’clock.
CONOREG ATION A L.
covering, and the opening of his room was entertained at the home of Judge L.
The subject of the pastor’s sermon next
will therefore be delayed until April 12.
A. Emery.
Sunday evening will be “Driftwood.”
Two Ellsworth captains have made
me “praiiK .Jones” Schedule.
Subject for mid-week prayer-meeting
quic k trips during the past week. Capt.
Samuel Goodwin, in the schooner “Harry
evening:
Commencing Friday of this week, the at 7.30 this (Wednesday)
W. Haynes”, has just made a trip from “Frank Jones” will leave Portland at 11 “The Christian’s Resources.*’
METHODIST.
Hayti to New York in eleven days. On p. m., on Tuesdays and Fridays, for RockThe general topic for the Epworth
the same
day the schooner “J. B. land (5.30 a. m.), Islesboro, Castine, Deer
Holden”, Capt. Horace Lord, arrived in Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklin, Southwest Har- league prayer meeting for April is
New York, ten days from Jacksonville. bor, Northeast Harbor, Bar Harbor, Mil- “Parables in Proverbs”. The subject for
These are remarkably good trips for this bridge, Jonesport and Machiasport, ar- next Tuesday evening is “Wisdom and
season.
riving at Bar Harbor 12.30 p. in., Machias- Folly Personitied”. Rev. #. H. W. Wharff,
leader.
Jesse Meader, who lives on the Surry port 5.30 p. m., Wednesdays and Saturdays.
road near the town line, took a cold
Hfibertiscmcnts.
Returning leave Machiasport Mondays
plunge into Union river from the Main
street
bridge Monday morning. The and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arriving at Bar
planking had been taken up from the Harbor in season to connect with ferry
PREPARING
bridge, and Mr. Meader was walking steamer leaving 10.30 a. m., for Mt. Desert
Ferry. The steamer will leave Bar Haracross the girders when a misstep sent
at
9.30
a.
at
Rockland
at
S
m., arriving
VETERINARY
him into the waters below.
He was por
hauled out with some difficulty, wet, but 4 p. m., and Portland at 11 p. m.
REMEDIES
uninjured.
Judge Savage for Supreme Bench.
Is a feature of our Prescription 0
A horse owned by F. II. Osgood, left
Governor
Powers’
council
Friday
U
department upon which we pride P
standing near tlie house of H. M. Hall, chamber was
invaded by the leading law- 11
ourselves.
We do nslight #
ran
away Tuesday morning, taking a
such prescriptions sin: !y be- 0
yers of Maine, legislators and others, who (I
short cut across lots to State street. The
cause the medicines are t
i>e giv- 0
brought with them large bundles of peti- 11
buggy to which the horse was harnessed tions for the
en to domestic im
Drugs f
appointment of Judge Sav- d
whs overturned and badly damaged.
In
and
<1
chemicals
ol
A
quail- ^
age, of Auburn, to the supreme bench, tc
f
*>f
the court house the runaway
are not “good enough” at our
ty
succeed Judge Walton.
£
^
,ck a buggy in which Mrs. O. W.
store. This is why v-m should
a
I
There was a large number of speakers
!' p ry
\
bring us your prescriptions for 5
w«*-.pv, but only slightly
representing the bars of almost all tin
Condition Powders, Liniments, P
damaged one wheel, li was, however, u
counties, eulogizing Judge Savage anc J
P
Poultry medicines, I fog < holera P
narrow o-rapr from a more serious accithe appointment.
those
urging
P
Among
P
remedies, Dog n medic-, etc.
The runaway was stopped in front
dent.
|
who spoke was Col. II. E. Hamlin, ol
of t he jail house.
Ellsworth.
The appointment of Judge Savage w ill
‘■'••me anxiety is felt for the bark
“Mary
P PARCHER, DRUGGIST
#
undoubtedly soon be announced.
(
Halt ", Cant. A. J. Higgins, of this city.
P
Main St., Ellsworth.
P
The vessel is
bound from England to
Important Referee Case.
Philadelphia with day. She put in at
Hon.
Parker Spofford, of Bucksport,
the Western islands in December leakhas been at work on an important referee I
Now Steamboat Company.
ing, ami awaited tWere the arrival of a
case, involving some £50,000, the result of
The
from New York. She sailed
steam
lslesboro, Castine and Belfast

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

SALE

-OF-

25

25

SATURDAY, APRIL :t,
at

10

a. m.

C. E. SHAW, of Bangor,
will conduct

Heavy and

a

sale of

Light Horses,

IN PAIRS and SINGLE.

Those horses

are

fairly represented.

ull

acclimated, and will be

All will l»e fold for the

“high dollar,” at the

ORRIN TRIPP STABLE,
FraDklin Street, Ellsworth.

at

TO BE SMARTLY DRESSED
Does not mean to be expensively dressed.
A little money goes a long way, where
good taste and judgment are used.
This
we stand ready at all times to
exemplify
as hundreds can
testify. Do we count
you among our patrons? If not, kindly
lay aside your prejudice, if any exist, and
come in and look over our stock, investigate the goods, view them in every light,
m ake your own
comparisons as to qualities and prices. This done and ten to ouo
we

snail make you

a

customer.

Very respectfully,
CIIAS. XV.

MOUSE, Auctioneer.

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.

H

|

( i

MAN T.NOI.AV OK.

k

I

toy

V

r

Cornu:

T^no. —7
J
Ualii. xi, L
The word

n-

\prii 4.

1....

.1

le

is

derived from

and
which
T.
mi..a le* of Christ
c.iiii i wonders. They
are someth',
mu.-; certainly have aroused the wonder
and atnazem* ut of all who witnessed
..." a miracle so as to apply
them. To
io every wonder is a difficult thing
to do. But C: rist’s miracles were performed contrary to the natural laws ol
the world. The testimony iu favor of
these divine miracles is substantial. Eyewitnesses competent of judging have
The
narr .ted the wonderful events.
char .cter of Christ and His mission in
this world corroborate this testimony.
There is no more reason for doubting
the miracles of Christ than any other
part of His life. The fact is, the miracles were performed to dispel doubt aud

jnirnr, \.i
ther' fore k,
s worn.
^x,

to

.ins

s

'.

r,

w»

primarily

t..at

unbelief.
to us from
contained in the
purpose of miracles. Miracles were not
only wonders, but also sigus. God
ocnlirmed His word by them iu both the
old aud new dispensations. The sacred
writers iu both appealed to these wonders as proofs that they were the true
servants of God. Iu the New Testament
it is said that God confirmed the testimony of the apostles by sigus and wonders. Iu his pentecostal sermon Peter
tells the Jv ws that Jesus Himself was
approved of God by “miracles and
wonders and signs.” Christ constantly
appeals to Ilis works to prove His divine mission. “Tho works,” He says,
“which the Fatlur hath given Me to
finish, the same works that I do, bear
witness cf Me that the Father hath
sent Me” (John v, 20, 3ti). “The works
that I do in My Father’s name, they
bear witness of Me.” “Though ye believe not Me, believe tbe works” (John

The lessons

that

Christ’s mine les

come

are

X, 25, 38).
Tbe purpose cf miracles, therefore,
being to prove tho divine character aud
mission oi

Jesus purist, weir

greatest
weak in faith and to the
donbting. It \va3 in this character that
Christ used them in both of the topical
references. In the first instance John,
discouraged and disheartened in prison,
sends his disciples to Christ to ask Him
if He was indeed the Messiah, and Jesns
■aid to them, ‘‘Go and show John again
those things which ye do see and hear—
the blind receive their sight and the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and
the deaf hear, and the dead are raised
Here Christ usea miracles to
op.
■trengthen weak faith. In the other case
He appeals to donbting Thomas to believe Him ‘‘for the work’s sake,” if for
nothing else. God has confirmed the
claims of His Son and onr Saviour. Our
faith should be strengthened, our doubts
should all be removed, for that Jesus
Christ was and is the Son of God and
all He claimed to be has been proved by
wonders, signs and mighty works.
Bible Readings. —Math, viii, 6-13 ; ix,
37-35; xiv, 22-33; xvii, 19, 20; Mark
ii, 8-12; viii, 22-25; Luke v, 1-11;
xvii, 11-18; John ii, 1-11; iv, 46-54; v,
86; ix, 1-4; xi, 1-4; Acts ii, 22-24;

lesson is

to the

Heb. ii, 3,

4.

Better Than SncceM.

always to be measured
position, reputation, although

Success is not

by money,
these visible marks of achievement are
In what
the usual spurs to ambition.
the world calls failure God often stores
the richest success. We judge by the finished building, the completed work, the
rounded career. But it is to some of us
given to be bnt torsos, fragments, suggestions only, that under other conditions might have attained successful development, hut are now failures to men,
although not to Him.—Jewish Messenger.
Overdoing.

Overdoing is undoing. A cake burned
to

a

crisp

is

as

much

a

failure

ns a

cake

half baked. An audience wearied, confused and vexed with-too many points
in a sermon or too many addresses at an
anniversary is an audience hindered instead of helped If is a gr* at faculty to
“make things g .'' hut on** « f the ways
to do it is to Mop before g- .ng too far
—Churchman.
All Tor

Our

Many things tupp> n t: itU' cannot
understand. But if we love < iod we kin
a right to believe that He t- in ail of
just u* hurmy a* w nav*- tii.tr
belief it will ghe u- < on-tant and pe rfect peace. Not a trouble can < dh to
us in this Jif** while we ar»* trusting in
God that we will not thank Him fur
when we g»-t to heaven.—Churchman.
iDOin,
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y Rev. S. II. Doyle.
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v
v. Itle l!. Carroll
1
Mar !»or. at a t**:u*li<-r’s meeting at
Wi»*t* 11•«»vt. Mu ne, .uni I'liiiiiohtHl l*y retjiie>t.
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To rend well is

important ami desirto everybody, and
pi
v,
:r i.
il
s<v tl
yet we ne-t-t comparatively few persons
tbc occasion.
You xv mid ]■« rhaps like to attempt « who h read a paragraph aloud from tin
t ban the u>..-.l family di urn r.
ordinary newspaper or magazine, so that
higher lli-Let us say, then—«>r rath* r, tins may It their audience will fully understand it.
1
it
the dinm
taken as a
In ancient (?) days, the pronunciation
1
consists of a .- -up, a l-a, a ma-t, a sal; d. of the words in t tie
reading lesson was
1
dessert and
y ta considered as
“teaching how to read,"
ble is want* d. have an umh r tablecloth;
hut the present generation has happily
of canton flannel, a fine linen tablecloth,
from tlmt idea. If the true
if you baxe them, awakened
napkins, earxiug el
j
but they are not i-m ntial. If your maid ii modern teacher among the primaries is
untutored, you must personally attend tc teaching them to recognize the word
the laying of that ta* le. n\' that the can “cat,” she also teaches them to pronounce
ton cloth is put on p« rfectly smooth and ! the word “cat” as it should
be, without
the linen cloth over it wrinkleless.
droning it out to two syllables of uncerPlace a daintily arrange d bunch of flow
tain length.
There are many different
If you havi
ers in the cent, r of the table.
ways of expressing even that word.
a handsome tall lamp, use that for tin
Our text books are but text books, and
centerpiece. If you are the fortunate pos.;

;

ab

c

h «v

an

is htm.nl

*m

—

<

places

plate

soup

and passes it to the maid, who receives it
on her tray and, going to the right side
of the persoon at the right of the mistress,
places it before him on the cold dinnei
plate. Serve guests on one side of the tablt
and then the other. The maid removes the
tureen first, then a soup plate in each hand
until all are removed. She should take the
plates from the right of the guest. Th«
platter of fish and warm fish plates an
placed before the host, with fish knife anc
fork to right and left of platter.
In serving the first slice of fish the maid
should place it before the hostess. Thii
raises a mooted point. The guest of honoi
was usually the person first served, but ir
these days of innovations, when new dish
es, strange table implements and novel
methods of eating are so in vogue, it hai
been decided that it is best for the hostesi
to take the lead, so that there may be nc
danger of blunders by uninitiated guests.
The maid places the roast before th«
host, with the carving knife and fork and
gravy spoon and hot plates. She eervei
the roast as she did the fish. Fhe should
then take a vegetable—say, potatoes—or
her tray, with its spoon, and offer to eact
Each vegetable must b«
guest at his left.
served in turn. The removal of this course
requires carefulness. She should first tak<
the carver and fork and gravy spoon or
her tray and carry them from the room
then the platter and after that the plates
one in each hand.
All crumbs are careful
ly brushed from the table.
She puts the salad fork and spoon in th«
salad bowl, which she places, with the sal
ad plates, lief ore the host. While he if
helping the first plate she quickly puts t
knife and fork at each place. When th«
sala»i is removed, the maid must also take
away the salts and jieppcrs, ulmonds.
olive*, etc., ami the table again brushed cJ
crumb*. The dessert, with its plates, it
placed If fore the hostess, and the persor
at her right served first.
This course removed. th«- maid pluces the coffee tray lie
fore the haste** and brings the coffeepot,
When the o-tSe is poured, she serves it.
1* ginning \% ith the guest at the right, anc
o:: r..in and sugar, always at the perhit
If the carafe* are filled and
son
r* l.-e is m-< ded. the maid
i: ::
may leavt
•

»*.

m

?nnr

Upt<»tl

d« li'

*-•

tm

l:»

rrit-o

minutes

over

-It

erature.
the class is to read “The ChamNautilus” which is to be found in
many reading books.
Every child can
| find a picture of the nautilus in the dicj
tionary and the best artist of the class
will be glad to put an outline drawing on
the board. It may be a very rude one, but

Suppose

ji bered

imagination will supply many defects, if
they all have the object in their minds.
You can explain the yearly growth of the
spiral, if you think it beyond them.
Let each child be prepared to tell something about the author—another beloved
poet whose

should

name

be well

last stanzas.

Always be
pared to give

that the class is prethe definitions of the new

sure

words, also the different ways of using
them. I have always followed the plan of

having
ory.

impressions of childhood much more
readily than those acquired in later life,
and maybe the choice quotation of gems
learned in

childhood,
poetry
fore the mind could grasp the meaning,
have
an
elevating influence in some
may
hour when it is sorely needed.
My pupils have blank books into which
they carefully copy the poems from the
board as a part of the writing lesson, and
of

1

i
i
j
j

they

learn

way

they

th« i term,

a

and I

even

few lines each

learn

several

find it

exercise,ii in

an

day.

excellent

mgs gei

In

selections

h

be-

this

every

“waking

im auii in me

up
a woman whc
of social art, a 1 schoolroom (as they occasionally will), to
have
a poem repeated in concert, or each
served
dinner,
|
r .t
-i cor iut).—Philadelphia
pupil supplying a line promptly enough
Pres*.
to insure a smooth rendering of
the
piece. Before beginning to learn it, we
t.»»lii<>ii Iii lloii«e Lighting.
the author as before sugWhat Junior* May In*.
in lights, as in ever j ‘ always study
Tv r.
What one company of children can do
on,, r
i.'»u>e furnishing, ant? gested.
The poems of Eugene Field, that poet
j',«•!. <l uiul grounded in com
lasi.r'i.is well illustrated Ly the 11 mouths’
than v.e are in tht with the wonderful insight into the world
work of the Juniors of the Alouut A1 rLa .t
I...ing mvs The Ladies’ Horni of childhood, are especially beautiful for
ris Baptist church, New York city.
(
A 1,1.*.:. of light is OUt OJ memorizing.
;
The sweet and pathetic
They have scut a library of 114 volumes f
s to hr, f.»r it is as try1 di
story of “Little Boy Blue” appeals to the
to a western Sunday school, have colas to the complexion and
ing r t! iy
Intimate
lected 13,020 eauceled stamps and have hi »!.,.-!/« « v rn and faded furnishings as hearts of old and young.
of Longfellow is taken for
made other benevolent and missionary
will u.. Loll \\ s and wrinkles. Overhead knowledge
j
liur> under tiie same ban, and with | granted, and “The Children’s Hour” is |
gifts to the amount of $100.
be
one
of
the
first
to
betaken.
equally good and hullicienfc reasons. In supposed to
Judging Christianity.
fchuiibanuchi r» are out and brackets are The children can appreciate the wonderai
rf
it.
t:
tion
of
am.
ful descriptions of nature in many of
hii..;
Do not judge Christianity by the conj.
bouuty
r.d candlesticks hand
duct of the professors of religion who lighting p vo r
Bryant’s works, such as “The Storm”,
»r.- popular than ever before. !
pon.i-r and n
To the Night Wind” and “December”.
Violate its precepts.—Christiau Uplook.
1
arms are in
Whittier’s husking poem and “Corn
1 n« IJ* nsive ones are pretdecided favor
Golden Rule Nngfeti.
are just the things to learn in harty Any oiiocftn n.-u-n them to the wall, Song”
The next time you take part in a
ftUd no styltf of light is ho well adapted tc vest time, and “Snow Bound” and James
prayer meeting—which will be next oilTi rent room- .»nd um-s. They come in a Whitcomb Riley’s “Christmas Time” will
-and all sorts of designs, fit in when December’s icy bonds hold
(Weekof course—do something new. Get v .-li- raiigt f
wither*, plain g.i- j. t fitted for a globe, us. There is a fitness in all
out of your own ruts.
things, and I
and with as many a- five y ts that simu
Spiritual frost has bitten the society late candh-s on one branch and fitted foi would not oblige children to study
that would rather be well represented at oil and randies. Those of wrought iron Bryant’s “Decernber”during the hot days,
or recite “The Death of the Flowers” in
a union rally than at its own midweek
arc highly * it. dive when they accord with
the style uf a n* in.
Placed each side of a May, when nature contradicts the sentiprayer meeting.
dri-shing m;lc or bureau, lamps on arms ment.
The next time yon visit that neighmake an effective uud convenient light for
Then as to other supplementary readboring society which meets on a differ- toilet purj>OM.-Sometimes I request my class to
ing.
ent night from your own tell who you
bring a short sketch cut from a paper or
are and whence you are.
An excellent cure for hoarseness is to
magazine. Then they read them in the
A pastor of a church without a Chrisroast a lemon until it is soft all through;
class, and if anybody knows anything to
tian Endeavor society sent his young do
not allow it to burst.
While still hot, add to what has been read, we sometimes
people to a recent Kentucky district con- cut a piece from t tie end and fill the lemon have a very interesting talk. Sometimes
them
vention. He knew how to arouse
with as much granulated sugar as it will j I supply the reading slips myself, or we
to active work.
tell what w e have read for practice in lanhold. Then eat it w hile hot.
niil.v

has
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u< :

iv

that
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t..

triumph

uud

Vi
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known

Maine

in

a

ns

to

in-

that

faintingspells,
sparks be-

fl\A/U
11 Pi
||

and sometimes I would get so blind, I could not
see for several minutes.
I could not stand very long w ithout
feeling sick and vomiting. 1 could not
breathe a long breath without screaming, my heart pained so.
I also had female weakness, inflammation of ovaries, painful menstruation, displacement of the womb, itching of the external parts, and ulceration of the womb. I have had all these

Jamah
credit of

w f-

people who do not readily
plain handwriting. 1 have a

many

needing

late them,

lively imagination to
But as many people

a

n.anv

i1

transwrite

bark i-

a

*

m

*]

1

v

Sugar, which we class among the indisponsablcs, was wholly unknown among
the ancient nations, and for that reason
they used honey as we use sugar. Honey
was therefore a very imi*ortant article of
diet. r*alt was formerly entirely produced
by evajKjration of sea water. If the entire
ocean were dried up, it would yield no less
than 4,419,360 cubic miles of rock salt, or
•bout 14?-2 times the entire bulk of Europe
above high water mark, mountains and all.
Evaporation is still practiced on the seaboard. Portugal produces annually 250,000
tons; Spain, 300.non tons; Italy, 165,000
tons; Austria, luu.ooO tons at points on
the coast.—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

they cannot
understanding!}'.

Bonnie Brier Bush” because

Scotch dialect
the delightful negro songs and
stories of Joel Chandler Harris, in the
quaint, soft, southern tongue, are voted
stupid by those who have not learned to
translate the broken English. In “Cncle
Tom’s Cabin” we get a good deal of negro
dialect, the Quaker “thee” and “thou”
read the
And

and ttie vernacular of the
the

lower

class

in

South.

Every

week

we

have

a

lesson in current

events, and have a short talk on the
world’s happenings. One boy may be interested in electricity, and tells us of the
that
wonderful
latest application of

The

the

more

more

eyes
dollars

power; another is studying photography,
the recent achievement of photo-

Deposits In till- bank

Deposits draw interest lr«»n» the flr*>t day of
March, .June. September and December.
ItOAltD OF
James K. Davis,
A. F. Burnham,

they

1

skin, as a rule, should never be
cut, pared or picked, and the less it is
meddled with, except as above described,
The ends or points of the
the better.
fiails should be pared once every week
or ten days, according to their growth,
This

|

a

thus armed

suggest claws.

Polish

your

occasionally by rubbing them
smartly with a closely-rolled pad of
to

or

It is best not
of so-called mani-

wash leat her.

indulge in the

use

frequently these substances prove injurious to the healthy
growth, strength and permanent vigor
and beauty of the nails.
powders,

cure

as

to bite the nails or to cut
shorter than the finger tips; both
Never scrape the nails
are bad practices.
with knife or scissors or other instrutakes off their natural
ment as this
enamel, but they may be occasionally
polished with a little putty powder.

Be

The beneficent influences of the newly-cut
pine are condensed and refined in Dr. Wood’s
Norway Hue Syrup, nature’s own remedy for
roughs and colds.—Advt.

m.

Carfis.

SUCCESSOR

Night calls answered

TO

the office.

at

Telephone connection.

:

Main

Ellsworth. Me.

Street,

F.

BURNHAM,

I

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes^of
pensions against the United Suites.
Business solicited.

Ellsworth,

JOHN

it is v'orth.

Maine.

E. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

J

Remember the name,

AT

J)R.

no

substitute.

Doan’s,

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
class of '75
*»-office

|JR.

Bad Boy,
Mu*t

A Drum

their

Gold,
A Bad Horse

be

beaten to

qualities;

Philadelphia Dental College,
Block. Ellsworth.

Giles'

in

H. \V. HAYNES,

DENTIST.
**“Sandolor for the Painleu Extraction of Teeth.
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sure never
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advertisement catches

There is no proof like home proof.
Home testimony at the back of every
box of
Doan’s Kidney Pills,
fan you believe your neighbors?
Head this statement made by a citizen:
.Mrs. L. f. Herry, of 6 High street, says:
“Thirty years or more 1 have been doctoring for kidney complaint, for the most
miserable pains in t He small of the back,
extending to the shoulder blades, for distress from them that I could not sit up
live minutes. For three weeks at a time 1
have been unable to walk around and I
often had to lie with a fur nillow under
the small of my hack, it acting as a support and affording me some relief. For
two weeks
before 1 commenced using
Doan’s Kidney Pills I could get no rest
without placing a hot water bottle to my
back at night
J read of Doan’s Kidney
Pills and decided to try them, as i had
other
remedies for the kidneys,
many
after seeing them advertised, so I asked
Mr. Wiggin to bring me a box from his
store,
i'he rtsuit was I have no pains or
aches of any kind now, I sleep well. In
fact, my health is good in general. Since
I hate been cured 1 cannot say too much
for Doan's Kidney Pills. I advise everyone to u.-e them it they
require any medicine for their kidneys.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all
dealers, price 50 cents, mailed by Fuster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. V., sole
agents for the United States.

nails

chamois

9 a. m. to

A. L. novo LASS,

J)1L

good.

are

sharp penknife.
The length of the nails should correspond exactly with the tips of the fingers,
and not protrude in a point beyond them,
as is the custom of many, w hose fingers

daily, from

Professional

When we see it ourselves,
When our own ears bear it,
When our neighbors tell it,
Our friends endorse it.
No better evidence can be had,
It's not what people say in Michigan,
Or distant mutlerings from California,
No deceiving echoes here.
Ellsworth talk about Ellsworth people.
Public opinion pushed for the public

of the

which varies somewhat with the season
of the year and the habit of the individual. A finely made, sharp nail scissors is
the most convenient article for cutting
the nails, unless one can handle skillfully

.John K. Whitcomb,
V B. Cooliikjk,

Charles c. Burrill.
Bank hours

People.

washing them,

ill soft front the
action
water, the free edge of the
scarf-skin should be gently loosened and
pressed back in a neatly rounded form,
and a graceful, oval form ending in a
crescent-like space of white will be insured.
while

IHKF.CTORS:

Bar Harbor offices : 7 and X Mt. Desert Block,
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.

Easiest Methods of Keeping Them in
Health and Beauty.
Many would probably resent the insinuation that they do not keep their
finger-nails clean who really understand
very little about their proper care and
A
cleanliness.
good nail brush and
warm, soapy water should be used on
them once daily, or oftener, as t lie case
Once each day at least, on
demands.

wiping

1X7IL

1,

JAMES F. DAVIS, President.
CHARLES (’. HCRRILL, Treanurrr.

The Evidence of Our Senses. What
Ellsworth People say is Pretty
Good Proof for Ellsworth

CAKE OF THE FlNCiEK-NAILS.

and

.''lay

BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.

children how to learn.

hands after

B"

by law exempt from

are

OFFICES

graphing thought will charm him. Some
give interesting happenings in the social
and political world, while others find
their amusement in the “funny page”
and will tell the up-to-date joke, or the
“poster rhyme”.
If we can interest our pupils in this
wonderful world and its people, and get
them to read understanding!}', then we
shall have achieved a step toward the
object of our calling, which is teaching

the

Kushies*

taxation.

Sbucrtisnncnts.

and

the

on

|>|

ELLSWORTH, ME.

France.

in

“Cotter’s .Saturday Night” or
grand character study in “Beside The

For partic- II ft

Commenced

joram, native of Portugal and the east, is
we are able
employed as a seasoning, and caj ere origslips and the inally grew wild in f retro and northern
class study until they are deciphered.
Africa. AsalVtida, which has an unsavory
Then as to dialects. Many people are reputation among us. is highly prized as a
unable to appreciate the sweet simplicity condiment in Persia and India and is used
the

P|

Hancock Ccnnly Savings Bad,

.'\riniS.

n

that way, it is necessary that
to read it, so I distribute my

of Burns’

little, if any,

ulars, inquire of ||
|#| |
H. \Y. Cushman, Sec'y, or of any
of the directors.
Shares, $t per
month. A. \V. King, President.

dilT< rent

ii i1

but

U

clear

the

lathe "1 riiinamon unti
is prized I- r l'awinr g Ib'/mrs and choco1 lie Maiabur roast oi India furnishes
1. :
t! < nathrs wiih cardamom, and mustard
conus fmm the Ea-t Indies.
'1 he spire i-Limls haw* given the world
few things more popular than the dried
buds of a tm smoked and drieil in the sun,
named in Latin. from their resemblance to
a nail, clavus. and called by us doves.
In
the same group a small collection of
islands are planted entirely in nutmeg
trees,
faraway comes from the northern
and central parts of Europe and Asia, is
used as liavoring in cooking and drinks,
and in cheese, cakes and bread. fchvect mar-

collection (cut mostly from old insurance
reports) of letters in various styles of
chirograph}', some very carelessly written
and

■

f,".a

one
writes his paraexchanges before reading. We

even

.Mho ] lace of

borrow

can

than ft lit
you arc
i n g for
11
payrent, and in time (about 12 years)
you will own your home free and

Kinds Are Prothe Market.

allspice which gets

tin*

be

will

n o w

Known
or

king

more

L‘iunam<>:\ a si;a.11 port. n of which was
hold a :.-m nt which kings were glad
.tive of ( cv Ion and has
to receive, is
r!:o most remote time.
been known fr-«

Sometimes each
so

ment

once

I always have my own reading
guage.
slip and my ow n story, to give tlie class
the idea that 1 am working with them.

find

build?

Fpi-vs. s«*!iiii America rcjoiocs in the
chile, which is u»cd in great quantities.

—

read

a

:

rcnt.

t a

| U||i| enough to
The cost of this invest-

money

SPICKS.
Where the Well
cured l

VnilD

you

woman
has a
girls
superintendent,
Miss Helen M. Staples. Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens, president of the State \V. C. T. I’.,
and her associates, have been prominent
in bringing about this result.

T had to stand were someMv hushand told me
thing dreadful.
to try a bottle of Lydia E. I’inkham’s
medicine, which I did, and after tak ing
it ft• r a while, was cured. No other
kind of medicine for me as long as yon
make Compound. I hope every woman
who suffers will take your Compound
and be cured. Mrs. J. S. McCii.las,
113 Kilburn avenue, Rockford, 111.

pay

by

KllsWOl'tll 1,02111
2iii(l lliiildinn Association

After right years of unswerving effort the Maine industrial school for

complaints.
The pains

hen

"

shares in the

Mary K. Bishop, of Portland, has
appointed state superintendent of
the literature department.
Miss

)

been

graph

I

Banking.

Mrs. Hunt has led the
Iirs resulted in placing scientific
temperance text-books in 1 lie hands of
sixteen million children and youth in the
public schools of this country.
movement

and

heart,

and

1

■

Bu'l »ek is
successful

Mrs.

trips.

M. N. Si evens -and Mrs. Mary
Mrs. I
!!. Hunt have been anointed fraternal
delegates to the annua! meeting of the
British Women’s temperance association,
to be held in London t fie last week in
May. Mrs. Stevens is the next officer to
Miss Willard in the national W. C. T. 1'.,

I gave up
in despair
and took to
my bed. I
had dreadful
pains in my

fore my

well

tnoiigh

a.L

y have

-ful

s.

Miss Phelps will
d as t lie bright speaker at
also la* rt
the > at« convention not long ago.

bo.

j

tin

jure

-peaker atworker.

could
me but
failed to do

the class commit

poems to memThe mind retains in after years the

providing

cure

known

because of the love he bore
them and their youth. It adds to the interest much, if the teacher can show the
class a picture of the poet—good ones can
be found in book catalogues sent out by
all large publishing bouses. Tell them of
some of the many fascinating stories of
his old home at Cambridge, and waken
an
interest in the author before you
begin to read. Let each child, after the
reading, tell which lines he likts best or
thinks most beautiful, and see how many
of even the youngest
will be quick to
grasp the poetical beauty of the third and
to all children

Finklmm.

they

—

we should take care to prepare fresh and
sessor of pretty candelabra. put one <»r
each side of t he flowers, if you use candle
interesting sermons from them.
sticks, you need four, which must 1*
Punctuation should
be
thoroughly
placid in a square a little distance frotr taught in the primary room, but we find
V
a
dinm
r
late
for
eathe flowers.
1-ay
j
tlmt
above
who
grade
many
may know
person, (hi the right of this plate the some of the uses
of the period, comma
maid must lay a soup spoon, a dinnei
knife, a knife for the fish. On the left sht and question mark, but beyond them ignorance prevails.
Then the diacritical
must place a fork for the fish and a largei
one for the roast.
There is a projxT way marks should be a part of the reading
to
each
of
in which
these articles. The lesson.
lay
Children will be delighted to
bowl of the spoon should be upward, the mark the vowels in their own names so
sharp edges <»f the knives toward the j Intel that they will indicate the correct sounds.
and the tines of forks up. Those points ;
The plural forms of weirds and different
are ess. ntial to good form.
A tumbler foi
tenses can he taught with the reading
water is i laced at the right of each plate
ami a napkin, holding a piece of bread, al lesson much more successfully than at
The simple figures of
tLe left.
any other time.
See that all the things necessary foi
speech can be taught very interestingly,
each course are nady and at hand. Place even to children in the third reader.
the dessert plates, with tluir spoons oi
They will soon eagerly hunt for similes,
forks, on the sideboard. On a side t:d le and
will be glHd to know that they arc
have ready a tray with after dinm r coffee
sure of finding those beautiful
cups and saucers and spoons with sugai always
Have extra glasses, figures in writings of their beloved Longbowl and cream jug.
knives, forks and R]>oons ready at hand t<: fellow.
And, by the way, every child
meet emergencies that sometimes happen over eight years old should be familiar
at the best regulated dinner.
w it h t his poet, ami able to repeat some of
Your turwn, dishes and plates must 1>€ tiie
and description
gems of thought
warm.
To negl- t this ] int spoils a good
which he has left for us.
dinner. The salad bowl and olive dishes
m ii
iinn lu ii iiu
u
in rs
in
jin
It is rather nice to have a
must be cool.
couple of olive dishes and a couple of dishes tlieir rending lesson. I sometimes divide
x
i«
ui miu u iiiiiiuuviTi.
ummy class into sections, giving one division
j>ui<
side the candelabra. Just before dinner is the task of finding a “word picture” of a
announc<*d tumblers and carafes should 1>e person, another of a
landscape and the
filled and candles lit. The mistress whc third takes a home scene. For
instance:
has not full confidence of the skill of hei |
one
produced a description of Mrs.
maid should carefully review her table aft- i
Stowe’s
“Uncle Tom”, another
had
er it is laid to make sure that no essential I
is missing.
As to serving this meal, the j “Topsy", a third described “Wamba” in
maid should be Instructed to place the j Ivanhoe and others gave“Ichabod Crane”,
soup tureen with the soup ladle at it?
“Evangeline” and other good ones.
right and warm soup plates at the head | They often have to rewrite a whole page
of table, after which she may announct j or more to select
only what bears upon
that “dinner is served." The guests seat- ! their
subject, so it is an exercise in comed, the maid uncovers the tureen, placing i
as
well as opening to their
the cover on the little side table. The mis- 1 position,
i minds the beauty and riches of good lita ladleful of
in a
tress

’Trs.

to

I th.nk it my duty, d -r Mr-. P'nkhnm, to tell you what your wonderful
Compound has done for me. ;
I w as dreadfully ill—the doctors said

■

•'

MeGIllaa

Mrs.

From

■

p.. y b.

A Wonderful Statement

-r

STfctirrttsrmnits.

Column.

U.

Mrs. lb en M. Bimock, of FJmira, N.
LilHHIl i’ill p**, of CHMIlda,
V., Him M
ure com ipg to Maine in
May anil June,

--

•i

would iike tc

> on

\.

U1. £. £.

('IMirrtisnnmts.
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Paper.
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Ar™r'F. A.
Room 10

THE? CAN'T BE BEATEN,
LANDERS,

Kenduskeag Block,

Bangor, Me.

Subscribe
For It.

THE

The Trial* of Teacher*.
there any other cl»*« on which the
community make* demands so severe as
or private?
in case of teachers, public
No physician is expected to cure all his
a time when every
patients. There comes
matter how carefully
one of them, no
tended, passes beyond his reach. No
I*

Large Sales for

sll
hours a day to accomplish more than
the sources of evil can undo, and to bring
out all his pupils blameless and complete

English market,

Madame Roas an institu-

one

proverb, brought

home

many

"As is the
ago by Horace Mann,
is the school.” It would be
true to say, “As are the parents,

so

school,”
is

the

_d

or,

“As

are

school,”
♦ Im

years

teacher,

quite
so

is

these
nitri

within

made
few

a

some

days

expected 10,000,-

very

last week

large

so

Worthless Bond.

sales,

35,000,000 feet

pupils,

and the teacher
fibre of each set of
takes these ingredients and makes the
best he cau of them.
A
Take the simple test of language.
of the United States House of
not now living, once
said to me in his own sacred desk, “I
He
ought to have went to that lecture.”
had been reared in the public schools and
had all his life been editor,

iu

Long

One representing the interests of

speaker
Representatives,

largest

makes

the statement that these sales

made because

of

these

more

dwelling houses,
building and a

Mr.

a

school-house,

church

of

a

church

seventy-two

tons

each, and a brig of 180 tons.
Since
that time seven other vessels have been
launched.
His father also set a grist
mill running in 1831.

,,

Friend’s

County

News

other pages.

see

road

was

surveyed from John

William Peirson has
the Bangor hospital.
The

been

removed

to

were

profitable

so

are making their last
landings.
Brainerd Silsby and wife have returned

surveyors

to

mentioned the rebellion in 1861, and
of those who went to the front
from this vicinity, which are as follows:
Warren Clay, Asa Conary, James R. Long,
Albina Carter, John Carter, Eli Blagden,
Horace Marks, Moses Long, Mark Carter,
Calvin Carter, Calvin Marks, and Frank

speaker, or office-holder, yet
grammatical or ungrammatical result.
an
heard
eminent
1 have
professor
of English say to his own pupils in the
recitation-room, many years since, “I who were figuring on very heavy shiphave spoke of.” These sins against good
ments before the duty went into effect,
grammatical morals do not prove that will be greatly
disappointed, as the Canathese distinguished persons had not attended good schools or paid attention to dian mills will not desire to send any
the instruction; they simply showed that great amount of lumber here.
counterbalanced
other influences hail
The Maine mills will not start sawing
these.
Probably these influences were in
the home. As a rule, the child of a well- until about the middle of April, and they
taught mother, even if never going to will be unable to do much up to the first
school, will speak better English than the of May. For their early spring cut they
child of an ungrammatical mother, going have
not done much soliciting as yet,
to school steadily up to t he age of fifteen.
Why, then, lay all the blame for errors probably owing to the quiet in business.
Harper's Cargoes tliat will becoming forward now
upon t he un fort untile teacher?

f
IN

'-

S

NKEI) OF REPAIRS.

[From L. A. W. Bulletin.]
tracks in order to save tho horses, bat it
is not long ere the rains and winds and
ordinary travel havo done their work,
and tho road needs mending worse than
ever.

Wo would think it absurd if we spent
$‘.20 to patch a $10 coat, or if wo were
to get a stonemason to make repairs to
a cabin- t, yet exactly that sort,of economy is seen in many of the country dis-

names

Ingalls.

Of

this

number the

last

live

returned.
In 1871, the daily mad was established,
and the same year the name of the place
was changed
from Me Hard’s to East
Bluehill. In 1880 a Baptist church was organized with thirteen members, and a
church building dedicated. In 1881 a road
was opened around the big hili, and in
1885 a stone bridge built.
I
The children enjoyed the bear stories,
j
j Five bears were caught in a wooden trap
Mr.
father
not
far
his
from
!
Long’s
I by
1
j home, about the year 1822, and in 1836 one
was killed weighing 600 pounds.
After this narration refreshments
werej
served.
During the evening Mr. Long ,
was
presented with a beautiful easy
never

W. B. Hastings, of Boston, and Alfred
Hastings, of Ellsworth, were at Alligator
lake a few days recently.
Mrs. Howard Lord, Mrs. Raymond
Williams, George Clarry and wife were at
Eagle Jake the first of the week.
J. O. Whitney and Henry Hastings, of
Ellsworth Falls, made a business trip to
the Buffalo and Alligator Monday and
Tuesday.
Monroe Frost has moved back to Maria-

cut away.

B. Haynes has returned to Maine
from the New York exhibition, and will
go north to the Jo Mary’s immediately,
to prepare for the spring fishing. A little
son has arrived to welcome him home.
March 28.
Flossie.
A.

Frank

Eaton has built

crippled.—Irving (Kan.)

tending Cherrytield high school,
home Friday.

Roads For Winter Resorts.

March 29.

Tho advantage of having good roads
at summer resorts

was never s

»

strongly

returned
S.

Itiicksporr.

shown as during the past season. And I
Charles Snowman died Friday morning,
what is true of northern summer resorts I aged seventy-nine years. From his birth
he had resided in Bucksport.
is equally true of southern winter reWhen a
5 sorts. The locality that can offer the young man he learned the caulker’s trade,
| very best roads will present a strong at which he worked for several years.
drawing card. People with enough After this he became interested in shipI money and leisure to go on extended building with William Beazley, Thomas
outings will in most instances desire Parker and Joseph Ames. He retired
to do more or less riding and driving. ! from active business several years ago,
This is particularly true of winter re- and up to his last illness had been in good
sorts, inasmuch as boating constitutes health for a man of bis years. He is sura small part of winter pastimes.
vived by a wife, one daughter, Mrs. Fred
Page, of Bar Harbor, and two sons, Oscar,
lluild the llest.
who resides in Bar Harbor, and William
That Califoruia is coming into line
Snowman, of Bucksport.
with eastern and southern states in the
Capt. Austin Gott died Sunday, of conis
of
1

I

A,

PACKAGE TEAS
Orloff.

Orange

Pekoe.

Formosa

CVylon

Ouloong.

an.! Imlia.

_“_
Look

for the Tt a

Counter'00'*

Koh-i-noor.

Seal Brand.

English

Japan.

!

Breakfast.

I
I
Most Economical, because Purest and Best.

One J’ound makes over

aoo

Cups.

Do the Hood’s

Sarsaparilla, Royal

Baking Powder,

Pears’

Beecham’s Pills people

stop advertising

to

Soap

or

matter

highway improvements

an

for in this state
of mountains and magnificent cross distances the wagon road will be likely to
hold its own against tho railroad for a
great many years as the main avenue of
intercommunication. On this account it
ought to be as good a road as the taxpayers can afford to build.—San Francisco Chronicle.

agreeable circumstance,

ever

Roads In Africa.

At Kumaesi

see

whether it “pays”?
Not a bit of it.

roaduiaking operations

OPPORTUNITY.

sea

until

of age. He followed the
year ago, when failing health

years
a

compelled

him to retire.

Kirch Harbor.

J. M. Rice is building a new stable.
Miss Agnes Pettee has returned from
visit to Stonington.

a

G. L. Shaw has gone to Boston to take

“Regalia.”

a

The school-house is being re-shingled
and made ready for the spring term of
school.

Toll Roads

YOUR

but six

a

command of schooner

being commenced, aud before long
magnificent road will bo made not

between the Gold Coast proper
and the Ashanti capital, but also to the
famous Mooranza country.

MAKE

aged tifty-one years. Capt.
native of Tremont, but his
parents moved to Bucksport when he was
was

are

merely

KEEPING
EVERLASTINGLY
AT IT
has brought their success. It will bring yours.
Now is the time.

sumption,

Gott

Disappearing;.
Marion county, Ind., has purchased
tho last toll road within its borders aud
made it a free highway. Tho road was
four miles long, aud tho price paid was
♦ 100 a mile.

Last week while John Whitmore, of
Northeast Harbor, was here gunning, he
had his thumb badly injured by the
accidental discharge of his gun.
March 29.
C.

by the Nile.
The early inhabitants of the Nile valley had excellent roads, paved somewhat in the macadam style of the present

day.

own our

Orders for Slaughtering may be
left at the Store.

By giving prompt attention
ness, and making our

Prices

A DUMB MAN
Even if attacked

by foot pads
people cun cry

Germs cause lung ami throat di-ea-es.
Some genus are vegetable
“fungi.''
Some are animal
bacilli.”
Neither kind <
is in perfect health.
Healthy tissues resist disease germs.
I’ntortunatei\ tew people are perfectly
healthy all the time. The days that tine
us a little out ot health are the days that
disease germs obtain a lodgment,
\aturc then needs help.
Angier's Petroleum Emulsion is that
help. It is an antiseptic—a purifier or diseased parts, an cxpeller of disease germs.
It makes the tissues inhospitable anc
uninhabitable: the germs abandon their
feeding ground, die, pass out of the system.
That is one thing that Angier’s Petroleum Emulsion does.
The other thing is that it rebuilds thos(
infected and diseased tissues.
It soothes and heals the inflame^ .ucous
membranes.
It cleanses the congested
parts of poisonous matter.
It is unequalled in the treatment ol
chronic coughs, consumption, bronchitis,
and all weaknesses of the lungs.
It aids the enfeebled digestion. It corrects
the perverted bowel action. It feeds the
exhausted nerves. It makes new, sound
flesh, revitalized and nourishing blood.
It fattens.
It does all these things.
Thousands of physicians prescribe it as
a
welcome substitute for Cod-Liver Oil.
It is perfectly agreeable to take.
It disturbs no function; it is as well
adapted for the feeble invalid or delicate
child as for the more robust.
It is a wonderful remedy.
it is food.
It is medicine
Druggists 50c. and 1.00. Pamphlet free.
Angier Chemical Company, Boston.

busi-

Possible,

as

to

more

give

fit to

ones as see

new

us

a

trial.
ALL.

OLD

AT

BE

MUST

ACCOUNTS
TLED

SET-

ONCE.

THE CAMPBELL & TRUE MARKET.
East End Union River Bridge.

You Need
Groceries, Provisions,
Canned Goods, &c...

We Need

cannot cry «»ut for
out louder than

Petroleum
for the Lungs.

to

continue the business relahope
tions with all who have patronized
the old stand in the past, with as many

Misses Brown usually sing
they not? lie—Yes: they diresponsibility.

ZVSbrrtiscmnits.

Low'

as

We

do

vide the

our

before slaughtering, consequently we
guarantee it healthy and sound.

She—The

duets,

slaughter-house;

can

boats

winter, one of which was
Rock light station which appears a very
able boHt.
March 29.
W. P. L.

own

mostly native, and inspected

stock is

The

that

money

these

for.

sell

things

WHY

all

SWAP?

NOT

Freeman's

“Superlative"
Pillslmry's

Our Teas and Coffees

the best.

are

D. H. EPPES & SON,
St.,

Main

Ellsworth.
Did you

ever

of

hear

ALAKUMA?
Well, it

NO!

like cheese, but it

cuts

isn’t cheese; it’s

a

CHOICE CANDY
that you can’t get along without.
I
have other grades.
I have a mixture for
lO cents a
and

I

pound,

have

twice

one

as

for

good

twice the money—
20 cents a pound.

Bangor Taffy,

20

Salted Peanuts,

per lb.
20 e. per lb.
e.

FRUIT and NUTS.
Prices low.

Assortment tine.

E. G.
Main St.,

SMITH,
Ellsworth.

....

New Machine
IfI

put in
do

A \ IN t.

pared

new

Shop.

machinerv, I 'am pre-

to

ALL

KINDS

OF

Machine Work
IN

FIRST

CLASS

ORDER.

Bicycle Repairing

Done.

J. H. HOPKINS,
Bonsey Building,

YOUR

...

Hall's

Mill,

Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

Water

HORSE_—a.
yourself, must eat and sleep. We
not deal
in grain, but when it

like
do

to

comes

HAY and STRAW,
“in it.” The following
TO-DAY’S PRICES

we are

are

815
*16 to 818
810 to 813

Hay, loose,
haled,
Straw, haled,

To Farmers
We are agents for the Fertilizers of the Cumberland Bone Phosphate Co. It
is none too early to begin to think about next
spring’s work. Call and get descriptive catalogue and prices.

—

c»

11

1

Adapted to any business

B.
Franklin

F.

GRAY

Street,

&

SON,
Ellsworth.

EIiIjSWORTH

profession, ruled, with
THERE
IS A CLASS OF PEOPLE '-/***"
STEAM LAUNDRY
W ho
of coffee. Keceutly Contract and
injured by the
AND BATH BOOMS.
there has been
In all the
are

Macadam Roads

meat-market.
We

this
for Mt. Desert

four

Sparagus Kidney

j

Having bought the stock, fixtures and
accounts formerly owned by Campbell
A True, and leased their store, we are
prepared to furnish all who wish with
goods usually found at a first-class

ville, having finished his work on the
Jackson farm. The pine grove has been

help Some
triets.
others.
Now the material for making a mile
The same is true in a
Bazar.
man's body.
in the next few weeks will be of last I of good road where all conditions are
I f the I, n n gs arc sick, they
ca'I attention to it with a
year’s cut, and t he mills are asking from favorable n°ed en>r f—• I v about $b0. InA Novel ISaronieler.
rough.
for them.
In New York,
if
a tnwndiip bought
13.00
to
50
deed.
f
f13
thoquarry
It has taken a clever Frenchman to disThe Urn rt. when diseased,
w here t here i* a very much better demand
outright it would ro*t le*s. Stone that
pounds away against our
cover a kind of barometer which may be
rile*.
4
to
b crushed or hauled f -r a dislias
thin here, f 1.00 more per thousand is obThe linwels notify us with
^
safely called unique. An English journal
tance of course coup s to more, but there
t lin -d. The mills that ship by ear are
pain and diarrlnr i.
says that it is nothing more or less than
The Urn in and
Y< rvt
in
the
south
ar»*
are
d
little.
firmer.
many place*, especially
»ing very
Clapboards
M
\ ^
wiih headache and pain
the figure of a general made of gingerare steady.
Boards of all kinds and west, where $j0 will cover tho exTl1" Kldueyaan,lumb.
bread. He buys one every year, and tar.es Shingles
are quiet.
; pense of material for a mile of road,
When they :nr -irk 'at lir-t ;it Ica-t' there arc
chair.
it home and hang- it by a string on a nail.
hut a few unimportant symptom-, and
and tho road its If, aft' r wo have added
Of a family of nine children of Mr. and j usually
as
one
is
knows,
the con-C(|uencc i- that we too often neglect
every
Gingerbread,
and
tho
use
of
the
can
the labor
roller,
Mrs. Long, all are living except two, their them
Mr. Murphy undertook to tell how
in
the
atmosaff»
cted
by changes
easily
A simple ID artache, a little .Xansea, Pain <>r
bo reckoned at le-\s than $•-’,000 a mile. eldest
Crodaughter Lizzie, wife of Harlan Soreness
in Ihr Had:. J‘<slIrssness at .Xight,
phere. The slightest moisture renders it many were at the party: ‘‘The two
1
The road once made is there forever. It
I)ii
Finn
was
meself
was
Mike
and
ho
in
w
died
two,
one,
Stover,
Carrie,
infancy. mt 11 lira n. or Failing Fi/rsight, max be the
soft, while in dry weather it grows hard gans
a new surface from time to
y rail for Ic-lp your Khim y- can give.
may
require
Of
was
and
who
t
he
mischief
was
seventeen
tnd
and
two
three,
grandchildren
and tough.
\N hat the Kidnex
need tire
time, but if laid off by a practical engreat-grandchildren, one only has died
Every morning, on going out, the four? Let me see” (count ing his lingers),
who secures it by its grade and
Dr.
Hobbs
Pills
gineer
‘•What
askhi*
does
was
Frenchman
“the t wo Cro^ans
one, Mike Finn was
servant,
Henry, the eldest son of Lizzie Stover.
and no hi e ought to w lit till the la-t diteli is
convi xity ngain>r the w< rr and wash of
and the man applies two, and myself was three, and
bedad!
the general say?”
An interesting letter of congratulation
|
reached before using them.
his thumb to the gingerbread figure.
there was four of ns; but St. Patrick
rain and wind it will endure uutil some was read from Eugene Stover, who is atCured of Itlieiiniutisni.
Perhaps hs may reply, "The general couldn't tell t he name of the other. Now, cataclysm changes the face of the whole tending Newton theological seminary.
Itryrtnt’s l’ond, Maine.
He would adv.se you taking
feels soil.
it's meself that have it!
Mike Finn was
March 29.
E.
country.
if
Hobbs
On t he ot her hand,
the one, the two Crogans was two, meself was
an umbrella.
Remedy Co., Chicago.
and
is
hard
1
think
and
Be
the
Your
txx.>
boxes
of Sparagus
(icntlcmcn
unyielding
three,and
gingerbread
powers!
Result of Common Sense.
I’rospeet Harbor.
to the touch, it is safe to go forth in one’s there was but three of us, after all!''
Kidney Pills received, and I am taking them for
I
hive taken one box, and they
rheumatism.
Schools
March
after
best attire, umbrellaless and confident.
open Monday,
29,
Good roads in England are not tho reI feel conlident
have helped me wonderful x
The Frenchman declares that the gena vacation of two months.
Miss Maria that
they will cure me. I wiM write you more
spring medicine Is a necessity which Hood’s sult of teaching in the public schools or
eral has never yet proved unworthy of
V
M fukipi Fi.b.
on.
G.
later
of
Franklin, returns to take
of sentimental agitation. They are a Bunker,
the confidence placed in him, and would Sur-aparilla grandly supplies. It purities and
I’x rant’s Pond.
Later.
advise all whose purse will not allow them vitalizes the blood and thu- gives tone and practical detail of common sense, effi- charge of the grammar school and Miss
I have waited to be
ire of "bat I write in
to purchase n barometer or aneroid, to see strength to the whole system.
cient local administration. Nobody ever Emma Vose takes Miss Deaisle’s place in regard to your pills, and my rheumatism, as I
what the local baker can do for them in
the primary.
have not felt pure of a permanent cure until
here
to
the
feels
called
upon
gospreach
Hood’s Pills are the only pills to take with
line.- Harper's Hound
the gingerbread
now, at d I feared it might return, but I can say
The library party at the hall Thursday
Hood's Sarsaparilla. Cure all liver Ills.—Advt.
Table.
pel of good roads. The English people
now that I am perfectly I ret; from rheumatism,
have them because they pay for them in was a decided success. The representa- and four boxes of your Sp-ragus Ki'iuev Pills
and one vial of your Little Liver Pills have
local taxation and insist upon having tions were varied and interesting.
Sbbcrtiscmcnta.
Mrs. cured me
I am over to years old, and have
them kept in order. The poorest rustic Blance puzzled many by her title but been troubled with rheumatism for several
I have tried several remedies fur ii. but
loves the country road which leads to declared that she illustrated “The Greatest years.
got no pt rmanent help until I tried your dver
It is his pleasure Thing in the World’’.
Last fall I was very lame with it, when
his humble cottage.
Margaret Moore, pills.sister
I had
sent me a box of your pills
in
the
share
good- with a large potato suspended by an my
ground—his rightful
That box
never heard of them until then.
ly heritage of a well governed country. elastic, inclined people to think she was helped me, and I have only taken four boxes,
hut can truly say that I do not feel a particle of
“Murphy on a Bender”, but the one who rheumatism now. They have even taken it out
Bad Roads Arc Dangerous.
wrote “Rise and Fall of the Irish” hit it. of one of my little lingers. The joint was
swollen and painful, ami I could not strnigthen
Good roads are us essential to the Carrie Vose, wearing a slice of bread it
It is all right now. It was the worst in
out.
prosperity of tho country as the proper about her neck, presented “Daily Food”. iny right leg and hip. it was very hard for me
to
about
the house. Now I can walk all I
get
machinery for cultivation is to the Mrs. Edith Cole “stuck” everyone by want
to without a twinge.
They are a great
farmer. A farm that is easily accessible wearing
medicine and I shall recommend them wherever
the
but
simply
figures 1907,
(j. V. Mekkififi.d.
by reason of good roads is worth double those who put their arithmetics to work 1 have a chance.
DORICS REMEDY CO., Proprs., CHICAGO. *
to tho owner what it would be otherdiscovered it to
mean
“Ten
Years
Dr. Hobbs Pills. For Sale By
wise. In no country are good roads so Hence”. Other titles of books were well
S. D. WIGGIN, DRUGGIST,
easily obtainable with so little cost as represented. The first prize was awarded
1 Main St., Ellsworth, Me.
they are here, and in nostato is so little to Emma Vose for iruessimr the trreatest
attention paid to them. Little chuck- number
correctly, and the booby went
holes are left until they become danger- to
Ellery Cole. The nursery drill which
in
it
breaks
a
and
a
ous,
culvert,
plank
preceded the party was very pleasing.
goes until some valuable animal has beMiss Belle Cleaves, who has been atLeader.
come

MEAT MARKET.

their home in Amherst.

He

the

CAMPBELL & TRUE

round of the

called, to Surry road. In 1848
a town road was
opened from the main West Treiuont.
road to Simeon Grindle, and in 1856
Capt. W. S. Sprague leaves home Mon_
another was opened to Nelson Candage’s.
day for Salem, Mass., to start his vessel.
In 1835 the first school-house was erected,
Schooner “Lillian”, Capt.
Norwood,
which was 18x18 feet in size. In 1859 a
arrived
Friday from Portland with
house
was
in
its
larger
built, which,
turn,
for
different ports around the
freight
was replaced by a still
larger, in 1887.
island.

some

they would in the American market, which has been very low now for
several years.
He further adds that the
great sales of Canadian mills withdraw
them from the market, and many of those

family,

members.
lie remembers that Joel Long, sr., (his
father) built three schooners, about 100

than

public
with this

the

some

iniscences
place within his remembrance. He noted
the many changes not only in this village, but in the town, State and nation as
well. The village, since 1817, has grown
from four rude huts to
sixty-five good

Bangor shippers

they proved

of

very interesting remof events which have taken

gave

For additional
Gr#*ai Fond.

members

younger

aMjtrttenntnta.

COUNTY NEWS.

pageh.

very pleasant gathering took place
at the home of James R. Long Wednesday evening, it being the eightieth anniversary of his birth.
Owing to the
storm and illness, not all the
family were
able to be present, but those who were
enjoyed the evening very much.
After music and recitations by the

yiw.f.J.

of tlie

other

EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY.

in isj-i a

7/Vit

&,

»t>t

A

about $10.25 a thousand.
Our American
mills are said to have obtained from $10.50

mural

additional County New*

East Klueliill.

If it be true that $40,000,000 is spent
in this country every year on road repairs, then indeed we get very little for
our money.
The extravagance of this
bill, however, is duo to the fact that so
many of the roads are irreparable. They
are not made right in the first place,
and no amount of mending can make
them right.
The indignant citizens who aro mired
in them at frequent intervals or whose
houses are fouled in dry weather by the
dust of them demand that they bo bettered, but instead of getting an engineer
to lay off a really good road with easy
grades and proper bed and with protections and gutters the rural townspeople,
thinking to savo money, put the matter
into the hands of some person who
knows no more about roadmaking than
a child, and he dumps
a
quantity of
sand over the broken place. This sand
packs down and for a little while seems
to improve the highway, even though
it is deeply rutted by the wagons that
are
carefully driven in each others'

being contracted for to go abroad. This
latter is almost all timber and sold for

relatives

tin*

and it is

For

Economy In Spending Money

on n

feet

more

recently

as

the

grandparents,

the

since

liruin.ppllu

There Is No

from six to eight weeks independent of
domestic markets.
With the exception
of some few sales that were made last
year this is the first instance where large
shipments have been made abroad for
about twenty-five years.
The Canadian shippers iiave done even
better than our own. St. John mills have

provide happiness

man

Foreign Shipment-

COUNTY NEWS.

OF HIGHWAYS.

RKI’AIR

will be sold within a week.
This would keep the mills running for
000

person was expected to
for two; but a school
is an institution w here one person is expected to provide joy, peace, and the
multiplication table for at least forty.
Surely ibis is a cruel requirement. No
maxim is more formidable than that Her-

tion where

MARKET.

Situation Improving.
The situation in spruce is improving
from week to week, says the Boston Commercial Bulletin. There is said to be considerable business in sight, but as yet there
has not much materialized in this vicinity. The improvement to the situation is
mainly to the good foreign demand and
the active demand in New York. The
foreign demand has not been better in
years. Some excellent sales have been
made for the British markets.
baies have recent ly been made by Bangor mills of some 10,000,000 feet for the

his clients; no clergylawyer saves all
an unbroken
man or revivalist exhibits
the teacher, who
phalanx of saints. Yet
constantly has to compete with the inlluence of the streets, often with that of
the home, is expected in his five or six

soul, body and grammar.
land once defined marriage

LIMBER

use

placed
grocery stores a
preparation called GRAIN O, maue of pure
grains, that takes the place of coffee. The most
delicate stomach receives it without distress,
new

and but few can tell it from coffee. It does not
*4 as much. Children may drink it
witli great benellt. loots, and 25 cts. per pack
age. Try it. Ask for GRAIN O.

cost over

or

throughout. Requires the least
possible writiug to euter data
T>poni'fl and refer quickly to and
V/I lltyl

liCCUlUo name and save time any
money. 5,000 used and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
WALTER W. GEORGE, Publisher,
150 Nassau St., New York.

“NO

PAY,

N'.O

WASHEE.”

All kinds of laundry worK done at short notice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me.

<Et)* (Ellsworth American.
A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY

THURSDAY MORNING

BY THE

HAM ft* a COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. R<»lli>*». E*.!it*>r and Manager.
/•

for
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Advertising |
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paid
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APRIL

THURSDAY,

family,

or

increased force

past few weeks

during

the

The newspaper

which has

uniform

no

for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what if can get for it. is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.— Lawrencebarg ( Ind. Press.
rate

Inexpedient legislation.

business

ing

law. which is the nearest approach
to free trade this country has experi-

of the bill appears in the

text

report of the State legislature’s

news

proceedings.

‘-Our theory is sound; if
the facts don't agree with the theory,
so much the worse for the facts.’’

entirely reasonable,
imports con-

make

bill

amend-

an

took

the

starch out of it. making it apph
to minors, and in this form it

only

completely

which

was

passed. Common-sense, supplemented by past experience, tells us that
the law in this form will

be

never

en-

forced.
As far

as

its value

prohibitory
might just as

a

as

is concerned, it
well have remained unenacted.
measure

will remain

panion

on

of the

and like

it,

our

statutes

It

com-

a

prohibition liquor-law.
monument

a

the dis-

to

credit of the men elected to enforce
the laws of the State: or. if you look
at it from the other
the

to

legislature

side,

discredit

a

which

will enact

laws which it knows will prove
fectual and inexpedient.
The

anti-cigarette bill
law-breaking.

as

inef-

passed

en-

courages

The democrats in the House

are

now

tariff bill.

fool idea in

their heads that

zens. n

said,

grasping under the democraticadministration and tariff law than
more

before, and that the democrats

ever

made their last

campaign solely

in the

interests of what Gen. Grosvenor so
aptly called “the trust which controls

monopoly

of what God gave—the
silver trust”.
The fact is also recalled that when the Sherman antia

to

the

Ellsworth

services

GEORGE

Massachusetts,
Friday in a state

he
of

returned

home

held

were

at

tariff

bill carried

f/ln*!/.,

.l,nn

a

lU,.

after

in

transporting

from

engineers'supply business, and
a member of the
George F.

by

in

a perfect success,
brought up safely.

■ttanding that

in every schedule except
these the present bill carries actual
duty less than was carried in the act
of 1890, and notwithstanding the fact
that in many of the schedules it
carries duties

substantially the same
those in the present (democratic;
law, yet if you convert these specific
duties into ad valorem percentages,
as

taking
changes of

consideration the
value between 1890 and
1896, you appear to have an increase
of duties imposed, when, as a matter
are

ess.'1
The

impression seems to be growing
eminently proper thing for

hat an

illsworth to do this year is to have a
fourth of July celebration worthy of
die occasion.
een

The time is

only

w

hen

REV.

c.

HARWOOD.

E.

of last week.

fifty-fifth

year of his age.

He had been located at Cranberry Dies
for the past three \enr», and in that short
time had succeeded in reviving great interest
1
1

in

the

and

in

church,
making
repairs on the church building,
which had long been unused, and was
rapidly falling into decay. It seemed his
many

the-way,

plums
A

of

High

It is a curious illustration of human i
!
lature, this continued discouragement

j

See

our

Grade

Hicycles.

line of wheels before

ELLSWORTH
Franklin St.,

buying.

BICYCLE CO.,
Ellsworth.

m

six

held

at

Line of

Price 25c., at

C.

L.

MORANC'S.

of Women’s

Boots, E width, Nos. 3

to

the

a-

tie-

it

as

E.

are

seems

“Aunt

smart

and

Monday.
B. Kodick,

a

pretty

even

ladies.

a

have it

York

manu-

Peats,

have his books of

samples, fine

papers, with

Furnished

prices.

in person

plication,

on

ap-

or

by

mail.
Choice lines of

eye*

life's work.

to

my business

the very best

in

F.

ROBINSON.

|

NOTICK OK KORK.CI.OSl KK.
llrHKlU A.s Annie M. Heed, of the town of
vv
Mount Desert, county of Hancock and
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
March 12, a. <1. IMNm, and recorded in Hancock
ount\ Registry of Deeds. March 17, a. d. 1***.
in book 220. page 192, conveyed to Andrew J.
Whiting, of said Mount Desert, a certain lot
«>f land in said Mount Desert, with the buildings thereon, being the same land and building*
described in said mortgage,
to which mortgage, so recorded,
express reference is hereby made for further des
Don; said mortgage having been assigned by
Henry Whiting, acting in his capacity as administrator of the estate of said Andrew J.
Whiting, to John W. Somes and M. L. Allen,
by assignment dated January 12, a. d. 1897.
and recorded in said Registry' March S, a. d.
1897, in book 311. page 422; one-half part of
said mortgage having been assigned by said
John \N Somes to 1.. F.lrie Holmes, by
assignment dated March 19. a. d. 1897, and recorded
in said Registry .March 22, a. d. 1*97. in book
312. page t; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, bv
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
we claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
M. I.. Allen.
L. F.lrie Holme*.
March 24. IH97.

particularly

NOTICE OF I OKF.CI.OSI HU.
I- RHAS J.
M
McFarland, of Eden.
▼
Hancock county. M line, by hi* mortgage deed tiaied the eleventh day of March,
a. <1. 1*
imi recorded 111 the Hancock Coun•.
ty Registry of Deed*, book 2Hfi, page .S5A, con*
the undersigned, a certain parve>« d to mi
cel "f r> al estate situated in that part of said
h.deti
known ;i* Mar Harbor, bounded and
described a* follows
Beginning at an iron
bolt driv* n in the ground which hears north
eight v three degree* and thirty minutes west
and 1* th.*;aui thiri lo t from a stone monument which iii irk* th«
northwest corner of
H

»

Ask

for

“Kagle"
W

e

famous

the

head.

have

a

few

-ets

left of

those fine

t lie

D

1

..............

l.uui

now *>r formerly of 1. I.. Robert* ami
rt beast
I of oo< 8
K
NN'iiting; tin net' rutii:n g -•.nth *i\ d»*gr.
'*
■
minute* went
p.**
Whiting
v,v
ami » .*nt-tt ut h* |iit to an
»•
i" Mi
north, r.. line ,.f .i tow > w iv
k n v. r. .. » | ir*t Suut h *t n et. thi iu e deflect ■
tig

!"-

U:''* ,r,:
■’
*t along me northern line
1 *■
* • 1
*u?h -t r«
ighf V neveli tei l.
Uf.r.
i.
or
to the e i*'rrn *l.|e of I»e*l*ie
•‘•ei.m
\
.-ting
cigbtvnine de11
gree* .i i. t
minute* jo tile right and running i: -rib *i\ d- gr.o* and thirtv minute*
ea*t new utv-nix au.l th*-e. tenth* feet to the
-outh iine of | m
formerly owned o> K. u
an
**
I»e*I*i»- them.- deflecting ii'uetv
degree* to the right and running *outii
« tg.it v -1hr-.
degr.o and thirtv minute* i-a*t

Toe Gan Trade For Cast
Don't overlook

Osgood & Dresser’s

a

Meal, Lime, Hair
and Cement.
Tea, Coffee and Cereals, Postuni
and Grain-O.
Fish, Oysters and Clams.
Crackers of all kinds.
Spring housecleaniug is coming and

we

have

full line of

and

Washing
on

7 Bars

Powders

hand.

Lenox Soap for 25 cents.
28

WATER BONDS.
MACHIAS, ME.,
$30,000 5 PER CENT, 20

TOWN OF

YEARS

Flour, Grain,

Soaps

WHITING BROTHERS.

FIRST MORTGAGE GOLD
BONDS,
Denomination SHOO each, due May 1, 191,1.
The issue is limited to
Mortzaire
covers all property owned or
acquired by
the
J
company.
has
a
Company
twenty years' contract with
the town which nearly pays the
Interest on all
bonds Issued.
This Is a particularly choice bond. Price on

CANNED OOODS,

a

Grocery Department.

full line of

AND

eggs; both $1.00 per set (13). Harry H.
Mosley, prop’r., Brookside Poultry yard,
High St., Ellsworth, Me.

Water Street.

our

-*•

■ ■

>

_Eden,

and all kinds of Meat as cheap as any
market in the city for cash.
We carry

ght >
ven feet, mori
ie**,' to the id are of
beginning. ontuitung *ix thousand m\ hun*
.lied and fiftr-tive *.juar* feet, more or le**;
and w hen a* the condition >.f *aid
mortgage
h t* been hr. ki u, uow t in ref or
bv rea*on of
the breach of the conditi -n
thereof. I claim a
foreclosure of **id mortg ige.
March 22, a. d. 1897.
K. S. ( ukk.
ei

-AT-

Game

HOUSE

New

we

our

they will

Legal Xotirrs.

3tmrmsnatms.

Jfot JtaU.

HOUSE—

E.

facturer, Alfred
and

of,

way I know how.

agents of that cele-

brated

of

care

«

horse load.

For sale or exchange for city residence in Ellsworth or Bangor, small
farm of 4 acres, with good house and stable;
pleasantly situated in southern suburbs of
Ellsworth; 10 minutes’ walk from post-office
and railroad station. For price ana
particulars, inquire on premises of Mrs. E. if. Pray.
LOTS situated on Oak, Spring,
Park and Main Sts. Inquire of D. E.
Hurley, Ellsworth, Me.

tending

!

are

If

concern.

I have made It my business to take care
of my customer*'eye?. I believe In at

■

We

utmost

properly taken

do their share

no.

«

Beef, Veal, Lamb,

at

I-of tinare not

Aunt

How's This?
We offer < »ne Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that can nut lie cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. I. CHENEY A Co
Prop- Toledo, <>.
We, the under-limed, have known I-. .1. ( honey
for the lust 15 year-, and believe him perfectly
honorable in u.l l»u-ln.-- transactions aid il
naneia.ly abb* to carry out any obligations
made by their llrni.
West A Till a.X, Whole-ale Druggists. To
ledo, Ohio.
Wai.iiimi. Kiss an A Marvin, Wholesale
Druggl-t-, Toledo, < >hio.
Hall’s Catarrh < ur«* i- taken Internally, acting
directly upon the b!.I and mucous -urfae« of
tbe system.
Price 7.V |.i r bottle. .Sold by all
Druggists. Te-tinn.nial- free
Mail’s Family Pill- are the best.

Rubbcr^Svers (cost

can

OUt EYESIOHT

AND

Phebie”. another
old

turn to

WALL
PAPER

with a cane, but before that she w al ked
without it. Most of her faculties are good,
though she is a little hard of hearing.
Her father, Klkanah Remick, served in
the war of the Revolution, and she can
remember hearing him tell of the hardships he endured at the battle of Bunker
Hill. Her grandfather, too, served in the
Revolutionary war. His name was Christian Remick. and he was lieutenant of the
brigantine “Tyrannicide”, of the Massachusetts state navy, in 1778, and was prize
master and lieutenant with Capt. John
Manley on the Continental frigate "\a
Hague”. He served through the war.
He also painted several
views
of the
landing of the British troops in Boston
in 1768, one of w hich now belongs to W.
H. Whitmore, of Boston, but formerly
was owned
by Miss Fanny Otis, of Otis.
Another of his paintings hangs in the
old state house in Boston.
The American’s correspondent asks if any other
child of a Revolutionary soldier is living
in this Slate.

75cts.
Sawdust

properly

and

ironing,

shoes, which I have been selling for
$1.50, will be sold at $1.25.

wanting

housekeeper naturally

next

pair.

at

the thoughts of the thrifty

and most of her sewing.
great amount of knitting. On
pleasant days she goes about among the
neighbors. Since the snow came she walks

Dongola Tip*, Button j
7, at 9octs., worth $1.25. |

1 lot of Men’s No. 6

SPRING

Postmaster Ben-

Men’s

$1.15) to close

Ellsworth.

THE

contestants turn

corre-pondent from Marlboro writts
Mrs.
Phebie Hodgkins, more com-

1 dozen pairs of Misses’ Russets, Dongola *
Tip, Square Toe, worth $1.25, to be sold at $1.00
per

CO.. Marketmcn,

....

IN

for the rush.

and get a cash dividend by using Cash
Purchase Coupons. We sell

FOB SALE BY 0. E. BUENHAM:
case

t

Hancock’s

ing

ctoucrtisrmrnts.

1

been

in the StHte.

She does

Orleans

Opaque Curtains.

Coombs' Block, Main Strf.ft,

Phebie was eighty-nine years old last
December. She dues all of her own wash-

last Wednesday. The remains were taken
| to the native place of the deceased, Enfield, Mass., for interment.

Special

lias

The Bar Harbor office, byof the fattest post-office

and refitted, an ambition which
doubtlessly have been realized the
coming summer.
were

it

months.

is one

monly known

A

WITH

hotter

would

Funeral services

ARTHUR SHUTE &

for the Bar Haroor pot*:-office

race

paired

Blunt's Pond Saw Mill at 25cts.

This small Ad* is crowded!
But our store is more crowded

preparing

the stakes.

large property interests in
Besides the Bluehill Inn prop-

did not materialize.

me-

race, but if it is too bard to decide, there
is a possibility that a dark horse may win

re-

an

or

present repress ntative to the State
legislature, and John Suminsby.
Be-

holds

trade, to buiid

posline of

Kden’s

later

he

telling

are

Now that
been noised abroad. Great

has

growing

of

Those

Co.’s, Ellsworth, Me.
FEW energetic ladies and gentlemen
wanted to canvass. Forty dollars i’$40)
a month
salary guaranteed. Call or address
W. E. Bbagdo.v. Franklin, Me.

expedi-

while the increase of productive

The

companies were bought
English syndicate, which
Stover pre-ident.
In this posi-

&

>nt.

>ven

Pond is

r

to what sort of

celebration would be most

ail

four-

sarly
s proposed to hold an informal meet*
ng some evening next week, and all
nterested are urged to attend and
as

Iinmijui

being

ffitantrt.

weeks away, and it is none too
to begin formulating plans.
It

submit their views

IWIS

tisli

Cupid breaks his how at the sight of a face
full of pimples, (follow cheeks, sunken eyes,
and a sallow complexion will defy hi- (*est at
tentions. Beauty i- more than -kin deep. The
-kin i- merely the surface on which i- written
in plain characters the condition of the
body.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery is good
for the complexion because it inukes the whole
body healthy—because it clears and purifies the
blood, makes the digestion strong, and clears
cut impurities of all kinds.
By increasing the
ability to assimilate nutritious food, and by the
infusion of its own ingredients it enriches the
blood and so makes ho lid, healthy flesh,
ft
cures diseases of the
lungs, liver, stomach,
bowels, nkin and scalp, simply because all these
diseases spring from the same cause—a disordered digestion and consequent impure blood.

into

of fact, the actual duties imposed

inn

no rears for <Jerry.
Prof. L.
Bateman, who is no friend to
fusion, in a letter to the people's party
paper in Atlanta, Go, Torn Watson’s
paper, remark.- 11 at ho lias no tears to
shed over the defeat of Mayor Gerry of
Ellsworth this spring. ‘‘Two years ago,”
he declares, “Robert Gerry was elected on
a
straight populist ticket; both of the old
parties combined against us. This spring
the populists sought
to re-elect Mayor
Gerry by fusing with the democrats.
What
was
the
result? He was overwhelmingly defeated and his republican
opponent had a walkover.”

schedule except earthenware, glass, tobacco, sugars, and, I
think, silk to some extent, notwith-

not

L «I

the

Httenian Minis

every

this fact

Blake

pany.
About two years ago Mr. Stover made a
proposition to Ellsworth, through the

j

ho has drunk from

w

married inside of

erty he purchased within the past year
the Pendleton house.
He was largely interested in the Bluehill steamboat com-

1

WE PAY CASH
for our stock, and will sell on small margin, giving our
customers part of the benefit of our experience and

man-

which

little out of the

a

you

Inspect Our Goods and Prices.

the

springs. It i>* claimed for the
Pond spring that every unmarried

woman

an

Bluehill.

the

properties

tween these two

electric road
here providing the city would raise a certain amount of capital necessary. The

the salmon

Pond way they
wonderful spring

prices

dicinal
Great

tired.

past years there has been much trouble

a

at the same

money.

the claims made for most mineral

Orland, but early in
New York. He engaged in

to

missionary work among the
islands, died at Orleans, Mass., Monday

to

ley bill did. Said Mr. Dingley: ‘'Notwithstanding the fact that in this bill,

sesses

native of

was a

made Mr.

warn

Great

He

istoii.

uv

higher
Ar.,l.r;„

l*p

quality goods

poor

get first quality.

Come ami

i. -it'll.

encouraging

race

The news of his death was
received
with sincere regret by those
among whom he had so faithfully labored.
Mr. Harwood left Cranberry Isles about
six weeks ago, at the advice of his
physician, for a much-needed rest.
Few
realized at that time how sick a man
their beloved pastor really was.
Death
was due to liver trouble.
He was in the,

soon

law in Lew

in

into the home-stretch.

Francis Low Noble was born at FairCorner. July 22 1854. He graduated
the proposition in good
from the Maine .StHte seminary, (now ; city accepted
Bate- college) in 1874, and began t tie faith, and after a determined effort sucstudy of .aw in p.irt'and. He was admit- ceeded in securing subscriptions for the
ted to the (Jumpierlaud county bar in 1877, amount required.
The road, however,
and

rsi

n

The leaders

board of

of

buying

into
can

of

case

At
the
town
ufacturing industries.
meeting Monday it was voted to exempt
the Kimball mill from taxation.
This
mill, by the way, is the first hardwood
manufacturing piant on Cniou nvtr.

stories of

ELLSWORTH.

DON’T BE FOOLED

family of John Young,
A three-year-old daugh-

n rciv

ib.'1

fatal

a

remains

expires

tion he continued unt :1 1891

field

uicu

of

news

what

Mariaville believes

the

Orlanrl Fl-h Hatchery.
A crew has been at work storing ice for
the use of the salmon hatchery.
During

r*-.*

ici

Co., which through his efforts was consolidated with the Knowles Pump Works.

collapse.

the
in

of Otter Creek

H. STOVER.

became

last

comes

fever

son's commission

He

chicken-pox,

and

George H. .Stover, proprietor of Hluehill
Inn, died at his New York h true on Sunday of Bright's disease.
Mr. Stover was fifty-s x years of age.
life moved

Mayor Noble,
Lewiston, Dead.
L. Noble, mayor of Lewiston,
died
Monday morning, of Bright's
di-ease.
Mayor Noble had long been a

scarlatina

death-desolated

Monday afternoon, Rev. W.

done much

r-i -i..

Again

MARKET,

BLOCK, MAIN STREET,

GILES

last

scarlet

is

in 1890

JOHN

Proprietor.

HURLEY,

F.

executioner.

its

R. Hunt, of the Unitarian church, officiatThe pall bearers were Jo-iah H.
ing.
Higgins. H. K. Hamor, E. L. Curtis and
George Haskell.

Frank

as

CASH

HURLEY'S

but not least in importance,
the arrival of a “little stranger”, have
caused excitement enough in a
West
Eden home.

moral

and

secutive terms.

dvr,

;;

attained

of

democratic members voted against its
being taken up for consideration, although they did not dare vote against
the bill itself when it was put upon its

Dingley

Measles,
and

The consolidated

weirs to the deposit in fresh water. The
about the only excuse they had to sudden change in temperature, from cold
offer was that they were not re- to warm, would often kill large numbers
; of them, especially when the weather was
sponsible for (jrover Cleveland.
unusually warm. During a warm spell in
1895 there was great difficulty in getting
Chairman Dingley made short work
them up. Sometimes the whole lot died.
of the juggling of percentage figures
This led to experimenting in the conby which the democrats in the House struction of the boats used in transsought to make it appear that the portation so as to use ice t-> keep the fish

I

had

The funeral

of

which acted

aries.

it

was

decision

a

final passage.
They found the trust
argument a veritable boomerang, and

1

he

late residence

years.

Look for mark-down sale Saturday, April 3, 1897.
Sunday dinners delivered Saturday night.

thunder and

The bill to increase the salary of Hancock’s county attorney bas been killed.
It was sent back to the committee on sal-

might truly be
no
enemies. During the
bis life he took a lively inwhom

Rev. C. E. Harwood, late pastor of the
church at Cranberry Isles, and who has

law,recently upheld by

of the United States supreme court,
before the House, the leading

•,

of

man

people,
during his declining years,
though prevented from taking an active
part, his sympathies were always enlisted
on the side of rignt.
He did not aspire
to public office, and took no active part
in local or national politics.

Saturday, aged

to

weather

the

and

the

now

Good

vcrv

Ellsworth.

advancement

William T. Adams. “Oliver Optic.”
the writer of stories for boys, died at

Tin.*

wind"
report from Southwest
Harbor for last Wednesday. St. Patrick's
day must have been a week late.

rain, hail,

“Snow,

is

>1 Ull-

gallics

begun the practice of
After two >ears in the
West he returned to Lewiston in 1881,
where he has since remained. He has been
elected mayor of Lewiston for three con-

trust

t

BUU

iaux

active years of
terest in all that

a

trusts have been more numerous and

x

lic-t <>i < Oriii-d Href l<*r I ot>. per 11».
(icioil Koast Meet. S to ]rtjht Hi.
lbs. Sweet I’ tntoes only 2; cts. Golden Yale Hananas, 25 cts. per
Native I’ork always on hand. Salt Pork, 5 to 8 cts.
dozen.

pav-

work!

In the death of Mr. Whitmore, Ellsworth loses one of its most esteemed citi-

The Hon. Nelson Dingley, chairman
of the committee on ways and means,
is the sort of statesman that attracts
and holds the respect and confidence
of the public. He is a wise, enlightened, and well-informed public man.
Recommendations for tariff legislation subscribed with his name are
worthy of the presumption that they
ought to be adopted. X*vr York Sun.

seventy-three

nuu

more, of

They got
they could frighten
the republicans by yelling “trusts” at sufferer from Ibis disease, but few realthem. They know better now. That ized bow serious was bis condition.
Two weeks ago be left Lewiston for a
line of attack gave the republicans an
short trip to New Jersey, in tne hope of
opportunity to call the attention, or
His strength,
benefiting bis health.
rather to jog the memory, of the pubhowever, prevented him making the enthe
lic to
indisputable fact that the tire trip, and after week with friends in
a

Bucksport has her creamery, and
hustling for a shoe factory.

she’s

few years ago, he was the leadfor brick and stone work.

a

You cannot be fooled when you buy

the

a

contractor

X

and the encouragement of
American industries, the debate on
the tariff bill, is not a sensational
He has no extravagancies of
orator.
the Tom Watson school, no perversions of rhetoric like those of Jerry
Simpson, no hyperbole of figure, such
as Bryan reiterates.
But Mr. Dingley
is clear, candid and convincing, and
the speech with which he formally
presented the new customs measure
to the House will repay careful perusal.—Xetr York Mail and Erpr*•**.

Dorchester. Mass., last

very sorry that they said a word about
trusts in their fight upon the Dingley

in

The quarries report the outlook for
irig-block business as poor.

tracted for after the passage of the ! of Bayfield, Wisconsin,
and
Charles
but before it goes into Whitmore, of this city; his brother
!
of
Francis,
Bowdoinham: and his grandto become a part of the
law. It will prevent a flood of goods children, Mrs. Seth T. Campbell, of Island

revenue

ment

been

Hurley’s CASH MARKET.

—

Dingley bill,
effect, ought

The bill as passed by the House absolutely prohibited the manufacture from coming into the country at the
or sale of cigarettes in Maine, and
lower rates, and is therefore essenthis was the bill petitioned for by 16.- tially protective in principle.
000 citizens of Maine, and against
Chairman Dingley, who opened on
which there were only 228 remonbehalf of the advocates of adequate
But the 228 ruled the Senate,
strants.
which tacked on the

has

town.

a

The demand for Deer Isle "yachtsmen”
has commenced.

an

held
large real estate interests, and
dealt somewhat extensively in it.
He was twice married. His first wife
was Miss Sarah A, Cochran.
After her
death he married her sister. Miss Martha
S. Cochran. The near relatives who survive him are his sons, James F.
Whitmore,

thev shout:

The

The full

had

The post-office and custom house and
all the brick blocks on Statestreet,
except
the Coombs block at the corner of
Main,
were bnilt by him.
Mr. Whitmore has

enced since the Walker tariff law of
'■V>. With the schoolmen of antiquity

but

Swan’s Island is

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY BUYING
Meats. Fish. Canned Goods, Fruit, Nuts, etc.,

The up-river towns have voted.

century and a half.
Early in youth Mr. Whitmore learned
the mason'- trade, and moved to
Bangor
where be worked a few years. In 1837 he
came to Ellsworth, where he has since resided, and where, until he retired from

son

to

always

ninety-seven,

family for

with ill grace in view of the
miserable failure of the Gorman-Wil-

“anti-cigarette bill” has passed
the State legislature, but it can hardly
The novel,
be called the ghost of its original self. proposition

which has

of

age

greater than
since the first reaction in November.
seems

came

Cheap Newspaper*.

“What Is §o rare a? a day In June,"
The poet has sung before.
"A day In March," I reply In tune,
"For then ’tls truly rate."

honorable name.
The
old
homestead
in
Bow doinbam, where Francis Whitmore, a
of
the
now
lives at the
deceased,
brother

get the wheels
started and the hands employed, and
the umber of works which have reto

The savage attacks of the professional free traders on the Dingley bill

1S&7.

1,

toward prosperity is

■SDbrTttarmmts.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

James P. Whitmore, one of Ellsworth's
oldest citizens, died Saturday evening at
his borne on Hancock street.
His death
was directly caused
by a severe cold.
Mr. Whitmore was born in Bowdoinham. March 13. 1810, the son of Samuel
and Mary Whitmore.
The Whitmores
were
descendants
of an old English

elements which involve unsoundness
and probable reaction. The first step

sumed

a-i ip
ah.*: to THE
Co., h

-t.-

OBITUARY.
JAMBS P. WHITMORE.

four years have witnessed, and the
most hopeful feature of the situation
is that the gain is so nearly devoid of

AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,

Subscript ion Prirc— #1

legitimate business
steadily grows. No genuine or lasting improvement could come otherwise than slowly and step by step
after such a depression as the past
industries and of

application.

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,

31

1-3

Exchange Slreet, Portland, Me.

Special Xotitrs,
""'

STATE

OF MAINK.
Executive Department,
t
Augusta, March 27, 1897. s
is hereby given that a
for
petition
the pardon of
George B. Young, a convict in the State prison under
sentence for
the crime of assault with intent to
kill, is
now pending before the Governor
and Council, and a hearing thereon will be granted in
( bamber al
Augusta, on
the 2ad, day of April next, at 4 o'clock Friday
p. m.
Byron Boyd,
Secretary of State.

NOTICE

"HKKIhf* .SALK.
State

Maine, Hancock kh.
this 25th
of March, a. d. 1897.
r|V\KEN
day
on an execution
dated January 12, a. d.
IW. >**l**d on a
judgment rendered by the
r.Ilsworth municipal court for the county of
Hancock, State of Maine, at the term thereof
begun and held at Ellsworth on the first
Tuesday of February, a. d. 18H5. to wit: On
the 5th day of
February, a. d. 1885, in favor of
George 1*. Dutton, assignee of A. M. A A. .1.
Kox, late partners in trade, of Ellsworth.
Hancock
county, Maine, insolvent debtors,
ok

°* A. F. Burnham, for the sum
of suit, ami
writs, and I
sheriff’s ofEllsworth,
highest bidder,
?nthe2.th day of April, a. d. 1897, at 10 o’clock
in the
forenoon, the following described real
estate to wit:
A certain lot or
parcel of laud
situated in Ellsworth aforesaid, bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at
the southeast corner of
Daniel Harrington’s
line 10 rods
northerly; thence easterly 1 rods;
thence southerly 10 rods; thence
westerly 4
rods to the place of
beginning, containing
one-fourth of an acre,
together with the buildlngs thereon. Situated on the east side of
L mon river, it
being the same premises conveyed by Susan Phillips to aforesaid Jacob
in tne Hancock Registry
1S*. page 271, also in vol. 310,
page 243. said registry.
Ellsworth. February 25, a. d. 1897.
A true copy, Attest:
L. F. Hooper, Sheriff
L. F. Hooper, Sheriff-

"*r*.5.eoPeIlehl

or #20.98 damage, and
$8.17 cost
$1.05 more for this and 6 former
shall sell at
public auction at the
nce, in said
to the

re,corrted

SIP****. V?J-

—

STAMPS

HO( GI1T

AMI

undersigned will sell

aCi1

/•

or

SOLO.

buy old issues

and For
Please comRev. Joseph R. Norwood,
Northeast Harbor, Maine.

V°8l?$e stamps-American
oiunibian

eign. c.
municate

with

stamps wanted.

KLbSWORTH FALLS.
Mrs. Charles Dunham is ill.
Mrs. J. A. Staples and son Herbert
in Bar Harbor.

j

are

\

After

Rev. II. W. Conley and wife, of Red
Beach, came Monday night, called here
by the sudden illness of his mother.
Some local fishermen

are making good
One salmon
pond.
weighing eight pounds has been captured.
Miss Margaret I^afHn has returned
from Castine, where she has been attending the normal school the past

|

Branch

at

winter.
Vernon Moore, who has been in the
Bangor general hospital, is at home. He
had a polypus removed from his ear, the

l

result of a kick from a horse several
years ago.
A. E. Moore and family have made
a
temporary move from the city to

■

;

rooms

formerly occupied

__»

SENATOR

nearer

his work.

CONCERT
The concert

A

AND

and

BOX

DESCRIPTION

Sl'BPER.

box supper

given

in

programme:
Music.Miss Ethel Jellison
Recitation.Miss Grace Grtudell
Dialogue, "The Lost Dog"
Stump speech.W I. Pratt
Reeltatlon.
Tableau, "Simple Simon Fishing"

Harry Gerry

OF

TION—WII.L

NEW

ELLS-

THE

;

RESIDENCE

|

Recitation.Lena Austin
Mu-dr, accompanied by James Lynchl.ou the
cornet, .Mrs. S. F. Hall.

The concert passed off pkasantly. The
features were Mr. Pratt’s stump speech.
Miss Phillips’ solos and the art gallery.
Keeley Institute of the Hast, for the cure
Liquor and Morphine habits, Is located
at North Conway, V II. We have no branch
The
of the

OCCUPANCY

HE

READY

NEXT

house is Senator

FOR

the
I in

MONTH.

bath-room.
rooms

and

gabled

round it

on

roof

above the

legislature

now

green of the trees which surevery hand, and looks down

Kllsworth, spread out on the gentlysloping sides of I’nion river valley. The
new house is now nearing completion.
upon

purchase of the residence of the late
James (i. Blaine as a State executive
mansion, have asked for an extension of
time until the next legislature, which
was allowed.

Senator Hale’s room, and in
corner of the house, is Mrs.

known in the old house

The main part of the new “Pines” is
almost a counterpart of the old "Pines”,
a
few scare noticeable changes having
been made on the exterior.
The L, however, has been enlarged.
The house fronts towards the wed. The
first story of the front is of brick. A portecochere of brick is before the entrance.

as t

lie blue

Among

For the first time of the winter the devote of President Day was needed
in the Senate, Thursday. The bill under
consideration was that regulating the

room.

sale of

agricultural seeds, and Rfter an extended debate, the vote on the question

of its

closet,

passage to he engrossed was 11 to
President Day voted for the bill, and

11.

room.

wood

measures

ciding

is another guest chamber,
a double room.
At the further end of
the hull toward ttie L is the guests’ bath-

closets,

killed last

Wednesday
were the bill for registration of
bicycles;
the bill providing for State examination
of teachers; the bill to reduce tax on savings banks.

Across the hall

Linen

to consider the

t

maids’

IlIlH

It

ItnU'lCliro

m

11

closets, etc.,
conspicuously

conveniently

are

located

on

this

but

floor.

J

had ah'i.iulf

Cotton

UNDERWEAR.

(Qualityr
[«•!•

t.T.a

yard.

lloors

accessible without passing
through l tie main hall, by private entrance
on the east side of the house, and a private stairway gives access from the study
to Senator Hale’s chamber on the second
floor. Under this stairway is a lavatory.
Under the landing of the main stairway
is
the coat room, tinished in
bright

Draperies
S2.75

room

of

|

is

|

The dining-room, 19x28 feet, is at the

IIht

pair.

LADIES’

LESS THAN COST.

tl<Q main Kail

SMITH’S,
MAIN

STREET.

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

Next <loor aLove Manning Work.

|

Subscribe for The

ft

iu

HniahoH

in

oak, with beam-work ceiling ami tive-foot
paneled wainscoting. On the west side
is a large arched window, and in the
rounded corner a series of three-arched
windows, while on the north is a smaller
stained-glass window. The fireplace is of
tile. The large safe, which passed safely
through the lire, is enclosed in a cabinet.
The billiard-room, 29x19, opens from
the dining-room. It is finished in ash,
with beam-work ceiling and live-foot
moulded wainscoting.

dining-room, at the
the L of the building, is the
butler's pantry and china closet, finished
Hack of this is the
whitewood.
in
kitchen, furnished with all the modern
Opening

All New Goods.

from the

entrance to

In the
accessories and conveniences.
rear of the kitchen is the servants’ dining-room and the butler’s room.
At the rear of the L, and near the outer
entrance, is the stairway to the basement.
In the basement, under the H, are the
laundry and drying room, the servant’s
bath-room, the vegetable room and milk
room.

Amebic an

In

basement and
second and third lloors uf L are finished
in North Carolina pine.
There are large fire-places in each room
of the main house, sixteen in all, most of
them of
pressed brick. Most of the
mantels
are
ornamented with handcarved work.
The house is heated with hot water,
with indirect radiation on the Hrst Hoor
and direct radiation on the second and
third Hours. There are electric call bells
rift

pine.

hard

the cellar, under the main

house,

(

!

BUILDERS.

George H. Tilden, of 85 Devonshire
street, Boston, is the architect of the
uumuiig,

is

the

anu

x

»x.

ououuii,

contractor.

Ul

LUIS

of rebuilding on July 27, but
little over two months after the tire, and
has pushed the work through to its completion. The house is now practically

completed.
The mason work was done by E. A.
Hopkins, of Trenton; the outside painting by Charles Beal & Son, of Ellsworth,
and the inside painting by Lawford &
Wakefield, of Bar Harbor. Most of the
wood carving was done by Herbert Fowle,
Boston.
The plumbing

!
1

a vote of 65 to 23.
On Thursday the bill was taken up in
t he Senate and passed under suspension
of rules.
This is the quickest tune made by any
measure at this session, and comes pretty
near

being

done by Leighton,
Davenport & Co., of Bar Harbor. The
plumbing is open work, brass piping being used. The closets and bowls are of
the “Sanitas” pattern.
The hot-water heating apparatus was
put in by the Smith & Anthony stove
company, of Boston. The electric bells
were put in by J. N. V. Lane, of Bangor.

IN S A

N E

unanimously

sider

this

to refuse to
me

riouse

again

At the closing
Friday, Speaker

|

\t Hunk-port, Man*li 25, ny
t*-• |,
Miss A hide .1 Emery to
Arthur E Gott, both of Bucksport.
Mi INTIKE—A BliOTT-At Buck-port, March
27, hy Kev William Forsyth, Miss Lucy 1*
Mclntire to Carl W A lihott, both of Verona.
s\V \N -SMITH
\t Santa Cru/., Ca1, March Hi,
by Rev E T Sami ford, Miss ArvillaC Swan to
Charles smith, hotli of Watsonville, Cal.
YOUNG—TREVETT—At liar Harbor, March
27, by Kev T F White, Mrs Grace Young to
Levi H Trevett, both of Eden.

iiA KTEK—At

Stonington, March 20, George F
Harter, aged 30 years, 5 months, 12 days.
CONNERS—At Winter Harbor,
March
16,
Charles K Conners, aged li years.
CROCKETT—At Stonington, March 23, Mrs
month, 13
Mercy 1J Crockett, aged 7‘J years,
days.
DUFFY—At Kluehill, March 20, infant daughter of Mr aud Mrs i’restou E Dully.
DOW—At Deer Isle, March 24, Mrs Sarah Dow,
aged 84 years, 4 months, 24 days.
EATON— At Deer Isle, March 21, Davis Eaton,
aged 70 years.
FARRELL—At Tremont, Marcli 8, Archie A
Farrell, aged 21 years, in months, 8 days.
GRAY—At Stonington, March 22, Edwin i)
Gray, aged 47 years, 3 months, 14 days.
GRIFFIN—At lirooklin, March 24, Joseph W
Griflin, aged 60 years, 7 months, lo days.
GOTT—At Bueksnort, March 28, Austin Gott,
aged 51 years, 2 months, is days.
GILLEY—At Bucksport, March 29, Epps G
Gilley, aged 65 years, 10 mouths, 23 days.
HARWOOD—At Orleans, Mass, March 22, Rev
C E Harwood, aged 54 years.
HOMER—At Bucksport, March 23, Miss Caroline B Homer, aged 60 years, 9 months.
LELAND—At Salisbury Cove, March 29, Hollis
H Leland, aged 23 years, 6 mouths, 28 days.
MARSHAL I. —At Charleston, S C, March 15.
Herbert L Marshall, ot Deer Isle, aged 25
years.
M’CULLl’M—At Swan’s Island, March 27, Josiah McCullum, aged 24 days.
NUTTER—At Tremont, March 25, Mrs Rosa M
Nutter, aged 19 years, 6 months.
RICH A RDSl )N—At Stonington, March 27, Mrs
Sarah S Richardson, aged 66 vears, 11 months,
20 days.
STOVER—At New York, Marcli 28, George II
Stover, aged 56 years.
SNOWMAN-\t Bucksport, March 20, Charles
Snowman, aged 78 years, ll months, 19 days.
SAWYER—At Deer Isle, March 27, Benjamin C
Sawyer, aged 62 years, 4 months, 5 days.
THOMAS—At Bedford, Ma—. March 20, Mrs
Abide S Thomas, former.y id' Tremont, aged
53 years.
WHITMORE—At Ed ••worth, March 27, James
1* Whitmore, ageu >7 years, 14 day.-.
YOUNG—At Surry, March 29, Mrs Caroline H
Young, aged 73 years, 3 months.

indigestion,
25cents.

GEO. H. GRANT
WRITES ALL

KINDS OF

INSURANCE
At tilt* lowest rates, in
lilt* very best compan-

ies, and pays his losses
than any other
in
Hancock Co.
agent

quicker
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Boston.

on
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4

Portland.
Boston.
BANGOR TO

30

..

M.P.

M. P.

M

notice to Conductor.

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boaton and St.. John.
Passengers are requested to procure ticket!
before entering the train, and especially Ellaworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Aeent
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

AN3 BANCOR

BOSTON

Steamship Company.
Resumption

of

Service

at

Regular lares.

isn’t in place
of aldermen
be here till
old

A

bridge

Tiling

yet,

tell

me

spring.

and

the board

that

it won’t

RETURNING.

But while the

is not

of

Commencing Thursday, March 11, ls'.'T, steamer "Mount De-ert” leave- Bar Harbor Mondays
ami Thursdays at 10 (Hi a in, touching at North
Harbor and Green’s
east Harbor, Southwest
Landing, connecting at Rockland with steamer
lor Bo-t«»n.
For Sorrento, Wednesdays and Saturdays.

Roauty,

its ugliness will be lost in admiration when you get across it and
view my stock of

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at
5 00 |> ill.
From Rockland, Wednesdays and Saturdays
at (about) 5 30 a m, or upon arrival of steamer
from Boston, touching at Green’s Landing,
Southwest Harbor and Northeast Harbor.
From Sorrento, Mondays and Thursdays at
8 00 a in.
E. S. J.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

1896.

BLUEHILL LINE.
Fall
Two

1896.

Arrangement.
Trips Per Week.

FRUIT, NUTS, RAISINS and
CONFECTIONERY.

MENTION.

1 have them all

exercises in the House on
Larrabee was presented
he had used during the

Boynton, by the way, has developed conability and power, and during

the closing weeks of the session, has been
prominent in discussions on the tloor of
the House.

bought some
Ginghams at

L.

nausea,

A

THiTM BRIDGE

uhs ucait mis uiu

siderable

C.

cure

a a

-w'jcrtiimunts.

lowest

with the gavel
session.
The presentation speech was
made by Rep. Boynton, of Sullivan.
Mr.

Have you

r*.

00(1 S Pills biliousness.

Maine Centrai Railroad*

recon-

blows which would have killed a less tenacious measure, hut each time the Senate
breathed a little new life into it, and sent
it back to the House for another round.
The action of the House Thursday kills
the bill beyond possible resurrection.
But a crumb—a very small crumb—of
comfort, was given to the friends of the
hospital Friday, when a resolve was
passed, providing for each of the next
two years for care, watchman service, etc.,
for the buildings already erected. This,
with the |2,900 left in the hands of the
commission, will be sufficient for the
purpose. The money is to be expended by
the governor and council.
PERSONAL

14_n

---

EMf.Kl —on
1
W A
Itemick,

measure.

umew

Sarsaparilla

best —in fact the One True Blood Purifier.

HOSPITAL.

The House last Wednesday refused to
accept the Senate amendment to the
Maine insane hospital resolve, which did
away with the commission and reduced
t lie appropriation from £275,000 lo £175,000. The House insisted hat it should go
to a conference committee.
The committee consisted of three members from each branch, the House members opposed to the resolve, the Senate
members in favor of it. As might be expected, the conference committee agreed
to disagree, and then the House voted

was

WALSH’S
SCHOOL SHOES.

M A1N E

Is the

11), to Mr and

CuNAIlY—At Stonington, March 2.'), to Mr and
Mrs Alva K Co nary, a daughter.
DUFFY—At Bluehill, March 23, to Mr and Mrs
.John W Duffy, a son.
DUFFY—At Bluehill, March 2*1, to Mr and Mrs
Pre-ton K Duffy, a daughter.
GltOSS —At Stonington, March 23, to Mr and
Mrs .Ionian .1 Gross, a son.
GIHNDCF.— At Bluehill, March 21, to Mr and
Mrs Itichurd Grindlc, a son.
GOTT—At Brooklin, March 24, to Mr and Mrs
George Frank Gott, a daughter.
IlNYNKS— \t Great Pond, March 27, to Mr
anti Mrs A B Haynes, a son.
KINGMAN -At Kusthrook, March 2S, to Mr
and Mrs Hamlin H Kingman, a son.
I.oWKI.I.— At Bucks- ort, March 23, to Mr ami
Mrs *Sy Ivanus Cowell, a sou.
M A BTI N At Stonington, March 20, to Mr and
Mrs VV illium Martin, a -on.
M ITCH KM. At Penobscot, March 23 to Miami Mrs Fred B Mitchell, a son.
TIIUBSToN—At Tremont, March 24, to Mr and
Mrs Watson .1 Thur-ton, a daughter.

record-breaker.

a

E A ST E R N

j

rour

l:il^

Mr. Stratton began

the work

of

engrossed by

The

A baggage elevator runs
throughout.
from the basement in the L to the trunkroom on the third Hoor.
THE

pine.

Worth $3.o0.

floor of tlie main house, I months for violation of the law.

The judiciary committee unanimously
except the study and library, are of ! reported ought to pass on the
tirst and
quartered oak. The study and library shorter bill. The report was accepted
and
under
of
t he rules t he bill
will be carpeted.
On the second floor |
suspension
was given three readings and passed to be
the Hours of halls and guest chambers are

piazza.
The

the first

on

Hood’s

mnts.

not

The

ic

window, while on tbe south French windows open on the broad piazza. The fireplace in this room is tiled.
In the northeast corner of the house is
This
Senator Hale’s study, 1(1x20 feet.
room is finished in a-di, with dark green
stain, which gives the room an odd, but
rich mid restful effect. In the room are
large enclosed book-eases, reaching to
the ceiling. The tire-place is of pressed
brick.
French windows open on the

That is just the truth about Hood’s Sarsaparilla. We know it possesses merit
because it cures, r.o: once or twice or a
hundred times, but in thousands and
thousands of cases. We know it cures,
absolutely, permanently, when all others
fail to do any good whatever. We repeat

—

{PRICES

Extra

present.

liver Ills, biliousness, indiA pleasant laxative. All

BUIlKiKS—At Bucksport, March
Mrs Wylie •) Bridges, a son.

by the last
advisability of

the

Hale’s room and boudoir.
From the
boudoir a window opens on a balcony on
the south, which commands a beautiful
view of Union river bay and the Mt.
Desert hills.
Mrs. Chandler’s room is in the northwest corner of the main house, its windows looking out over Union river valley,
and to the Dedham hills on the north west.
Over the vestibule is a guest chamber,

cottage burned early on the morning
the 2d of May last, rears its tall chim-

brightening

on

committee appointed

The

o,

OutingFlannel

Made and Merit Maintains theconfidence
of the people in Hood’s Sarsaparilla. If a
medicine cures you when sick; if it makes
wonderful cures every v here, then beyond
all question that medicir.-. possesses merit.

uring machinery.

WAmiF

Ladies

were

Mr. Trihou reported that lie would not
accept the proposition made by the board
to build a factory 40xG0 and equip it with
Mr. Trihou wanted
power and shafting.
the city also to put in the shoe manufact-

the

an

CRASH

LOW

Merit

reports of the committees
meeting early in the

the

ernor.

Hale’s room, with closets
This'room, at) in fact all
this floor, is finished

the southwest

the
of

ma-

white.

cream

Adjoining

w

5

at

But few members

week.

passed the House. This hill and that
regulating the analysis and sale of comInstitute.—AtfrL
the
chief
St* w i ms-roiim
is in the I.
The rest, nf mercial feeding stuff were
( ) ■ tin* wmi f li
ii
li Pi
11
•/ •/
it li
measures of the winter demanded by the
on second and
the
third
is
L,
Hours,
columns.
One-half
the
square paneled
Atrfjrrtiscmmts.
farmers, and hundreds of petitions for I
piazza is enclosedin glass in slidingsashes. given up to servants. The L is larger both were sent
in.
Both will become jI
in
tlie
old
servants’
thap
house,
eight
The house rises three stories to the manylaws.
:
rooms
been
added.
having
gabled ami many-pointed roof character!
A NT I CIO A R HTT E BILL.
Above the head of the stairway on the
I
istic of the Queen Anne style of archiover all New England to work for us selling
The anti-cigarette bill, which has been
a
third
floor
is
on
the
loggia, opening
nursery a tuck.
tecture.
Steady job, pay weekly, ex
on the House table for over three weeks,
perlenee not necessary, oxeluslve’territory, outhall.
On
this
floor
are
the rooms of Fred,
Passing through the heavy paneled
lit free. Apply at once.
was given a passage Wednesday, after sev(Jhander and Eugene Hale, jr., two guest
oak door of the main entrance, one enters
eral amendments had been rejected. It
HOMER N. CHASE & CO,, Auburn, Me.
chambers and two bath-rooms, and the
wide
the
vestibule
the
main
to
leading
lOO >1 a I ii Street.
came up in the Senate Friday, where,
by
Mention this paper.
hall. The hall is 27x29 feet in size, and is trunk-room.
a vote of 15 to 10, an amendment was
A stairway leads from this floor to the
finished in quartered oak, with deep
the law apply only to
lower. A circular room in the tower is adopted making
paneled ceiling, and eight-foot paneled |
minors.
The House refused to concur
finished inside with shingles, stained
wainscoting. At the left is a huge firewith the Senate amendment, and a conmoss green, giving a unique and pleasing
place and mantel of pressed and moulded
ference committee was appointed. The
effect.
From
this
room access may be
brick, reaching to the ceiling. This tirecommittee reported in favorof theamendhad to the roof. And on this roof one
place was designed by P. H. Stratton, the
rnenj, and thus the bill was passed:
would
be prone to linger for hours,
contractor.
AN ACT to prohibit the manufacture of
in
the
beauties
of
nature
on
At the right and in the further end of drinking
cigarettes, and the sale thereof to
minors.
Ithe hall, as one enters from tlie vestibule, all sides. From no point in this part of
Section
1.
Hancock
can
a
wider view be
Whoever, by himself, his
county
is tbe main stairway, which is
of oak.
servant or agent, directly or indiclerk,
The heavy posts are hand-carved, with obtained. Below, stretching far out on rectly, manufactures for sale, or
directly
lion’s head and claw design in the panels either side like a velvety green carpet, or indirectly sells, offers for sale, has in
AT
are the pines.
A short distance beyond his possession with intent to sell, or gives
on the three sides of the post, and leaf
in the valley to the west sleeps Ells- away to any person under the age of
design on top. Above tbe first landing
twenty-one years, any cigarette, shall be
worth.
Glimpses are caught of Union punished by fine not exceeding
of the stairway is tbe large stained-glass
fifty dolits
hills
the
to
river,
winding
way
among
lars, or by imprisonment not excee
window, the lower half in ivy desigu of
ig
the
sixty
days.
far
to
the
southbay,
glistening
away
This window lights
green and white.
Section 2. Trial justices and mun
pal
west
and
Bluehill
mounnear-by solitary
the ball and stairway, and gives a very
and police courts shall have jurisdiction
rich effect. The window was saved from tain. To the south, Mt. Desert’s grand of offences described in the preceding
section.
hills
to
the
east
and
pile up majestically;
the old house.
Section 3.
This act shall take effect
hills, Schoodic
At the right of the hall is the reception northeast, Cberryfield
May one, eighteen hundred and ninetymountains, Moose hill, Lead mountain seven.
room. 14^2*17 feet in size. This room is
finished in cream white. The handsome and others far away in the background;
(Approved March 27.)
NO PRIZE-FIGHT VIEWS IN MAINE.
carved mantel with oval mirror was saved to the north and northwest, the highox
lands of upper
Two new bills, both the outcome of
Hancock county and
from the fire.
the
recent Corbett-Fitzsimmons prize
Sliding doors open from the reception grand old Bald mountain and Dedham
tight,
appeared in the House last Wedroom to the library.
The library is 20x28 hills.
nesday. The first reads:
“Any person
one
turns
from
such
Reluctantly
finished
in
feet in size,
rosewood stain,
exhibiting publicly any photographic or
other
of
a
a
view
of
the
handiwork
of
the
reproduction
prize
fight, shall
wit*l» heavy beam-work ceiling and deep
Supreme
be
punished by a fine not exceeding
cornice.
Book-cases, liuished in rose- Architect, to scan again the handiwork of £501).“ The other related
specifically to the
wood, are on all sides of the room. On man, rich and beautiful though it may be. ! Corbett-Fitzsimmons fight, and provides
But
a
fine
of
to
return
to
or
the house; all the
£200
imprisonment for three
the west side of the room is a deep bay-

MEN

bear

Ascending the main stairway to the legislature.
wide-tire
Representative Boynton’s
second floor, one enters the upper hall
Hood’s Pills cure
gestion, headaches.
running north and south and finished in bill has been “indefinitely postponed”.
The
bill
for
the
druggists.—Advt.
providing
oak.
registration
In the northeast corner of the main of guides has been approved by the govand

U. S. Senator Kugene Hale’s new residence, “The Pines,” rebuilt on the site of

neys

Song.Walter Hesse
Dialogue, "Going Somewhere"
Solo.Miss Maud Phillips

|

the heating apparatus and the gas
chine.
are

WHICH IS NOW NEARINO COMPLE-

aid of the church fund last Thursday
evening was a success.
Following is the

j

evening to
appointed

crowded

done

propagation of lobsters,
order authorizing the commissioners of shore fisheries to make
investigations and report to the next
reported

WORTH HOME.

Mr. Moore’s health necessitated his be-

ing

HALE’S

eries for

THE PINES."

“THE PINES.’’

his store.

over

was

was

P. H. Stratton reported in relation to
finally adjourned on Saturday.
closing days were brimful of work. entertainment of State board of trade, that
On Thursday and Friday t hree sessions the
entertaining board usually furnished
were held in each branch.
a banquet on the evening of the tirst
day,
The House Wednesday refused to re- and a short
trip, or something of the sort,
cede from the position it took on the on the second
day.
Newport soldiers’ home resolve, which it
The hoard voted to extend an invitation
voted to indefinitely postpone.
The to the State board to hold its next semiSenate non-concurred. This resolve also annual
meeting, in September, in Ellswent to a conference committee, which
worth.
reported disagreement. The report was
Mr. Stratton reported in relation to
accepted. That settles the soldiers’ home the laying of brick sidewalks, that brick
for two years.
laid flat had proven most satisfactory. A
The act to increase the salary of the Bangor
contractor, who had laid many
county attorney of Hancock, was recom- brick walks, said that about three inches
mitted to the committee on salaries by of sand under the brick would be all that
the Senate, and the House receded and was necessary. Mr. Stratton
thought
voted to recommit.
On Wednesday the brick walks could be laid on Main street
committee on salaries reported “ought from State street to the hay-scales on the
not to pass”, and the report was accepted. north side and to Franklin street on the
The committee on shore fisheries, on south side, for |500.
In relation to the shoe factory, the
petitions praying that there be established and maintained two or more hatch- committee appointed to further interview

Miss Bertha Flood is at home, called
by the illness of her mother, Mrs.
F. A. Flood.

catches

than

lature

here

|

work

aWjrrtisnnents.

The

Mrs. Gertrude Holden and son Robert
visited her mother, Mrs. L. C. Hastings,
last week.

;

into which

week

a

real

in the
first two months of tfie session, the legis-

season.

i

Will Invite the State Board to Meet
Here in September.
The board of trade met last Friday

more

Melvin Haslam has gone to Sullivan,
where he will he employed the coming

\

BOARD OF TRADE.

Doing* of the bow-Maker*-Gossip
About the State-House.
Adjourned!

Henry Hastings will drive the Buffalo,
Alligator and Guagus this spring.
Mrs. Mary Dunham is in Bangor caring
for her daughter Fannie who is ill.

|

STATE SOIiONS.

I

can

iu abundance and at

prices.

give

some

Great Bargains in

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.

of the 6c.

MORANG’S?

M. J.
Odd

DRUMMEY,

Fellows’ Block,

Ellsworth.

On and after Dec.
this line will leave
and Thursday at 0

one of the steamers ot
Ellsworth every Monday
m., for Bluehill. South
Bluehill, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentville, Little Deer Isle, Dark Harbor
(Islesboro), arriving In Rockland to connect
with steamers and rail for Boston direct.

10,

a.

RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday and
Saturday at 6 a. m. or on arrival of steamers
from Boston, touching at above points, arriving
in Ellsworth early same afternoon. Through
tickets sold on board. Baggage checked through.
Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, $3.75 until close
of navigation.
O. A. CROCKETT, Manager, Rockland.
G. W. HIGGINS, Agent, Ellsworth.

COUNTY NEWS.
Jbr additional County Xetes

other

see

OBITUABY.

pages.

The American has subscribers at 106
•/ the 116 post-offices in Hancock county;
mil the other papers in the county combined do not reach so many. The American is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
the only paper that can propbe, bui it
erly be called a COUNTY paper; all the
The circularest are merely local papers.
tion of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.
West >uill»an.

high

rank

as

Business is picking up with the approach of spring.
Madie Gerrish, of Franklin, spent
last week with friends here.

nearly allot the past year she had
in the family of Sewall Snowman.

last

week

assisting her aunt, Mrs. Tracy.
Miss Mattie Moore and Mrs.
Moore were in Ellsworth Friday.

J. T.

town

son.

Maddocks

Henry

with

a

going

been

has

fractured

leg

for

of

Electric bells
G

Buckminster
at

South

Quite

here

of going “yachting” this

from

a

on

qt^Irters

has
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March 29.
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sun

and dew

Ellsworth, is the

Gertrude Bragdon has gone to Kent's
Hill to resume her studies.

II.. 4*

tempted to give up English
other language.”

and

learn

TRY GRAIN-0!
(iroccr

TRY GRAIN-0!

At*k your
to-day to show you n pack
of GKA IN <>. the new food drink that hike*
the place of coffee. The children nmv drink
It without Injury a* wi ll a* the adult. All who
try It, like It. GliAIN (> ha* that rich seal
Grown of Mocha or .lava. Gut It Is made from
pure grain*, and the mo*t delicate «tomach re
cetve* it without dl«tre**.
3* the price of coffee.
IV. and 21 ct*. perpackag *. Sold Gyallgr
r-.
age

.r.

new spring line of

i

just received an
elegant line, larger than
ever before,
of Hamburg
embroideries. This line includes some very fine and
exceptionally desirable patWc Iiavc

terns,

customers

our

are

and
A
feature of this line F the

MATCHED SETS.
1 lie patterns are all desirable, and some of them positively \ gant. We need

point out the advantage
in having insertion and several widths to match.
You
not

■

...

and

throughout the county
specially invited to call
inspect these goods.

alh! l.xvnne.

\

wcredraggixl mercilessly through

SStrijcrticrnirnts.

••

play.

must

ntoverlook

our

March 29.

was

in

in the army,
few
a

death.

all

sore

The “Two Brothers”, Capt. Blake, passed
here Friday on her way to West Sullivan:

advantages of the common
academy, and she lived to reap
the reward of her care and faithfulness,
for her children have all worthily filled

West-

house

on

burned.

Lapt. urant,
loaded with telegraph pole* for Northeast
Harbor and Winter Harbor, sailed yesterday.
March 27.
Yank a poo.

solos

bags

and

of all sorts

brightened

visiting

and

daughter

have

in Bass Harbor.

Examination for the teachers of public
was held in
the Freeman school

Tuesday.
Rev. G. H. Heffljn, pastor of Congregachurch, has gone to Boston for
two weeks.

tional

Miss Phoebe Wilson and Miss Myra
of Bass Harbor, were at Mrs. Kate

Wilson,

Mason’s

over

|

the po

_ncy of

closing

with

assistance financially,
splendid exposition on

our
a

present tune chairman of the board of the brotherhood of man.
selectmen, a place which he has acceptF. F.
March 29.
ably tilled for several years. There also
remain Mrs. John T. Crippen, of EllsFranklin.
worth, Mrs. Charles F. Wescott, of North
There is some talk of buying the old
Bluehill, Mrs. Etta Cluverius, of Newport I school-house and lot, and converting it
News, Va., and William G. Green, who into a grange store.
lived at the homestead and, with his kind
Jess Driscoll has moved with his family
wife, cared for the mother in her declin- to the head of the bay, where he is to be

Or 1ami.

J. Fred Partridge has been the

one of the f25 gold
watches,
forty go'd watches which are
given for “sunlight Soap” wrappers each

of

out of the

month.

ing

3trijrrt:snnrnts.

years.
Mrs. Green

was

a

helpful neighbor,

|

employed the coming summer.
Fred Gordon, foreman of J. P. Gordon's

others in sickness and
has had a severe attack of the
I
Christian woman and quarry,
grip. He has improved somewhat but
very regular in her church attendance. not
sufficiently to do much work.
Many will miss her pleasant greeting,
For some time past the people of West
her presence, and her sympathy.
Franklin have been praying for a boom.
To her has come
Last week, when the announcement came
An entrance Into rest;
that old bones were wanted at 50 cents
But still her work goes on,
Forever blest.
per barrel, they knew that their prayers
M.
had been answered. But, alas for human
March 22.

ready

to

trouble.

assist

She

was a

_

West Eden.

Mrs. Kate Smith has gone to Rockland,
where she will be employed for the sum-

|

SICK HEADACHE
cored by these
Little Pills*

mer.

!

S. L. Cleaves, D. V. S., has found a cow
i belonging to Alonzo Higgins, of Indian
Point, very badly affected with tubercu| losis.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per- I
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi|
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
8mall Dose.
Small Price.

Amos C. B. Gott’s family is afflicted
with the measles, scarlatina, and chicken
little
pox, and last but not least a
stranger has arrived to make its home
there.

Little three-year-old Julia Young died
last Thursday morning from the effects of
This is
scarlet fever and pneumonia.
another one of the family of John Young,
of Otter Creek.
M.
March 29.

expectations! on the day following, the
That
price fell to 10 cents per barrel.
great financial disturber, overproduction,
its work, and the bottom fell
out of the boom.
had done

Franklin’s

poet laureate and happy
rhymster dropped his quill the other day
long enough to pick up a three-weeksold paper, and refresh his ideas by reading of Boston’s subway explosion. Now
he is thanking the fates that cast his lot
in the quiet shade of lofty pines and
spreading oaks, way down in eastern
Maine:
subways are needed, no gas works
are known,
Nor passers, high heavenward, unthinking, are
Where

March 27.
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I.AKCK Si/i.s

selling
price of
25 CENTS.
are

rat

Slie

of

AMI

and 1m r 1..11: ..in<*> t• * In r < \ui
work aeted s«»m• \\ hut
n t b,e master * good
qualitii s. and. «jm kly tolling her sheeould
“have u holiday.” heturmti away. possibly
to conceal
hi* h-elings.—New Orleans

Tinu-s Dnii't

case

*.

matter

!

a

HEMSTITCHED

ily.

He\ to m i:-' him di* mawnin. Hufus
I
di< d je> 'lore >um.|
:
'J In
h
j titling the
ijuainl j;

a

huge millstone <>f living U*ef—round and
round, head t• tail. ] Kicked with rib breaking pressure one against the other, after an
hour in which every possible means of extrication has Uvn reported to without
avail, tiie herd >tn.ightens itself out as if
1
by accident and once more makes way toward the opposite Utnk.
To keep them going in the right direetion i< now the end and aim of (-very man
and lmy in the outfit. That big brute who
Is always in the 1 ad may cause trouble
Indeed, he is turning at this mo|I again. and
merit,
Joe, whose keen eye lias been
1
watching him, urges his pony forward to
counteract, if possible, the effect of .this
movement upm the cattle in his immediate nelghtmrfiood.
Mingling with the
rush and roar of the angry torrent, Joe’s
Curses are visible rather than audible,
His pony swims deep, and the boy is awash
to the waist. Suddenly the big steer comes
floundering by. with a following of terror
j stricken comrades. Joe, in the insanity of
impotent fury, endeavors to intercept and
1
turn them buck. Cursing, spurring to his
death nay be—he cares not. Down goes
! the pony under the swimming cliarge of
! steers. Up lie comes after they have swept
by, but with an empty saddle.
Joe was never M*en again. Strange a9 it
! may seem, even his body was never recovan absolute fact. But, while
I ered. This
! nobody grieved for the loss of him—and
beasts
! the
certainly liad good reason to be
! thankful—all must admit that he died In
•he performance of his duty.—New York
Post.
■

j

no

blown.

"Dev
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to '*1 1.

>*

Here is

KeMli7.e«|.

a

at

which we
the very low

—

great bargain.

WHTTING BROTHERS,

Sunday.

Rev. S. A. Apraham addressed a large
audience in t he Methodist church Sunday
night. After being introduced by Rev.
Mr. Hefflon, he told of the actual condition of the country whence he had come,
the cruelty, rank injustice of the Turkish
rulers, the power of American protest.

responsibility, as parents, as teachers, as
lodge, church and town officers: The
oldest son living, Frank P., being at the

“May i^ueen

dozen

lardim

ARMORSIDE CORSET.

handling of the bow that

being appreciated;

cut out. and in one

continuous

Marcellas
“Amelia Sassafras.” said
We have the famous
Roddy, with an aeeer.t of j ain in his rich
voice, "do you realize the anguish you
waters rushed eddying by, and ever ami
have caused me by your refusal of my heart
anon a splash of startling force told <>f
and hand: No. you are cold and imssion
bunks undermined ami a still rising tide. less;
you realize nothing.
Every pair warranted; if one
Scarce more than a stone's throw away the
“You are mistaken. Mr. Roddy,” said
breaks, we will replace it at no
opposite liank. fringed with timber and Amelia haughtily, "lm you rememU'r the
east to the purchaser.
smiling in sunlight, offered an inviting ring you gave me. ar.d the opera glasses,
camping ground.
and the brneeh t>. and the gold thimble?”
The cattle, which had lx*en purposely
"1 do rvimmUr them.” moaned the
While our line of Dry Goods
kept from the water until the moment for wretched young man.
is better tlmn ever, please don’t
crossing arrived, entered willingly, bur"1
have
said
realized
Amelia,
“Well.”
overlook our
rowing with noses deep in the cool flood on them all.
1 gi\e you the jstwn tickets
and swishing their tails contentedly. The and this bundle of hi nr*,
haivwell forGROCERY DEPT.
boys knew their duty and led rather than ever, Mr. Roddy. —Pearson’s Weekly.
drove them along. All seemed going well
Everything in this line at lowest
and heading for the farther shore, when a
market prices.
Why lie Didn't Buy.
big steer in the lead was suddenly seized
Robinson—I'm sorry you didn’t buy a
with panic, and. turning upon his comBOOTS
and SHOES.
of the last nun.l* rot 1 he Impres* ion
panions with a frightened lx*llow, quickly ropy
Some special bargains to close.
I had a story in it.
threw the whole living mass into riotous ist Magazine.
Thompson—Ye*, you told me you were
confusion. That jjortion of the herd which
FEED.
had advanced farthest into the river and going to have, you may n meinU r.—Dos
ton
1 ranseript.
was in swimming depth was swept down
Mixed; shorts; middlings, gray
by the seething tide, struggling and lx*land fancy white.
shouldn’t
make
of
and
a
of
You
Mother
light
lowing.
couple
Ixiys spurred hotly
after to gather and bring them l>aek.
1
marriage, my daughter.
Daughter
Alas, the very tiling most undesirable think it’s ail right to make light of a
had come to j»ass! The madness of fear, match.
Main Street,
Ellsworth.
less re«istib) than that of rage, was upon
the herd. In vain the shouts of encourageiF'olti Dust.
ment from a score of hoarse throats: in
vain the pressing hither and thither of
jaded jxjnies. now swimming in the angry
torrent, now scrambling up or down the
unstable lunik. After an hour of hopeless

schools

bereavements

school and
the

been

educational

also schooner

skill in the

-tiny.

pleasure

with much taste and expresviolin solo by Fred Heath showed

Mrs. Louis Wilson

About

|

these

a

«:•

roseate jx'r-qxvtive of a winter of
and luxury following upon the
summer of t"il and hardship.
There is
a
thorn to the rose somewhere.
usually
Here then* was a river to lx.' crossed—a
river which at this season should Irnve
been little more than a rippling rill, but
which mvnt and phenomenal rains had
swollen to an alarming volume. Its turgid
to

other

commerical counter and sold readily,
from the tbree-cent candy bags to the
dainty shopping and fancy work bags.
Spray.
March 29.

country

early womanhood.

Through

and

the

this mother was faithful to those who remained, and was unceasingly interested
in their physical, mental and moral development. She gave every child the

W. Grant has gone to Boston
his vessel, “U. W. Collins".
R.

Harbor

Hass

fine—all

<•

Autumn was come, and the herd of
choir.Kt U*eve- was gathered. Seated tranquil in tir ir saddle*. the owners contemplatcd with inlinite *-arisfaction their sleek
side's and contented faces.
Excitement of
any kind meant shrinkageof (Unhand was
to l<e stivnuom lv avoided ljecau.se of the
corresponding shrinkage in the pockets of
the two gentlemen on horscluiek who
looked through tlu»»c living prime roasts

His work

recited

eral

south, but fell a victim to consumption.
Some years after a daughter, Albertine,
married and settled in Virginia, but died

Mrs. Delia Kief is very ill.
Miss Blanche Newcomb is visiting Mrs.
J. L. Wardwell.

on

■

.*

of

Maud Mason Trask
merited the liberal praise bestowed. Sev-

year later, John, the eldest son, sought
to recover his failing health by going

Mount Desert Ferry.

to carry

at

by E. L. Higgins

a

Y.

closing

ters” located

could not fail of

1864, leaving to her
guidance and coun-.el four sons and four
daughters, the younger members of the
household being still in their childhood.

hauling lumber with the expectation
soon erecting a dwelling-house.

«•

which is .1 special feature
this year of our Hamburg

■

••

prayer that God will ap-

appear of several “Daugh-

a

pair.,
Feb. 24, suddenly

and gave his life for his
months after his father's

here,

the failure to

was

wearisome

The second son, Charles,

friends

warm

sion;

years and ten rnon is.
Her husband d;cd in

William Watts, who has been away
working in the woods, has returned, and

■

assigned. A reading on the theme
of the order, by Mrs. A. W. Clark, gave a
good idea of the beneficent work carried
on by the society.
A reading by Miss
Louise Heath was tenderly pathetic and

passed a way from earth
but peace!u ly, at t ne age of seventy-nine

enjoying a short
▼acation home from Amherst college.
Wesley Ford, of Marlboro, who recently
returned
from Hebron
academy, has
been visiting the past week with Maynard Young.
McFarland is

■

1

been

m.

and

ser-

with

sections of the town, to whom parts had

came

illness

m

programme of entertainment was much
shorter than had been planned, owing to

OB ITl* AH Y.

lingering

beginning of t lit*
spoke briefly, but

The bag -ale under the management of
the Kings Daughters at Trent out hail,
Thursday evening. March IS. proved to
be a very enjoyable affair, though the

Mrs. Eleanor, widow of tlie late Jesse
Green, after a useful, active life, without

L. Jordan Holt and Harvey Bragdon
have returned from Hebron academy.

Positively

was

some

1

“Judge not Lest ye ht

:

point a* good a man
Cranberry Isles.

Biuehiil, isyr.

Edith Richardson is stopping m Frankat the home of Mrs. Hardison.

was

II

but when I came across this sentence:
‘The first one won one one-dollar prize,’ I

<

at

down
ngels
With jdtying, tender h v.
And bore the blossom
To their home above
A

which

I*.-

At the

many
with the fervent

A storm of pain
'*uattered the petal* fair
IV*-ed t*u. and left
A wilted flower there.

lin

the text

on

bad

garden gr.-w.
lily.

N-mrish* d with ear
l»e\ doping each day
In win.-oin.- grace
And childhood'- happy

Eugene.

one

V...

“When 1 discovered that if I was

quick 1 was fast, if I stood firm I was fast
if 1 spent too freely I was fast, and that
not to eat was to fast, I was discouraged*

••

regret, of the death of Kev. Mr.
Harwood—earnest words of eulogy for
tins consecrated servant of the Lord, \\ bo
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On one of ii.< ei i:ntr> j iantations were
mud or dust or stones or blazing embers,
while their moaning mothers gazed with ; employed. among a -con oi otlu r colored
lolling tongues and bloodshot eyes upon field hands, a eotij 1. «,f tyj i.al darkies.
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Powlesland, who has been in
some time, though somewhat improved, is not yet able to resume
pastoral duty. He. with a goodly portion
of his flock, attended service at tne Union
church Sunday morning ami listened to a

vice Mr. Iltffl

Crockett.

a

creatures

for

ness.

getting her ready for spring business.

“Georgietta
Guilford Martin has bought
ern Pomroy lot and is erecting

illness, to-

Kev. Mr.

ill health

Judged.”

W. B. Crockett, Matilda Greenlaw. Mrs.
Winfield Hatch. Mrs. D. M. Cleveland,
and R. H. Crockett came home to attend
the funeral of their mother. Mrs. Mercy

Raymond

of

the

not

1

Sunday evening temperance meeting.

Charles Marks. Everett and Clifton
are confined to the bouse by ill-

IN

Hattie Lamson, of
guest of Susie Austin.

on

tpon firfuimUncf*.
all. There
boy
Joe
to Professor Allen, says The
According
nature
a
for
excuses
were doubtless many
Medical Times, we should drink from onecirblasts
of
the
perverted and distorted by
third to two fifth* as many ounce* as we
cumstance to which it had been exposed,
weigh in pounds. Therefore, for a man
Joe
in
as
result
the
actual
but
represented
weighing 108 pounds there would 1« rewas neither gratifying nor edifying, save
quired 66 to 64 ounces daily, or from
in one qualification—Joe was an excellent to 4 pints.
cowboy. But t he vices of the young rascal
This The Journal of Hygiene regards
overshadowed and jxiisoned to a great ex- n« a very indefinite answer. '1 he quantity
even
this
in
career,
tent his attainments
of water required dejiendB on the season of
| for so cruel was he that no owner of horse- the year, the amount of work done and
I flesh could sec him vault into the saddle
the kind of food eaten. In h*»t weather we
| and draw blood with a first stroke of the i require more than in mid. lava use of the
spur without a thrill of sympathetic ]viin l greater loss through the skin, though this
| and an involuntary expression of disgust.
is in ]>art made up I y the h -s» r quantity
On the other hand, when, tempted to
1-assctl away through the kidneys. If a
the
sweet
distant straying by
upspringing man lalxirs \rrv hard. he inquires more
scatkind
horse
the
of
June,
early
grasses
! than if his lalx»r i- light. A man working
tered far and wide upon the lxmndless in a foundry, where the temperature is
prairie, and. grown canny through long high ami the jx r-piration profuse, not inexperience of cruel man. made use of every frequently drinks three or four gallons
hillock and ravine to evade pursuit, there
daily.
was none like Joe to find and bring them
If the food be stimulating and salty,
in. and. though his mount on such occamore water is requin d than if if lx* Hand.
sions st«xxi tottering with blixxlyand heavVegetarians and those who use much fruit
ing flanks and rolling eyeballs that see moil require less wafer than those who eat salt
to crave mercy, a bellyful of water from
fish and pork, and often g« t along on none
the stream hard by and a few hours’ cropIn most
except what is in their fixxh
him
round
would
of
the
bring
grass
ping
cases our instincts toll us how much water
matter?
if
it
what
even
didn't,
and.
again,
to drink far Ix-ttor than any hanl or fixed
“Only $.0 worth of horseflesh,” said Joe.
rule. For ages they have Urn acquiring a
Then the amount of “cow sense” posknowledge of how much to drink and
sessed by our hero was almost startling.
transmitting that knowledge to descendon
nevherd
Hiding his watch around the
ants, and if we follow them we shall not
er so black a night, he seemed the very ingo far out of t he way.
carnation of prescience. No fat bullock
It is of more use to us to know that pun*
could rise from its Lair in the bunch grass water is essential, and that
ini] ure water
and steal away from its comrades, doomed is one of the most
dangerous of drinks,
to slaughter in the distant stockyards,
than to know how much of it i- required
without hearing the rapid clatter of Joe’s
daily. If one live in a region where the
pony’s hoofs and saving itself confronted water is had, it should be boiled and put
with
whose
dark
the
Lid.
glittered
eyes
by
away in lx.itties well corked in an ice chest,
cruel menace, and whose lips poured forth and in addition one should • at all the fruit
a fresh volley of imprecation with each
1 ruits contain
one can. if fruit agrees.
furious whirl of his lariat.
not only pure water, but salts, which are
k»
to
no
bramhxl,
When calves wen*
pit!
needed to carry on healthfully the funcfill bleating softened .Toe's heart nor staid tions of life.
his hand. Choked to the point of death by
the tension of lsi* crir»l noose, these tender
was

arrangements deemed it advisable to
wait for improved health in ttie community, settled weather ami better traveling. then turn t tie Neal Dow rally into a

the

Marks

Capt. Frank Trundy's boat lost a mainboom by a collision with another boat
on Saturday of last week.
Capt. Dow has taken the schooner A.

March 26.

cases

Drink

Should

An intelligent foreigner is said to have
expressed himself in the following fashion
Drprndi on the absurdities of the English lan-

«

years.

Whitmore” from winter

Snow,

IU

season.

getting fair prices.
Mrs. Mercy Crockett died from a parxty-nine
alytic shock on Tuesday. aged

recipient

in

tr.pto Bostou.
of Penobscot,

busiuess

Miss Helen

talking

nr

bait and

Capt.
to join

New York

in

died

Rep. Merrill and Senator Grind.'? are
from Augusta.
F. 11. Binder arrived home Tuesday

Deer Isle vis-

joined by

evening of
Neal
Dow s
birthday, the prohibition
rally which had been carefully planned
by the W. C. T. U. had to be postponed to
Wednesday evening following. That date
also proving stormy, the committee of

home

number from

a

Owing to the many
gether with the storm

New York

being placed

are

inter vacation and will be

w

husband, J. T. B. Freeman, this week
for a business trip to Boston.

The academy closed for two weeks
of illness.

Emma Cole was the guest of Maggie Greenlaw Wednesday.

Mrs.

her

account

i^uite ill.

Mrs.

the

Kathie Freeman, who has been
a three months' visit
in Bockland, Portland and other places, arrived
home on Wednesday last, accompanied
by her young cousin, Miss Ethel Weeks,
of Bockland. Mrs. Freeman still prolongs
Miss

enjoying

Pendleton house.

I lie.

Laura Webb was
iting last week.

is

has returned to her home here.

her

Bisset went to

Monday.
George H. Stover
Sunday night.

son Ralph and
Prospect Harbor, are

visiting here this week.
March 22.

Mrs. Susan

P.

William

Mrs. William Moore and

daughter Lena,

of

dur-

The ice is going out of the bay fast.
A. J. Long’s mill is running full time.

the school building.

North

Norwood, w ho has been attending
in Houlton, is at home for a vacation. Mrs. Bobie Norwood, after a few
weeks’ visit to her parents in Lamoine,
to allow them the pleasure of making the
acquaintance of their grandson Percy,
Seth

Mrs. Erne>t Osgood is quite ill.

Hooper & Havey, who were burned out
recently, have a new stock of goods in

is

hopeful

was

the

school

Miss Ethel Stover is better.

taken.

H.

Mrs.

Austin Stevens is ill.

some

Delma Robertson recently cut his face
bo badly that several stitches had to be

Ocean

been

ing her illness; life was very sweet to her
—the world, in a good sense, in its pure
friendships, iu its refined, cultivated society, and as a place for usefulness, was
attractive. She knew, however, t hat God’s
will and way were best. The last months
of her life were a season of prayerful
looking to and waiting for God.

proud parents of a twelve-pound boy.
Capt. Gordon is preparing the tug
“Phillips Eaton” for the work of the sea-

around
time.

She

number.

own

occurred

as

The Juvenile Temple of Ocean Echo
lodge gave a pleasant entertainment, “The
Buggies Family’’, at Tremont hall, Monday evening last, which, owing to the
rain, was rather thinly attended.

being a sister of her father.
In this home with her relatives she received the sympathy, affection and patient care they would bestow on one of
their

play of

a

March

24—snow,
rain, hail, thunder and wind, surely
enough to break up old winter—a goodby carnival, now welcome spring.

Snowman

Sewall Mitchell is home from Beddington woods with his two double teams.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gordon are the

is witnessed such

Seldom
elements

her

Miss

cares.

Will Herrick and wife, of Amherst, returned to Southwest Harbor last week,
and have gone to housekeeping in Fannie’s old home.

her

urday.

in

family

a

quiet manner, gentle disposition and
sympathy for those in suffering and a
helping hand for those needing aid and
Never
care gained for her many friends.
robust,during the last years of her life she
A part of this time and
was an invalid.

was

A fine boy is making glad music, or
lusty cries, in the home of Homer and
Kate Brawn. It is a happy addition to

aims and high endeavors.
For some time she was employed in the
watch factory at Waltham. Mass., where

H. Tracy is borne from Beddington.
High school closed with a concert Sat-

improving.

now

«>

Much

How

Thomas Jackson, of Bar Harbor, who
dangerously ill with pneumonia, is

WATER.

DRINKING

A PLAINS INCIDENT.

a

was so

school teacher, by her
readiness in discerning the needs, abilities and dispositions of her pupils, and
by her skill and tact in interesting them
in study and awakening in them noble

G.

Alma Crabtree

Mrs. Levi Lurvey is recovering from
long and tedious illness.

Miss Ida Mabel Peters, died at Bluehill
March 11. She was the daughter of Moses
Peters, of Sargentville, where she passed
her early years, and received her educaSlender in
tion in the public schools.
form, and of delicate health, she was
quick in intellect, true to her convictions
and firm in maintaining them. She held
a

Harbor.

South went

Rluehlll.

j

misery of years has been cured in a sin
gle night by the use of Doan’s Ointment, a posl
tive, never failing remedy for Itching Piles ant
all similar diseases. Your dealer keeps it, o
can get it for you.—Advt.
The

Adve-tising brings the customers
j assists the salesman.
|

anc

You Can’t
Go Amiss

if you get a package like
this. It contains the genuine

Washing Powder
It cleans everything and
cleans it quickly and cheaply.
Largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
St. Louis,
New York,
Chicago,
Boston,
Philadelphia.

GOLD CLARION RANGES
-and-

HOT WATER

HEATING
APPARATUS,
-AT-

ELDRIDGES.

Crockery
In

great varl ety.

WITH THE FARMERS.

KIITKRY TO CAKIHOU.
read a paper upon the value of
roads to the farmer, which conla iitd
Mrs. One Week*.* Winnow ings of New*,
ii.any points of interest.
1 ;i
1
..i.Novelty mid Nonsense.
y ;i question I 'at may Maid, of I Muds, followed with a paper
In1 ra -i t! in l b i*> 1 >• <! \, aff cl
Maine’s state tax f« r 1897 and 1898, as
ing our agri
on
“The (Jit.zenship of Woman”, in
cultural ini'i*'
but what may Imv a
fixed Inst Friday by tie- legislature, will
political aide to ii, but let ih discuss, which she presented nhle arguments in
be $905,179.19 for each y< ar.
those questions wit bout reference to1 favor of woman suffrage.
tbiirin:!
Iit i«*»»I partv. j
uj•<• *i imy j
The committee on location, presented
Daniel A. Wuldin, ix-Stute Senator, cxLet ua take each other
by tin* hand him! | their i* port, favoring St. Paul, Minn., for
make one common cause of our
Representutive t<» legislature, and one of
great
the place of meeting of the next congress, : the most
interests.
prominent men in Waldo
I here is n«> interest so sen sit ive to rad i- ! which was
adopted. Detroit, Milwaukee I county, died at Belfast Saturday. He
cal changes of government
I
policy or that and other cities were applicants for tlint was born in
so quickly fncis the effect
J
Northport in April, 1830,
of unfriendly !
honor.
where he lived until a year ago, when he
ion as in interest of t In-American
I Icgi-lai
j
1 NT E R NATION AT. RIM ETA LLISM.
retired from active life and came to
farmer, nor is there any interest but
! "hat can better protect itself from corGen. Hoy Stone, special agent of the de- Belfast to reside.
\
| porale demands, rusts and combinations. part ment of
agriculture, Washington, I).
The American
The
farmer is
A
impossible has happened.
loyal to bis
country and to her institutions. He is C., in charge of t he good roads division, drummer was squelched! He was playto
defend
the
ready
republic with bis delivered an address of some length upon ing the gallant with a
good-looking girl
money or with bis life, if need be. Our “The Silver
| government
Question after Election”. He on the train when an acquaintance
has no fear of revolution or
I
passanarchy among the great agricultural advocated the establishment of an inter- ing down the aisle remarked: “1 hear
national mint, under management of tlie
j classes.
your oldest boy is sick; how is lie?’’
We ask for no class legislation; we de- chief commercial nations of the
world, for The drummer followed his friend out
maud no favors beyond hgitimate
pro- the coinage of what he termed
“globe
into the smoking car before lie dared
i tection for the farming interests, and we
not be satisfied with anything dollars”, and fractions thereof, bearing trust his
emotions sufficiently to reply.
| should
| short of the recognition accorded to their denominations in shillings, francs,
I other American industries.
Capt. Richard W. Black, United States
etc., and on one side an international
I’pon the completion of the address symbol, with tlie name of the United pension agent at Augusta, died Thursday.
He was appointed agent in March, 1894,
Judge William Lawrence, of Ohio, moved, States on the other, to be coined and
by President Cleveland. He was born in
and it was voted, that a committee of five
issued
in
freely
exchange for gold or its Palermo in 1839.
He attended Colby and
l delegates be appointed to consider the equivalent, or for silver bullion at tlie
was graduated from Union
college, New
I recommendations made in the president’s market price. These “globe dollars” to
in 18(50. Reserved in the late war
address, and to prepare a memorial to the be used for payment of duties upon im- York,
as a member of the United States
L’nited States Congress upon the sug- ports in all the countries
cavalry
joining in tlie of New
Hampshire. Previous to his apThe com- compact, and to be coined for eacli
; gestions therein contained.
he
law
in
pointment
practiced
Augusta.
mittee appointed consisted of Judge country in
proportion to the value of ;
A minister in one of Maine’s
Law renc chairman ; O. S. Foley, Illinois;
its foreign imports.
This system the j
seaport
towns was called upon a few weeks ago to
J. M. Strahn, Iowa; J. F. Branson, speaker
tbought, if adopted, would take
The groom said he
marry a couple.
Nebraska; John Stolze, Ohio and A. J. the “silver question” out of
wanted to pay him $5 for his services
Meyers, West Virginia.
very desirable thing in itself.
Committees
were
!
Dr. Sotolds, of Venezuela, was intro- and gave the clergyman a $15 check.
appointed
upon
finance, location for the next meeting duced to t he congress ami made a short The minister gave the man ?10 change,
j
to find a little later that the check
of tbe congress and on resolutions.
Mr. but very effective speech.
He thanked only
a
member
of
the first, Mr. Apple- t lie people and government of the United was wort h'ess. He would not have told
Avery,
ms
mu Hies,
ton of the second, and Mr. Candage on
However, ir ne nan not iieard
Mates for upholding the Monroe doctrine,
of another clergyman soon after who also
...i.
*
resolutions, were the Massachusetts ashad a worthless piece of paper us a
t lie close of his short speech tlie delegates
signments.
j
Sl'C.GEsTIONH TO THE CONGRESS.
lie
stood up and gave three cheers for Ven- memento of a similar experience.
At the afternoon session of the tirst day j ezuela, and voted I)r. Sotolds an honorary thinks the couple are traveling through
the country on a continuous bunco wedmember of t he congress.
of the congress
Lawrence, of
1

ANNUAL

SIXTEENTH

NATIONAL

SESSION

CONGRESS.

OPENING OF THE CONGRESS CORDIAL
WELCOME TO CITY AND STATE—
UK SO LI'TIONS OF NATIONAL
IMPORTANCE.
Tilt: American by R.
V.
Brookline, Mass., delegate to the

[Written"f for

<i

.!.

congress.]
The Hixteenth annual

seaHioti

of

the

Farmers’ National congress was held at
Indianapolis, Indiana, on Nov. 10, 11 and
12, 1890.

There

present

from

but four delegates
England: John G.
Spencer, Mass.; Francis H.

of

Avery,

Danvers, Mass.;

of

Appleton,

were

New

the

writer,

ami Prof. George A. Stock well, of Providence, 1L 1., secretary of the Rhode
Inland board of agriculture.
The journey from Boston to Indianapolis via Albany, Buffalo and Cleveland,
a distance of a thousand miles, was easily
and comfortably made in twenty-six
In the days of our fathers, behours.
fore the advent of railroads with sleeping
and dining-room ears, it would have been
a long and tiresome journey of weeks, or
possibly of months.
We arrived on Sunday, a day and a half
in advance of the opening of the congress, and improved the time in looking
We called upon the
about the city.
governor, Hon. Claude Matthews, at the
He

we

c-

Judge

election ami said: “Well
governor, aren’t you glad it happened?”
He answered quickly: “No, not in the
way it
happened, but I am glad it is
over.”
He was a free silver man and a candinational

for

date

presidency,

the

before

the

Chicago convention, where, upon the first
ballot, he received the support of the delegates from his state, and when Candidate
Bryan visited Indiana Governor Matthews
welcomed him to its capital, and escorted
him on his speech-making tour through
the commonwealth.
The governor was very cordial and
pleasant during our interview and upon
departing urged us to call often while in
the city, and by his courtesy and suave
regard.

manner won our

tercourse

with

erally,

was

he

cordial and

genial

and

OPENING

OP' tup:

congress.

Congress convened Nov. 10, in the hall
of representatives in the state house,
which had been set apart for its meetings

lady-farmers

several

from

the

The gathering
was smaller than that at Atlanta, Ga.,
1895, but still an influential body. The
1’acitic and southern states, Texas exmiddle

western

cepted,
owing

were

to

states.

not

the

represented,

short

interval

time
and the
of

between the national election
of this congress.
R.
Rev. D.
Lucas, of Indianapolis,
offered prayer for the harmonious and
beneficial deliberations of the delegates
to the congress.
Mayor Thomas Taggart
made

an

address of welcome and tendered

stance the product of the cow, about
which some of you know more or less,
and I state without fear of contradiction
that it is vastly of more importance than
all the silver coin, bullion and mines of
If all the gold, silver and
the country.
hills and t lie hanking capital of the
United States were sunk in the deep sea,
the product of the cow, in a single year,
would more than equal it all.”

re-

wel-

in a few well-chosen words, and in
felicitous manner.* Hon. J. G. Kingsley,
of the Indiana Farmer, welcomed the
delegates on behalf of the press, and Hon.
J. G. Offutt, of Indiana, a member of the
executive committee of t he congress, on
behalf of the farmers of the state.
The governor welcomed the delegates
on behalf of tin- people of the state of
Indiana, from whom we quote as follows:
come

a

While it in
come

great salt sea, but have!
been outsight of land on the great lakes
j
on a steamship, which 1
suppose gives me
some little idea of the great ocean.
To
one born, bred and
always living by !
its shores and had seen the changing
of old
moods
ocean, her confession
never seen

Operate

re-urawn

in

oi

xavor

seemed

The
with

duty of my office to welconventions ami associayou t hat it affords me

more than usual
pleasure to welcome
your congress to our state and to its capital city.
Belonging to, and my every interest being identified with, the class you
here represent, I have watched the proceedings of your previous conventions
with gfit interest, and believe I am safe
in saying that good has resulted from
your intelligent deliberations.
Indiana, while hut thirty-third in area
in the list of states, has, through the
great fertility of her soil and the progressive and intelligent development of her
wonderful resources by her farmers, been
placed in the front rank of the great
grain-producing and live-stock-raising
states of the union.
Indiana extends to you a warm hand
and it cordial greeting, and expresses the
hope that this meeting with us may he
most notable in the good results accom-

Massachusetts

delegation

in favor of

of
the

Ellsworth, Mo., by
1’AKCllEK, Druggist.

social

feeling

after

more

than two j

intercourse, separated
that

LADIES

do raise®

DR. FELIX LE BRUN’S

Steel t Pennyroyal Treatment
is the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable cure on the mark'd.
Price. $1.00; sent by uiwiL
Gn:”,:"n s«*)(l on 1 v by
Address C. A. FOWLER & CO.. Druggists,
Sola Agents. BANGOR. ME.

I

Relief

in

Six Hour*.

extremely j Distressing Kidney iitul Bladder diseases repleasant time had been enjoyed, and that j lieved in six hours l.’y ..New i.keat mu ii
American Kidney c
re.” Ti.is new reniedv
through it the delegates would carry with | is
a great surprise on account ol its exceeding
them to their distant
homes pleasant ! promptness in relieving pain in the bladder,
kideevs. buck and eviv
rim i.»iw
recollections or me
Hospitality ot the I passages in male ami female. It relieves remerchants and business men of Indian-' tention of water ami pain in parsing it almost
imnu diately. If you wa nt quick relief'ami cure
npolis.
tlii- i~ your remedy. Sold l»y S. i>. WioiitN,
{Concluded next week.]
Druggist, KlNwoith, Maine.

by international agreement, which was
passed by the congress after some discussion.
Besolutions were offered by the

assure

strange.

gathering,

hours

ui-meiHiusm

For sale in
GKOKUK a.

the

j

this point a resolution was offered
by Hon. J. CL Offutt, of Indiana, with
free silver linings, which was referred to
the committee on resolutions, and by
them

|

She said she knew that to be true, ns she
had met many such, but added, 1 have

At

one

various

tions, y«*t I

to Take

_.

delegates the freedom of the city.

Secretary Stahl, of the congress,
sponded to the mayor’s address of

t

MADE ME A MAN

probably

meeting

to the

Ohio,

the

Hood’s

it continued its deliberations
until final adjournment.
There were
about 200 delegates present, among whom
and where

were

on

asy to

did

city.

while in the

paper

Easy

I^ater, in his indelegates gen-

their comfort and happi-

all he could for
ness

and the

us

a

the

an

upbuilding of our merchant marine in
the foreign carrying, trade, in favor of
liberal appropriations for rivers and harbors, fur nut onal aid to extinguish the
T. F. Anthony, ex Postmaster ol Promise
City. Iowa, -a\‘~: “I bought one liottle ol
The Human Hody’s Tireless Organs.
gypsy moth pest, all of which were
\My-tie Cure” for l{heumati«im, and two doseunanimously reported by the committee
Man 1ms within him a stationary en- of it did me more good than anv tin diciue 1 ever
Sold by s. D w I<;<;is', druggist, Ellsand passed by the congress.
gine called his heart, which, with its took.”
worth.
EYK.M.NM 1: N T K KT A1 N M E N T.
veins and arteries, constitutes a perfect
Before adjournment for the day an in- system of hydraulics, compared with
vitation was tendered the delegates to a which man’s best work is
clumsy, in1
reception by tbe board of trade and com- tricate and wasteful. The lungs are a j
rooms
at
the
merciul club of Indianapolis,
working
bellows, the most perfect i Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Pa
tent liu-ine-s conducted for Moderate Keen.
of the latter organization, for theevening
method of sanitary ventilation.
The j our office is opposite C. s. Patent < Mlice. \V<
of the next day, which was accepted with
stomach is a working vat of marvelous j hiive no sub-agencle-', all bu-iue-- direct, lienei
can transact patent business in less time and at
thanks.
perfection. The brain is a wondrous LESS COST than those remote front Wash
plished.
The second day’s session of the con- condenser, and the skin is a great work- Ington.
My purpose to-day is to briefly but
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
was devoted to the appointment of
non.- the less
ing evaporator, with reserve automatic ; tloii. We advise, if patentable
or not, free ol
cordially welcome you to gress
our slate, and to assure you of our high special committee, of which Mr. Applefor
extra
work
in charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
appliances, ready
appreciation of the honor you confer in ton, of Massachusetts, was chairman, to moments of need. All these are in action | A book, "llow to obtain Patents,” with refer
actual clients in your state, county, ox
having selected our state for this your invite ex-President Harrison to address at all times, day and night, tireless, un- cnecs to
town, sent free. Address
sixteenth annual congress.
ceasing, self-winding and repairing, for1
the body at such time during its sessions

►

,

%

BWH

THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.
President Clayton of the congress responded to the governor’s cordial wel- |
come, thanking him heartily on behalf of
himself and of the delegates, and facetiously remarked that the delegates were
peaceful and law-abiding, therefore the
governor would have no occasion to call
out the militia to maintain order on their
account.
President Clayton then proceeded to deliver his annual address, from
which we quote a few sentences as follows:
Delegates to the Farmers’ National
I deconvention of the United States:
sire to extend to you a cordial welcome
to the sixteenth annual session of your
organization, and again to thank you for,
the honor of presiding over the deliberatioim of t he representatives of the greatest
aggregation of wealth ami intelligence i
known to history. Our meeting follows
ln
quick succession a determined and

closely-contested

national

in
farmer and
But let us

campaign,

which the interests of every
producer have been involved.
lay aside all bitterness of disappointment
at the results
of the election we may

favor

of

uniform state laws for the taxation
all of which were

re-

and other

swine

diseases;

corporation etc.;

ferred to committee
of them

later most

on

in

resolutions, and
reported back

and passed.
The morning session closed after the

reading by Mrs. Ida M. Ewing, of Iowa,
“The Progress of Agriculture in the
Northwest,” w hich was an able preseutation of the subject.
In the afternoon Otter Jorner, of Mil-

more.—Ladies’

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

Home

ashlngton, D. C.

Pauper \oiice.

fTMIE undersigned hereby gives x.oiice mat he
A has contracted with the ( lt> of Ellsworth,for
the support of the poor, during the ensuing vear,
and has made ample provision tor their support
He therefore forbids all persons from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without
his written order, lie will nay for no goods sc
furnished.
Harry ft. -Tones

being nothing more nor less than an advertising scheme. It however resulted in
great good just the same.
They gave
away 1,000 bottles of their Digestive Cordial to those suffering from stomach derangements.
It was so effective in curing those who
used the remedy that they were loud in
their praises of it, and in consequence a
large demand for the Cordial was at once

If.rgnl Xoticrs.
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
'\17’E the subscribers, having been ap▼
pointed by the Hon. O. P. Cunningham. Judge of Probate for the county of Han-

created.

cock,

to

receive and examine the claims of

creditors to the estate of Joseph H Emerton,
The druggists of this town have little late of
Bucksport, deceased, represented inbooks that tell all about it.
Digestive ; solvent, do hereby give notice that six months
to said creditors to
in and
I’ordial creates an appetite, aids digestion are allowed
j prove their claims; and that we bring
shall attend
I and
brings about a rapid increase in flesh that service at the office of T. H. Smith, in
said Bucksport. on Wednesday, the second
and strength.
day of June, 1897, and Wednesday, the first
day of September, 1897, at ten o’clock in the
LAXOL is the name of a palatable.Cas- ! forenoon of each day.
tor Oil. J”.st the thing for children.
commissioners.
Chas.

j

j
j
j

To all p. i-1 n- i.
ri -*c r! in either of the estates hereinafter harmd.
At
pio.. c uri, in I at T Usworth, in and
for the
onuty of Hancock, on the tenth
day of Maivi-, a. d. Is; 7.
■ 11
pri
JL senti-d for ii.i action thereupon hereinalter indicated, it i-. in re >y ordered that notice thereof be giv
t » all persons interested,
by causing a ropy of this order to be publi.slnat tiner week.-, successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in Maid county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at “E 11sport, on the fourteenth day of April, a. d.
1K'.i7, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be In aril thereon if they see cause.
Eli/a W Bowdlear, late of Deer Isle, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purpor:ihLt m in- the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with
petition for probale t hereof, pri seiited by Elmer P. .Spofford,
the executor therein named.
Henry S. I ampher, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the Iasi will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Hannah L. McKinley, the executrix therein named.
James F. Moses, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to he the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Charles (J. Atkins,
tin* executor therein named.
Flora Could, late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased. First account of Clarence M.
Purkman. executor, filed.
Lottie B. Roach, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Mary J.
Black, executor, tiled.
Joseph Saunders, late of Deer Isle, in said
county, deceased. First account of Elmer P.
Spofford, executor, filed.
Mvrick Avery, late* of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Account of Levi B. Wyman, administrator, tiled.
Edward DeBeck, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. First account of Edward
W. DeBeck, administrator, filed.
Julia A. \lk y. late* of Trenton, in said county, deceased. First account of John B. Redman and John E. Bunker, jr., administrators,
filed.
Silas N. Mitchell, late of Penobscot, in said
countv. deceased.
First account of Nora
Mitchell, administratrix, filed.
Caro Smii h, late of Lamoine, in said county,
deceased. First account of Newell B. Coolidge, ad mi i. i~l rutor. tiled.
A ml rew Jackson Whiting, late
of Mount
Desert, in said county, deceased. First account of Henry W hit ing,administrator, filed.

Jiai:< <
.\1 ..K
a«*ml.., -irulor of
state (.!'
llliam T !
.n. late
<>I Orland, in said cnet eased,
nt;
respect•.•><•<:s* and
fully represents ti...:
enattcls,
-aid dec«
J
re
not
rights and credits
sufficient to pay the just debts and cl aiges <>f
administration b\ Lm sum of
^miicd
ur p* titioi
dollars; wherefore
pr ; s your
honor to grant, him a lice i»m to
uidie
1!, ;
or private sale, and convey the- following
pared of real estate si. u:m
in Orlcad. Me., described as follows, vi/..; Beginning at an ash
iI leading
tree on the west side of the
from Mason’s Mills to Edward Jo-dan’s corner. marly opposite tm
house o,
rmieric
Pickering; thenc- N. vi° W. by h id occupied
now or formerly by
Win. Pick'ring to tbs
eastern shore of Great Pond to a strike and
stones; thence easterly by the pond ;n out 22
rods to a stake ami stones; thence S.
;J E.
to the said road, to a stake and si one-.;
hence
westerly hy sa id road to the pi.-" <.f beginning, with the buildings thereon, of the real
estate of the deceased (including the ieversion of the widow’s dower then
.to satisfy
said debts and charges of administration.
F. W. Gross.
Orland, March 3, 1897.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:— Court of Probate, March
term, a. d. 1897.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered: That
said petitioner give public notice to all persons interested, by causing a copy of the petition and this order thereon, to be published
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or published
in Ellsworth, in s..id county, that they may
appear at a court of probate for said county,
to be held at Ellsworth, on the second Wednesday of April next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
(). P. C UNNINGHAM. Judge.
Attest:—C'mas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr,Register.

county

a
peison of uiisouiul mind. Second ucF. Feilows. guardian, filed.
Zena W. Brewer, late of Kden, in said county, deceased. Petition for allowance out of
ocrsonal estate ;i said deceased, presented
b.v Kdward L. Brewer, the surviving husband
of said deceased.
Cummings .M. Holden, late of Tremont, in
said county, deceased.
Resignation of Augustus < lark, one of the executors of the last
will and testament -»f said deceased, filed.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy of original order.
Attest:—( has. P. Dorr, Register.

tv,

]

■

j

••

I

j
j
j
1

To the Hon. Judge of Probate for the county
of Hancock.
UNDERSIGNED Everett S. Means,
rpilE
adminstrator <-f the estate of Sally B.
1
DeLaittre. late of Ellsworth, in said county,
deceased, respectfully represents that the
f said,
goods and chattels, rights and or. dit
deceased are not sufficient to pay the just
debts and charges ot adniinistratioi by the

1

!

j
j
1

|

count of Dsar

To all persons Interested in either of the es
tates hereinafter named
Ata court of insolvency held at Kllsworth in
and for t he county of Hancock, oti the eleventh
day ol March, a. d. 1897.
following matter having been preI
sen ted for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is here, y ordered that notice
thereof he given to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
Kllsworth
two weeks successively in the
American, a newspaper published at Kllsworth,
in said county, that they may appear at a
court of insolvency, to bo held at Kllsworth,
of April, a. d. 1897, at
on the fifteenth day
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
thereon if they see cause.
Edgar A. Lewis and Harvey D. Friend, of
Bucksport, in said county, as individuals and
as members of the firm of E. A. Lewis & Co.,
insolvent debtors.
Appointment of second
meeting of creditors filed and approved. Petition for allowance out of estate for support
of himself and family, filed by said Harvey
1). Friend.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy of original order.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

!
,
1

I

j

^PHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of Charles L. Frost, late
of Kllsworth,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMark Frost.
mediately.
March 10. a. d. 1897.

O.

A

true

P.

CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Register.
Register.

Attest:—Ch as. P. Dork,
copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dork,

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the
county of Hancock.
UNDERSIGNED Alexander C. HagX erthy, administrator of Nicholas Hass,
late of Sullivan, in said county, deceased,
respectfully represents that the goods anm
chattels, rights and credits of said deceased
are not sufficient to
pay liis just debts and
charges of administration by the sum of three
hundred dollars; wherefore your petitioner
prays your honor to grant him a license to
to sell, at public or private sale, and convey a
lot of land, with buildings thereon, situated
in said Sullivan, on the northeasterly side of
the road leat-ing from
West Sullivan to
Franklin, north and west of land of Nathan
S. Bunker, being the home lot of said deceased, containing 42G square rods, more or
less, being all the real estate of said deceased
and the same particularly described in the inventory of said estate now on file, of the real
estate of the deceased (including the reversion of the widow’s dower therein), to satisfy
said debts and charges of administration.
March 10, 1897.
A. C. Haoerthy.
STATE OF MAINE.
Fib
Hancock ss.:—Court of
Probate, March
term, a. d. 1897.
the
Upon
foregoing petition, ordered: That
said petitioner give public notice tu all persons
interested, by causing a copy of the petition
and this order thereon, to be published three
weeks successively in The Ellsworth American,
a newspaper printed or published in Ell-worth.
In said county, that they may appear at a court
of probate for said county, to be hold at Ellsworth, on the second Wednesday of April next,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to show
cau-e, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—( has. P. Dorr. Register.

rpiIE

fPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate
not already administered of George Parcher,
late of Kllsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGeorge A. Parcher.
mediately.
March 10. a. d. 1897.

trator

your petitioner prays your honor to grant
a license to sell, v. public or pn»
ami
w
itconvey a certain lot or parcel <'
uateci in said Ellsworth, and bounde ! ns folof
lows, to wit: ( on,un tieing at U
Mt. Desert and Washington stre-’v
’hence
southerly oil Washington St. about is rods;
thence at right angi
ut mods;
northerly .•
thence easterly parallel with first
m
to Mt.
Desert St.; thence southerly on
Desert
Si about 5rods to first bounds,co:
onehalf acre more or less, with buildings thereon,
being one-half of the lot convened to Jos.
Del. Jti re and I-auc Hodgkins l.y
:nRobinson in 1H.Y1, of the real estate of the deceased (including the reversion of tlv widow's dow er then in;, to satisfy said o ■.
and
charges of administration.
March 10, 1897.
Everett S. Means.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of Probate, March
term, a. d. 1897.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered. That
said petitioner give public notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of the petition, and this order thereon, to be published
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or published
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a court of probate for said county, to
be held at Ellsworth, on the second Wednesday ol' April next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
■

I

rpiiK

rPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
A she has been duly appointed administratrix with the will annexed of the estate of
Chelcias Gray late of Brooksville, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Flora Gray.
March 10, a. d. 1897.

of

rpiil.
1 th"

..

]
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j

j
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HIE subscriber hereby gives notice that he
X has been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of Flora Gould,
late of Ellsworth, in the countv of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immeClarence M. Parkman.
diately.
March 10, a. d. 1897.
f I

^IMIK subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of He nry H. dark, late
of Tremont, in tin- county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of sail! deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHenry Clark.
mediately.
March 10, a. d. 1897.
trator

subscriber hereby gives notice that
r|HIE
X she has been duly appointed executor
of
the
last
will and testament of Waiter M.
rPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that 1 Haines, late of
Ellsworth, in the county of
X she has been duly appointed executrix | Hancock, deceased,
no bonds being required
of the last will and testament of William D.
having
b> the terms of said will. All
Swazey, late of Bucksport, in the county of demands against the estate of persons
sai
deceased
deceased,
no
bonds
Hancock,
being required are desired to present the same for settleby the terms of -aid will. All persons having i ment, and all indebted
thereto art requested
demands against tne estate of said deceased
to make payment immediatelv.
to prist nt the same for settleare desired
.U UI I'll IU, tl. (1. Willi.
1,. HAINES.
II IIOMA
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
r|^HK
he has been duly appointed
1
utor
ot the lust will and t«. >tament
f Aum'stus
Mini i; or
iokiii
osi kk.
(
Peters. late of Hluehill, in tin o.nniy of
'lirilKIlKAS .T.;.|| < 'rocket t, <f Bo-ton.
Hancock, deceased, and given bonus as the
law directs.
All
.minds
county ot ‘-iM.ik, v *:«i >[>:•' of M;isspei -oi.s h
achusetts, and Jacob Allman, "f Bangor, against the estate of said dec-, i-.-d are de1'i•
:;«•
ot
sired
to
of
iioi.-»■
ami
>i
the
same for set I iemeiil, and
oi,
Maine,
present
count)
make
,l»y tlu-ir inongagi'ilm. (1 ilated tin* n.thdayot all imlehied 11. t» t are n m. -no
Phase.
July, a. it. I--.', ami it-conieii in t!i- llancu k pay meal immediately. Eli a
s.,
county Kev i>:. of Denis, !•" k
page
conveveil lo tin umier-igiied, W.,i \V. Jellii.
'IMlK subscriber h-n by g.vvs
that
lianeoek. omiiiI) ot IL.m-i.ek ami
son, of
1
she has been duly uppoio’ch adtiduisSt tte of M line, a certain lot or pari-* 1 of land !
\\
trat rix of t he e-l .iU ol *
a:-.
u gi
.late
situated in -aid Hancock ami described as
follows, to vvit; Beginning on the south line i>i Orlund, iii tile coumy of Iliac. U, deceased, ami
its.
home lot a; the centre
of Shim nil 11. Moo
ac'ii: >r • '•
esof the tow n road; them e south all3 west one ! All persons ha\ imr deinam
tate
of
saia
<ieci
ased
are
desired
t
sent
en
and
a
j
hundred mid thiit.
one-half rod* to
tlie same f.>.- sci ilenient, and a ! m bbled
u-t twent)
spotted fir tr< e: tht nee south
imrods and live links to a pine stump the ! lhereto are requested to make pimm
Estelle
Mason.
southwest corner of the John (iateonio ml. | lutdiately.
March 10. a. d. IS'.)?.
••m-i oy line as m»w fenced I
thence north
one humired and live and one-half roils to
E subscriber lien. y gi\.
that
centre of -aid town road; thence in northshe has '-t eii duly
1
;::stra; >'inti 1
westerly direction by centre of sail town
ta.x of the estate of Luther .). Hu-nh..m. late
road nineteen rods and twelve links to place of Biueliill, in the
k, decounty of
of beginning, containing fourteen acres more
ceased, and given bonds as thi 1
ireels.
all the buildings sitor les-, together with
Ai 1 persons having demands agii'
'b
esuated thereon.
tate of said deceased are desired to p.esent
Aiso another parcel of land situated in said
the same for settlement, and all indebted
and
in
Hancock
part adjoining the above and thereto are requested to make payment imdescribed as follows: Beginning at John M.
Eliza L. Ueukkk.
mediately.
Martin's north corner bound; thence west 44®
March 10, a. d. 1897.
north to the corner hound of the •a'comb lot
;
thirty-two rods; thence west 40° south one rpifE subscriber hereby giv
that
hundred and forty-six rods; thence north t.2°
he has been duly appointed adminisX
east to the first-mentioned bound, containing
trator
of llic
estate
of
Elanor vneeue,
fourteen acres more or less; and whereas the late of Hluehill. in the county of Hancock,
condition of said mortgage has been broken, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
now therefore, b\ reason of the breach of the
All persons having demands against the escondition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of tate of said deceased are desired t.
present
suiii mortgage.
the same for settlement, ami all indebted
Dated March 20,1897.
Wm. W. Jellison.
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Frank F\ (Juki ne.
NOTICE OI fOUKCLOSl’KK.
March 10. a. d. 1897.
'\irHEREAS John A. Scott and William fllnb subscriber
hereby gives notice that
▼V
Scott, both of Franklin, in Hancock
X he has been duly appointed adminiscounty, by their mortgage deed dated the trator of the estate ot John W. Lm II, late
thirtieth day ot December, a d. 1890, and reof Hucksport, in the county of Hancock,
corded in the Regi^ry of Deeds for said coundeceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
ty, January second, 1892, in book 250, page 83. All persons having demands against tht estate
conveyed t<» Susan Langdon, of said Frank- of said deceased are desired to present the
a
lot
of
land
in
certain
said
w
Franklin
ith
lin,
same for settlement, and all indebted t hereto
buildings thereon, being the same land and are requested to make payment in.;,
dintely.
buildings part icularly described in said mortMarch 10, a. d. 1897.
Charles H. Rice.
gage, to which mortgage, so recorded, express
reference is hereby made for further descripriMIE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he his been duly -appointed
X
tion; sai.l mortgage having been assigned by
administhe said Susan I.aneilon to Nancy M. Abbott, trator of the estate of Lizzie M. Him kley,
the undersigned, by assignment dated Delate of Hluehill, in the county of H:i
ock,
cember 13, a. d. 1892, and recorded in said Regdeceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
istry in book 207, page 332; and whereas the All persons having demands against tin escondition of said mortgage has been broken. tate of said deceased are desired to present
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
the same for settlement and all indebted
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of thereto are requested to make payment imsaid mortgage.
Nancy M. Abbott.
1 mediately.
Edward E. Chase.
March 10, a. d. 1897.
March 13, lay;.
1
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Mount Lebanon Shakers recently
performed a great deed of charity, although it was not designed as a charity,
The

of

were

or

DATS.

Opposite Patent Office. \\

restricting foreign immigration; favoring a graded income-tax; favoring a
referendum ami a graded land-tax; asking the L’nhed States to appoint a corps
ot engineers to survey a route, and report
thereon, upon the practicability of
a
ship canal from the waters of the
in
great lakes to those of the Mississippi;
for investiwoman suffrage;
favor of
gating tuberculosis iu cattle, hog cholera

on

j

seventy years
Journal.

would suit his convenience; the presentation of resolutions regulating and
as

I

.i..

The closing act of t he day was a resolu- ding rip.
condition of agri- j
culture throughout the country, the need tion offered by Hon. L. S. Coffin, of Iowa, j
“This man says you jumped on him
of remedies for its improvement and the calling upon the Congress at Washington J
without provocation or warning,” said
power the Farmers’ National congress to banish the saloons existing in the ; the
judge, “and beat him scandalously.”
ought to wield by united action, in oh- | basement of the capitol, which was unan- ! “J
guess I did,” said the man in the dock,
taining non-partizan legislation from the imously adopted under a suspension of “an’ I
done it because of the way his peoj
Congress of the United {States for that j the rules.
ple is oppressin’ them poor Cubans.”
In the evening the delegates were enHis conclusion was as follows:
purpose.
“But the complainant is an Italian, and
tertained at the commercial club-rooms |
‘•F.ach year this congress should make a
Cuba is fighting with Spa*in.” The man’s
declaration of views or requests to the with an informal reception, collation and
“Is that so?” he asked.
Congress of the United States to enact music. Upon entering the rooms the ! jaw dropped.
such laws as may he deemed necessary
“Give it to me, jedge, and give it to me
ladies and gentlemen were introduced by
and just, affecting agricultural industries.
hard, and when I get out I won’t do nothIt would he well to invite the co-opera- President Clayton, of the congress, to
ing but take a course in night school
tion and aid of the national grange. Gov. Matthew's, Mayor
Taggart, E. H. where I kin learn tiie different
brands of
Delegates should he appointed for this Martindale and J. C. Adams, of the board
dagos.”
purpose, and to present the requests to
of trade, and William Fortune, of the
the Congress of the United States.
As to legislation in the states, this con- commercial club, and then to the leading
Xltiticrtisnnnxts.
gress should provide for a selection of at members of the two organizations and
least one vice-president for each county
their ladies.
in each state, to continue in office until
The billiard-room was turned into a
relieved of duty by the appointment of a
successor.
The
vice-presidents should smoke-room for the occasion, where, after
meet in their respective states at the
the collation,
the gentlemen enjoyed
commencement of each session of the
legislature therein, and present requests their cigars and w here informal speeches
for needed legislation. They should co- were made.
The writer was asked to
Are features peculiar to Rood's Pills. Small in
operate with the state grange in each make some remarks, which he proceeded size, tasteless, efficient, thorough. As oue man
state, thus making a thorough organiza- to do
along the lines of river and harbor
tion, and collect money to meet necessary
expenses in aid of state or national legis- improvements, and the upbuilding of
is
a
a
lation. This
mere outline of
plan American shipping in the foreign carrywhich may he perfected as believed to be
ing trade, upon which he had prepared
best by this congress.”
himself to speak before the congress, but
The paper called out a general discussaid: *• You never know you
did not find opportunity to do, owing to
sion which started upon the subject
a
till it is all
the press of other business and the short have taken pill
matter of ttie paper hut wandered away
over.” 25c. C. I. Hood& Co.,
session.
into other channels, covering a multiProprietors, Lowell, Mass.
There was a goodly number of ladies at
The only pills to take with Rood’s Sarsaparilla.
plicity of subjects, from the price of oats
the reception, one of whom, w hen introto dairy products, and the best methods
asked
where
we
were
from.
duced,
Upon
of raising raspberries.
AJAX TABLETS POSITIVELY CURE
being answered that we were from the
Judge Lawrence closed the debate with
A
IHm-naca—Failiug Memrocky, salt-spray-dashed shores of Massaory, Impotency, Sloepleosnosa, etc., caused
an off-hand speech which put everybody
by Abuao or oilier E.icoases and India*
chusetts, she asked what were the chief
in a plesant humor.
cretiona.
They yuUkly and aurtly
restore Lost Vitality in old or young, and
We replied that it is not
In the discussion, Mr. Coffin, of Iowa, productions.
fit u maa i'or study, business or marriage.
i*rev«nt Insanity and Consumption if
noted for its agricultural products, like
made the following statement.
t
time. Their use shows immediate improvethe great West, but that it is fertile in ment and effects a CUKE where all other fail In‘‘We have listened lately to much dissist upon having the genuine Ajax Tablets.
They
cussion of t he silver question and of its the production of women and men, who, have cured thousands and will euro you. Wo give a positive
in
guarantee to effect u cure CA pTO
great importance to us as a nation, hut I when they reach maturity, immigrate to each written
case or refund the money. Price w V I viper
desire to state to this congress that there
or six pkges (full treatment) for $2.50.
By
t he West to aid in building up its great package;
are other things of more importance to u*
mail, in plain wrapper, upon receipt of price. Circular
than free coinage of silver. Take for in- agricultural and commercial prosperity. ^ AJAX REMEDY CO.,
read

I..,,I

cent

good

..

legates to the Farmers’ National congress from Massachusetts.
Said he: “When you came in I was
engaged in conversation with friends
lio.v it happened.”
We underabout
welcome

waul.ee,

licss

politics—aj

was engaged
when we
presented our cards and
wi re show n into his elegant and spacious
reception, parlors. He came in shortly
after, excused himself for keeping us
waiting, eed added that he was glad to

state house.
but

entered,

l)»v< fell, vv llli he lioj e I hat it will cause
restoration nml an activity in our Imsicentres, and foil employment to
hot Ii on pit at nml labor.

n
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cashand given free
PRIZES EACH MONTH

As follows:
4 First Prizes, each of $100 Cash
$ 400.00
20 Second
$1OCepicfAlBicjcles*2.O0O.OO
000.00
40 Third .$ 25 Gold Watches
Cash and Prizes glren each month

12

WRAPPERS

vuria

mu

—

i.arpoiw rvumuer 01 coupons
tbe district in whicn be or the resides
Will receive »U>0 ( uh.
The A Competitors who send in the
Number* of cooNext
pona from the dwirnt in which they
wiil Kacb receive at winner
option a lady sorjem eman ■ Pierce
Special bicycle, pnee •iw.na ^
Tbe 10 tonpaiUrswho send in the

that oortloncontain-

wmnnrr.

in^fheitendinir "SUNLICHT
S^AP
TheS? (called1*!
to bc Ment. nOHiair
{SS^S
RBff Ufa, enclosed
*hcet of paper” tat ini fompetfu\j XmralA addrce
r.or^n
and
tbe number of toapone
Lent V«rL
In, to l evVr Tirol., Ltd.!
marked
outside
on-

f.arxent

-rr

n

on

Wrapper ('op let' hand comer )W'itn 11 Jincn
«f the IU-THlt T Comprlitor live,

NoTil |
p“tnclj

NAME
Mr* York

I

——;

JQ|

-—

3

_and

which they reside will Eark receive at winner-*
option a lady’*or gentleman'* Gold Watch, price $2L
2. Tbe Competition* will flow* the l.aat D*t of
Each Month daringly, Coupon* received too l*te
for one month's competition will be put into the next.
3. Competitor* who obtain wrappers from unsold
Fmp' yee*
•nap in dealer’* stock will be disqua ifi«d.
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and theix famL.ee, are debarred from competing
4. A printed list of Winners in Oompet it^r'« district
will be forwarded to Competitors in about -i days attex
each competition close*.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endear.* to award the
fairly to the tevtolttie.r ability and judgment,
□t it is understood that all who compete agree to accept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as hnaL
LEVER BROS.. Ltd.. New York.

OF DISTRICT.
City, Brooklyn, Con*
Islands, New Jemey.

trlctnfjC'olumbia._

The New

States._

Knit land

:

•The Bicycles are the celebrate! Pierce Special,
1*»7 Pattern, mTd by Geo. N. Pierce* Co. of Buffalo, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
Tirea, First Claw Nick e Lamp.
Bell. Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.

enre*

lb* additional County

.Vnri

tbe children were their superiors. Much
praise and credit are due Mrs. Yinal for
time and pains taken in training the
children for the concert. Master Henry
Doliver is president of tbe band, and took
charge in a creditable manner.
March 29.
Pros®.

other page*.

$ee

Sooth Gouldsboro.

Wilson Sargent
Amherst.

returned

has

from

Miss Carrie Hammond has returned to
Winter Harbor after spending the winter
here.

Daniel Albee, of Tremont, is visiting
Miss Ethyl Hooper has returned from j friends here.
Sullivan where she has been visiting relEdmond F. Bridges has been making
atives.
on his house.

repairs

John Scott has moved his family into
Nellie A1 bee’s house.

Mrs.
1

Miss Lizzie

Burns is stopping with Mrs.
at Minturn.

Delphane Newman

I

The roads
In

in

are

a

places they

some

Brooklfn.

bad

condition.

almost

impassable.

very
are

Charles Shaw, who has been in TreR. A. Friend is still ill.
His son Victor !
mont the past week, returned home Satis coming home this week.
urday.
Joseph W. Griffin died March 23. He ; Albert
Staples, who has been stopping
came here from Boston sick and destitute.
in Ellsworth some weeks, arrived home
G.
W.
Herrick
has
chartered
to
Capt.
Saturday.
load stone at Green’s Landing for New
Linwood Joyce has been making some
York.
quite extensive repairs on Mrs. Edith
It seems that the school ma'ams are not Staples' house.
to be subjected to a State examination
Minturn post-office will be in running
this year. We have some citizens in all
order by tbe last of this month. This
of our towns who feel as if they can
will be a great convenience for the people
certify teachers in an acceptable manner. in that
vicinity.
The advance in lumber and bricks
Swan's Island and all other islands
seems to indicate better business for our
within three miles, except those belongcoasting vessels. The new method of j
ing to Long Island, became a town Satlime
in
will
be
watched
shipping
bags
urday when Governor Powers signed the
with interest. Lime will have to be kept
bill of incorporation.
and
in
casks
it
will
stand
perfectly dry,
| March 29.
S.
considerable water.

In examining the Turf, Farm and
Home I see a fine picture of the horse
Captain Kief, of E.swortb. and notice
that n-_
b. s.reu by Da v< n 11.
I think you will find the sire of Capt.
Kief to be Henry \V ilkes. owned
by
Henry J. J -dan at time of Service, now
owned by
Fred M. Watson. Henry
Wilkes has many fine colts in this town,
as well a.- in ulaer towns :n this county.
March 29.

Mr. and

Mrs. F. H. Gres-

are

at home

again.

George W. Eaton left town last
wet

k.

A.
cia\

Greenlaw is at home for

A.

Greenlaw is very ill with the

Ed

Fred

G. B. A.

few

a

s.

Capt.
grip.

|

being

business.

_

Fran* Torrey

naa

Eaton

left

for

East Boston

Bertron Weed leaves Monday to join
the yacht “Dora'1.

quite ill, but i9

beta

recovering.
Miss Agnes Reed, of Indian Point,
keeping house for Capt. B. A. Moore.

Capt. B.
Monday.

is

Indian Point, and Miss
Carrie Wiggin, of West Eden, were in
town last
(in

f-L.

sion band held
church.

the

On

account

attendance

evening,
with

a

people

bad

wee

__:

Beck was at home last
week to attend tne funeral of his father.

Capt. George

White

weather

L.

Tne funeral of Cant. A. J. Beck took
On Friday
j
reproduced place from First Congregational church
Tne hearts of last Thursday.
1
March 29.
with pride as
H.

thrilled
tots of

Sal II van.

T. Wilson has gone

Alvin

on a

business

trip to Boston.
Henry Workman has been drawn
serve on the jury for the
April term

to
of

court.

Miss Nancy Abbott, of Hancock, has
been engaged to teach the spring term of
school.

Blood

\ Will
\

The many friends of Ambrose Simpson
will be pleased to learn that he is recovering from his recent illness.

*

Tell

Miss Lena Wilson, who has been visiting her cousins in Bangor for several
days, returned this morning.
A. J. Whitney closed school Friday

k-

Is

j

true

expression

where health

is concerned.
Good Blood means good health.
Poor Blood means dise ase.
Purifyyour Blood and keep wed.
‘'L.F.” Atwood's Bitters make
good blood.

after

March 29.

//

ffj

1jj

Mrs. A. Bragdon is quite ill.
E. R. Conners has been in Portland for
several days on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Lawrence, of Castine, are visiting tbeir son, Major W. H.
Law rence, for a few weeks.

Henry Whalen, of East Sullivan,
move his family here thie week.
He
occupy

111
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w
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choose

It has been in nse 45
purely vegetable, M
yrs.Wis here
harmless and effectual.
u
worms are ’§
present it acts as a Tonic and corrects the eon- /■
|1 dition
of the mucous membrane of the atomYiJ
Itf ach and bowels. A positive-—
A|
ft| cure for Constipation and I
j
IJ Biliousness, and a valuabl-!
It
in
ail
the
common!
lw
remedy
Jm
^
>.f
children,
1)} complaints
'JJ
IH 3.»c. at all Drnggists
)!
FA CO., I

A
fj.

(|

Write

)

[}ft

will

Wnitaker house.

meeting has been called to
collector, as the one elected
first meeting was not eligible, hava

town

tax

Seal Cove.

>

a special treatment.
for pamphlet.

ill

chosen third selectman.
Miss Carrie Coombs, of West Franklin,
who has been spending the winter
here,
returned to her home Saturday. Miss
Coombs will be employed at Coffin’s millinery store, Bangor, for the summer.
March 29.
Pearl.

flnUt oelixirJ

J DK.J^hTKI

w

at the
ing been

N WORM IH

■
1/

the

Special

ul

in the rectum and about the anus; ey»-a
heavy and da!!; itching of thenose. short, dry
cough grinding of the teeth starting during
sleep; slow fever; aud often in children, con- 'll
valaiona.
l'ne best worm remedy uutde is A'

TDIIC’OP

R.

Sorrento.

WGHMS

of C hildren and adnltshave worms
but ar* treated for other diseases.
Theayniptoma are—indigestion, with a variable
cpoffensive breath; hard
ff
■ I and full 2n
belly, with occasional gripizigs and
JJ pains about the navel; heat and itching sensaU tion

The teacher

pupils gave an exhibition in the hall on Saturday evening to a
large and appreciative audience.
Each
part was well rendered. Net proceeds,
flo.

is wrapped up. 35 cents.
Avoid imitations.

111
Bl
9/

very successful term.

a

and several of his

Z &* Ask for ••L. F„” and see
the Red Letters before it

m

The standard weight of
order and fit for

a

bushel of beans In
Is

62 pounds.
shipping,
•f wheat, beets, ruta-l*aga turnips and peas, 60
Sood

56 pounds, of onions, 52
English turnips, rye and
pounds; of barley anti buck
wheat, 4$ pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.
corn,

of carrots,
pounds;
Indian meal, 50

Country Produce.

Beans.

Improved Yellow Eye, j>cr bush.2.00
l’ea, hand picket!, i*er bu.l.ou
Peas:

j

are

held in the up29. The

were

The remains of Mrs. Abhie S. Thomas,
who died at her home in Bedford,
Mass.,
March 20, arrived here last
Tuesday for
interment. The husband of the deceased,
W- B. Thomas, accompanied the
remains,
w ith his two
daughters, Nellie and Ethel.
Mrs. Thomas was the daughter of the late
Barnard and Elizabeth Rumill, of Tremont, but had lived in Massachusetts

since her marriage, twenty-nine years
ago. Funeral services were held on the

ler.

Superintendent of schools, Harry
Crimmin.

assessors,
poor, A. E. Mace, (J. H. butler, N.
Rowe.
Clerk and treasurer, H. L. Rowe.
Collector, WT. G. Richardson.
School committee. E. E. Rowe, A.
Mace, G. R. Crosby, W. G. Richardson.
A. Rowe.
Road commissioners, A. E. Mace,
Palmer.
Constable, E. E. Rowe.

overseers

of

A.

E.
N.

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Butter.

Creamery per !b.25
Dairy ...'.l$g.20
Best factory (now) per tb.12 3.16
Best dairy (new .15
Dutch (Imported).i<0
Kgg*.
have reached bottom.
Several sale*
made on the street this week at 10 cents.
The markets quote them at 12.

Eggs

were

Fresh

laid, per doz.12

Hay.
Best

loose, per ton.
13gl5
Baled...I63IS

Straw.
Loose.7 §9
Bal*.si.10 312
Vegetables.
Many vegetables are added to the list this
week.
.60 Potatoes,
.50
Beets, per bu
.(>2
.50
Cabbage,
.05 Parsnips,
.03
Onions,
Bermuda onions,
.10 Carrots,
.113
.03 spinach, pk
.30
Squashes, per lb
.us
0 ran berries, qt
.15
Cucumlters,
Dandelion greens,pk.5o Kadi.-lies,
.10
Lettuce
.10
.12
lihubarb,
Groceries,
is
Sugar
higher.
Rice, per lb
Coffee—per Hi
.663.0*
.25
:10 l'ickles, per gal .4"
Rio.
t
7
Mocha,
Olives, per qt
.37 Vinegar—per gal
Java,
Pure cider.
.25
Tea—per !b—
.4ft g.60 L racked wheat,
.05
Japan,
•
.2.'- 3.60 Oatmeal, p«-r Hi
.05
iciujig,
tjuaKcr rolled oats, .u5
-Sugar—per lb—
.05
Granulate'!,
.05
Buckwheat,
.05 Graham,
C"ffee—A A B,
.04
t
.04
Kveineal,
Yellow, C

Turnips,

—

til—per gal—
.60 3.65
I.indeed,
.14
Kerosene,'per gal
Astral oil,
.15

<

.40
.50
.60
Syrup,
>iapl■ syrup, <jt .25 3.30
Havana.
Porto Rico,

Building Materials.
Luml»er—per M—
Clapboard-—per M
Extra spruce,
24 326
Hemlock,
IO3II
Hemlock hoards, lo 3 11
spruce, No. l,
17-jl?
•
12
1
Clear
:>5 3oo
3
spruce,
pine,
15 320
Extra pine.
spruce floor,
35360
12 3 15 Laths—per M—
Pine,
15 3 is
Mate lied pine,
2.00
Spruce,
Nail*, per lb
.04 3 ."6
shing.es—per M
Lumber anti

—

extra

Cedar,
**

that

_

L.

isbury Cove,
and

Appropriations
Schools, #150; poor,
#150; other purposes, #70; highways, #400.
33 PLANTATION.
Moderator, John R. Shuman.
Selectmen and assessors, John R. Shuman, John Laughlin and N. R. Collar.
Clerk, John R. Shaman.
Treasurer and collector, F. E. Mace.
School committee, J. R. Shuman, F. E.
Mace, John Laughlin, E. N. Williams,
Edgar Mclninch.
Superintendent of schools, John R.
Shuman.
Road
commissioner
(appointed bjcounty commissioners), John li. Shu-

Swamp-Koot,

unpleasant necessity of being compelled to get up many times during the
Schools, $350; high night to urinate. The mild and the exAppropriations
school, $75; hearse, $75; repairs on school- ; traordinary effect of Swamp-Root is eoon
house, $50; support of poor, $200; inci- j realized. It stands the highest for its
dental charges, $120; roads and bridges, ( wonderful cures of the most distressing
If you need a medicine you
cases.
should
$400.
have the best. Sold by druggists,
price
WEST ELLSWORTH.
cents
and
one
dollar.
You
titty
may
| have a sample bottle and
pamphlet both
Mrs. Alice Hamor and children,’of Sal- ;
Constables, Edwin F. Bartlett, William
H. Lawrie.

Moderator, H. L. Rowe.
and

clear,
2d.clear,
extra one,
No. 1,
scoots,

Spruce,
Hemlock,

2 75 Cement, per cask
160
25 Lime, per cask
1 75
1 05 3 lift
15" Brick, per M
7-jli
1 25 \\ hite lead, j-rlb .053.0*
.7.5
1 25
1 25
Pro v iiiont.
2

are

visiting

her

parents, Mr.

Mrs. William A. Barron.
H. A. Gaspar

and children, of
spending the present week
with her parents in this place.
Rev. C. E. Woodcock preached a very
acceptable sermon Sunday morning at
the Dollardtown school-house, on the
Eubject “God’s Mindfulness of Men”.
Mrs.

Surry,

NO

are

March 29.

free by mail.
Mention The EllsAmerican and aend your address
to Dr. Kilmer Jt Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
The proprietors of this paper guarantee
the genuineneaa of this offer.
aent

worth

B.
a

correction.

The West Ellsworth Y. P. C.

E. wish

corresponding secretary, to
the impression
that it is our
j society that has lately been giving dra-

N ut,
Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb
5 50 36 00 Mixer! feed, bag
Straights,
St. Louis roller.
Middlings, bag
5 50 36 00
Patents—
6 50
Winter wheat,
6 25
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .75
Corn, full weight per
.80
bag
Oats, Western, per
bu
.33
Hide* and Tallow.
Hides—per !L—
Tallow—per lb—
Ox,
.04Rough,
.04 >£
Cow,
Tried,
.03 >a
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.25 rs ao
.30 a 245
Pelts,
1

Lambskins,

uu

3I 25

mer.

Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per tb—
FTerdsgrass, bu
.18
Red,
Redtop, per lb
Lawn seed, per tt>
.18
Alslke,
Fresh Fruit.
.15 3.26 Oranges, doz.
Lemons, doz
.25 3 30
Bananas,

Apples, pk

.103.20

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,

.123.20

Dried

Prunes.

Tamarinds,
Currants,
.08g.15 Apples, string
.IO3.I4 Apples, sliced
.10

Turner.
assessors, Calvin Kingman, Alden K. Ha.slam, E. W. DeBeck.
Cierk. Calvin Kingman.

Treasurer,

Googins.
Appropriations—Schools,

what the

Treat

The values

law

Spring

ss

(looi/s^

cull-

present cannot be duplicated by any firm. All wishing
for the season should avail themselves of this
.....

Silks— ill

ilew
coloring.-- and designs, suited to
taste-and
every
requirement, including Stripes, limeades. Moire \ clours, changeable and other effects,
grandest collection ever chosen, from *2!t cent'to
S1t pm- yard.

Spring Styles

in Ladies’

Cloaks, Capes,

Dress Skirts and Suits
at moderate
prices. Sjh mil }><ir</<iiiis in black
brocade dress skirts, all lined, at S'j; also a Reefer
suit. Sli.
Failor-made homespun at Sl<>.

The store I now occupy has been
sold and must be vacated- I therefore offer my entire stock of

DRAPERIES and CURTAINS.
A< usual, we are
this line in this

showing the largest assortment in
city. We are the only ones who
carry a complete line in this department. Cretonnes,
Silkalines, drapery nets and draprrv fixtures. Over
oil different
styles in laee curtains, from dOc. per pair
to -Sid.
Chenille draperies and ftjvholsterv cloths.

AT

Greatly Reancea Prices
before

moving to another location.

down, hut those who
flrpt will get the benefit of the best se-

Everything marked
come

OUR GREAT CARPET DEPARTMENT.

lections.

E. F.

The Best Line in Eastern

REDMAN,

No. 2 Water Street,

ing

Ellsworth.

$1

rowto

have been
be healthy.

sundries.

tested, and

CHEST

.08g.l2

or

A

Maine.

(Quarts.

LUNG PROTECTORS,

GOOD ASSORTMENT.

Prevent Colds and Pneumonia.

S. D.

at 2dc. and .'57

Mattings from 12 c. to
Art Squares, Rugs

Cloths,

ever.

WIOGIN, DRUGGIST

MAINE.
ELLSWORTH,
Opposite Poet-office.

c.

we

.'5de. per yd.
and Carpet
prices
anything

make

want

Ladies’ Wrappers.
Ladies’ Cotton Underwear.
Ladies’ Waists.
Hosiery, gloves and underwear,

ARCHER,

:> ami I

Carpetings

no more superior line in Eastern
Maine, and
enough to defy ell and every competition. If you
in the Carpet line you miss it if you don't see ours.

lines, cheaper than

At REDUCED PRICES.

1, 2,

Maine, consist-

low

Water Bottles

Hot

Chains

There is

Every Article Guaranteed.
S.

Straw

k loor Oil

BUY-MILK
whose

Cotton

yard. All-wool Carpetings at dOc. per yard.
Tapestries at d(>c. and 7dc. .Brussels at SI and

BABIES!
men

of

per

~

W.

SHOES.

we

purchase a dress
great opportunity.
to

mark-down,

Lower prices than

SCHOOL

Spring Goods

'/>-

Utmcrtisnnrntss.

North Hancock,

WALSH’S

SEASON.

THE

tmiinliiK/ ralins in m n* Sjn’int/ /h
sl>tilii; <d the Infrsf noi'illns.

Farm Produce.

.(j6
.10

OF

TAR

print; Goods an* arriving' daily. lii^inmni:
with to-day, we diall offer some of the most

Googins.

A.

Collector, Gilman Jordan.
School committee. I-abel A. Jordan.
Road commissioner, B. F. Jordan.
Town agent, Calvin Kingman.
Constables, 11. W. Kingman, W. A.

Dairy Butter, Fresh Eggs and General

.10

HOREHOUND

W. W.

found

Fruit.

honey

Selectmen and

of

.303.50

Lwuit

i

WALT HA M.

Moderator,

.*03.00

.12
.13

of

Opening

Voted to exempt the Kimball hardwood
manufactory and stock from taxation.
Voted to abate the tPX of 1S96 on stock at
the mill.

.80

.153.30

HALES

wouldn’t

INAUGURATION

Koad commissioner, George F. Parsons.
Constables, Charles L. Pyle, George A.
Frost, Abram Warren, Fred C. Grover.
Appropriations—Schools, *225; poor,
*50; text*books, *25; roads and bridges,
|600: town charges, *200.

.80

.01 ^
,03 >2

your
life door.

neglect
cough.

00

00
6 00
6 0u
6 00

at

such

ton—

6

tap

death

you

a n.

C,

a

the

me, as
correct

|

Fresh—
smelts,

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
3 00 g600
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 33 50
soft,
Dry
Stove,
!
Hounding* per load
F.gg,

it’s

It is
I malic entertainments and a dance.
j not the Christian Endeavor society, but a
0F
Constables, D. W\ Hanson, George society that has been organized for a very
Clarry.
different purpose, under the name of the
Appropriations -Schools, #75; repairs, Dollardtown People’s Social club. If you
#60; books, #5; contingent, #30.
will kindly make the correction you will
MARIA VILLE.
and
oblige every Endeavorer that receives
The American.
Selectmen and assessors, Jere H. Jordan,
Mrs. Asa S. Barron.
a
Charles F. Silsby, Nathan C. Jordan.
Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is a
Clerk, Jere H. Jordan.
“Why do so many modern writers seem
s mp.e remedy but
it acts like magic in all
Treasurer, Albert S. Penney.
cases of throal or bronchial trouble.
to prefer notoriety to fame?” “Because a
8old by
druggists.
Collector, E. C. Dunham.
man has to climb for fame,|but he can
get
School committee, E. G. Brimmer, J. L. notoriety by an easy tumble.”
Pike’s Toothache Dr :>s cure in one minute.
Treadwell, A. S. Penney, N. C. Jordan,
William Jellison.
3t)t)crttscmnUs.
Superintendent of schools, E. G. Brim-

.0*
steak, lieef, tb .12-, 3.25 Tripe, per tb
Fresh pork,
.I03.U Honeycomb tripe,lb .10
I.aml»,
.0*3.15 Ham, per .1*
.123-14
.lo
Veal, per lb
.os3.16 Shoulder ham,
.06 3.10
Itoa-ts,
.0*3 It M utt<>n, per !b
Beef, corned, #> .063.0s Poultry—per ib—
.15
.16
tongue,
Fowl,
.0*
Salt pork, per ib
.19 3 2"
Chickens,
.07 3.0*
.20
Iard,j**r1b
Turkey*,
.lu Phi a capous,
.20
Pigs lcet, per lb
.10
Bologna,
.12
Sausage,
Cooked ham, tb
.16
Boneless ham,
.14

Salt.10 3.12
.OTs.lO
Dry coil,
.12 3.15
Pollock,
Mackerel,
.053.06
.12 3.15
.12 3.15
Bluelieh,
Mackerel,
Halibut tins, .IO3.I2
<4;,
Coil,
White halibut, .14 3.1c
.05
Halibut heads,
.05
Boneless coo, .083.lu
Haddock,
.2u
Fluunders.doz
Tongues and
.15
Lobsters,
souude,
.O83.IO
1*1* kerel,
.10 Smoked.20 3-25
Sadnon,
.12
Halibut,
245
scallop*, qt
Alewivea, string .15
< lam*, ijt
.2'»
Salmon, stripped
.40
.18 3.20
Oysters, qt
.25
Bloaters, doz
Fuel.

Tind^outT

the great kidney
remedy
fulfllla every w ish in relieving pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and
every
part of the urinary passages. It corrects
inability to bold urine and scalding pain
N. j Id passing it, or bad effects following use
of liquor, wine or beer, and overcomes

Selectmen and assessors, James A. Latorrie, Edwin F. Bartlett, Harry N.Crimmin.
Clerk, Lewis W. Bunker.
Treasurer and collector, James R. But-

AURORA.
Selectmen and

howto

Kill a bottle or common glass « ith
urine
and let it stand twenty-four
hours; a sedModerator, J. K. Grant.
iment or settling indicates an
unhealthy
Clerk, Eben Kingman.
condition of the kidneys. When
urine
Selectmen. J. R. Grant, A. 8. Young, G. I stains linen it is a
poatire evidence of kidG. Warren.
trouble.
Too
ney
frequent desire t0
Treasurer, Eben Kingman.
urinate or pam in the hack, is
alsoconSchool committee, J. R. Grant.
viucing proof that the kidneyB and bladAppropriations Schools, what the law J der arc out of order.
requires; roads, $200; poor, $40; other
WHAT TO DO.
purposes, $75.
There is comfort in the
K A ST H ROOK.
knowledge so
often
that
I)r.
expressed,
Moderator, S. O. Googins.
Kilmer's
of $18S.

OTIS.

Monday, March
given below:
on

36b rrt term ntts.

requires; support of poor, $250; highways, $700; other purposes. $300.
Waltham has a surplus in the treasury

man.

was

ZliuOTtstmntte.

:

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
ingood order aDd tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds.

—

Mauset rendering their parts in such fine style, and at
the same time many must have felt that
saw

has gone to Boston to

small.

26, it

better attendance.
the

L

tne

in

of the

was

March

the grown

they

concert

a

fM

Johnson leaves for Boston

George E. Thomas, of Belfast, is working for A. D. Haskell in nis sail loft.

Monday.

UnnHor

G.

Sadie Cressie
study music.

R. V. Stover, of

i

—

Wednesday, March 31, 1*»97.
■ AIMS LAW lKGAEDIMG WEIGHTS AMD HEASUkES.

Molasses—per gal—

P.

Monday.
Man-tt.

results

died Monday
short illness of pneu-

Deceased was born in Orland,
I mouia.
and was nearly sixty-six years of age.
to
two
l'p
years ago be resided in Orland,
where his buildings were destroyed by
tire and since then he has lived in Bucksin the harness business.
In
port,
i his early life he followed the sea, having
been
master
of
several
vessels and usually
|
going foreign voyages. Some years ago
he retired and returned to Orland, where
at one time he was engaged in the brick

pounds; of

Swan'* Inland.

Mrs. G. F. Hooper and two children,
Mrs. B. B. Havey and Mrs. N. H.
Williams, of West Sullivan, spent a week
here recently among relatives. Dinner
parties were the order of the day.
March 29.
S. M. S.

Appropriations

ami

Town meetings
river towns

Gilley

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

COUNTY NEWS.

Elected

Voted in Hancock Towns.

#600.

Buck* port.

Capt. Epps G.
morning after a

tnct in

Staten

Officers

Moderator, George F. Archer.
Isaac A. Bridges, post-master at West I
Selectmen and assessors, Horace W atts,
is very ill w ith pneumonia.
Brooklin,
(
Posters are up announcing the coming r. S. Jordan and I. W\ Haslam.
Clerk and treasurer, A. W. Silsby.
; of the “Frank Jones'* on Saturday, April
3.
Wyer Grant, first pilot, left for PortCollector. L. E. Crosby.
land Thursday, and Will Robbins, second
School committee, George O. Anderson.
! mate, will
leave to-day. F. A. Allen,
Road commissioners, C. M. Smith,
i first mate, has been abroad all winter,
The selectmen have received a bid for a ! George I. Grover. J. II. Nickerson.
i
bridge over “Camp Stream** in the west- | Towu agent. Lucian Sumner.
; ern part of the town from the Staples
Constables, A. H. Nickerson, Thomas
Bros., for the sum of §125. They were the
Johnston, and F. O. Silsby.
| lowest bidder. Two other bids were in.
one for §230 and one for §260.
Appropriations—Town charges, #900;
March 29.
C.
schools, #300; text-books, #125; roads,

i.nrinu .iBmBrrri’i

New York State (outride of S. I*, cyty,
Brooklyn, Lon•] and Staten Mantis).
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland. West Yirjrlnla n*»d Dfih

__

re

P*erj month dnna« l*y7 in each of the 4 district*
prizes wi il be awarded a* follows
The I Competitor who sends in the
1.

j

I

AMHERST.

$3,400.00

Competitor* to nave an many SUNLIGHT
SOAP Wrapper* a* they can collect. Cut

TOWN MEETINGS.

Sedgwick.

Total given during 12 mos. 1897, $40,800.00
jk»*Aeu

of arrival. Rev. A. D. Moore officiating. There were many handsome floral
tribute** from relative** and friends in Boston mid vicinity.
After the services the
remains were borne to the cemetery at
the Rumill homestead on Dodge's
point
w here, surrounded
by the scenes of her
childhood, she will rest.
March 29.
H.

We
<

'■■■■

11

full and
other store.

complete

ever- ar^e*e
Challenge Competitionon
not that our
sell

we

1

;

prices

ou

at any

*1

—

lower, but, as is well kuowu, the quality of our goods is better.
can buy of us better goods for less
money than you will have to pay for inferior
goods somewhere else.
are

Our assortment is the

largest, consequently if you trade with
you want—(he beat goods for the least money.

us

you

will get what

...

M.

GALLERT.

j

